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A v. cck

and endeavor to do their
seemed
errors occurred

METHODIST CHURCH. People's Methodist Church, Kev. Charles W. Martin,
castor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleservice
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning
Sunday school, 12 in. Evening
a( 10 45
Prayer meeting this,
service at 7.30.
Thursday, evening at 7.30»

rooms

Iing

Beatty, speaker.
"

The plan of the State of Maine I’ublicity Bureau to raise a fund for the pur
pose of advertising and securing publicity lor every interest in the State of
Maine is one which should meet with the
universal approbation of every citizen of

week on
few days
Mrs. William

Mayo.

has done

Speaking of fun, mixed with lots ol
music and dancing, just ask some
of the cast of “Miss boh White” how
they likethis musical extravaganzi which
is to be staged at the Colonial Theatre on

j

i he Chase-Chace Association

Foreign visitors:

English—Thelma Hallowell and Lester ] Alfred L. Chase presided yesterday
Cilley.
noon, at the hotel Westminster, at the
Scotch- Alice and Hugh Davis.
midwinter meeting of the Chase-Chace
Irish—Ora and George Roge s.
French—Evelyn Towle and Maurice Family Association, which was attended
Johnson.
The Rev Dr. Henry L.
50 members.
Italian— Hildegarde Rogers and Lester by
j Crane, pastor of the Centre Methodist
Kno Alton.
Spanish—Frances Spear and Horace Episcopal Church at Malden, was the

guest of honor and gave an address on
“Democracy.” There also were readings
by Alfred Bunker, formerly for 30 years
principal of the Quincy school in Boston,
and William E. Chase of Newburyport
The member coming the longest distance
was Miss
Maude E. Barker of Belfast,
Me. This was her first mid-winter meetAnother long-distance guest was
ing.
Miss Edith Ford of Yarmouth, Me. Several new members were admitted to the
association.—The Boston Sunday Herald.

Wescott.

Dutch—Frances Thomas

and

George

Buz/.ell.

Swiss—Phyllis Tuttle and Frank Da

vis.

Swedish—Feme Linekin and Carleton
Robbins.

Norwegian—Drusilla

Roderick

John Chalmers.

Russian—Henriella Coombs

1

and

and Henry

Chalmers.

Chinese—Edna Robbins.

Japanese—Dorothy

Thomas.
1

f 'ance of the Seasonj:

l

was

j

*

Spring—Eva Mayo, Hope Andrews,
Emily Howard.
Summer—Hilda 1 uttle, Kuth Staples,
Ora Rogers.
Autumn—Marian Stackpole, W mmfred W hiting, Elizabeth Staples.

he^i

N. T.

4

Club

was

very

pleas-

antly entertained Tuesday evening by
Miss Eva M. Wight, WaldoAvenue. Mrs.
David Johnsou and Miss Carrie Newcomb
The Club will
were the prize winners.
meet
J

and

Belfast

many

friends

Shore,
George Dod-

learned with regret of his death,
which occurred Friday at his new winter
home in Altadena, Los Angeles County,
for about twenty-

to Northport

five years and their summer home, one of
most attractive and convenient of

the

colony, was bought
family ol Reading, Mass.

they went

of the Roberts

Two years ago
California and built one of

to

the finest bungalows is that famous winter resort,
tlis health began to fail in
the early winter and his only daughter,
Mrs. Seth M. Milliken of New York, was
called

there

and

Christmas

about

re-

mained

with her mother until the last.
Mr. Dodworth was very liberal and genial
those

who

him

knew

found

best

before

leaving for Altadena, they sold

their cottage
W. Dougan,

North Shore

on

to

Mr. J

life-long friend in New

a

York and Northport. Mr. Dodworth was
a New York man and succeeded his fathowner

er as

and director of the Dodworth

Dancing School

at

East 49th street, until

he sold the business

few years ago.

a

He

loved to be at Northport and never tired
of speaking of the beauty of the North

clerks of the City National Bank at basYork, and their daughter have the symket ball in the Armory last Saturday afpathy of many in their bereavement. It
ternoon.

is understood here that his remains are to
be brought to New York for interment.
advices state that Mr. Dodworth
upon

before

shortly

long standing.

Milliken had

Capt.

cently joined the family i

Firemen

Bank

his

death and that his disease had been of

Vance Norton refereed and re-

ported a score of 34 to 12 in favor of the
City National. The lineup:

The

operated

H.
C.
E.
C.
R
F.

!|

re-

Altadena.

MRS. MARTHA E. HARTSHORN

G. Thompson If
R. Darby rr
C. Robbins c
O. Gray rb
C. Beckwith lb

Stone If
Parker rf

Sayward

c

Clements lb
Bramhall rb
Waterman rb

The Howes & Co's five will meet the

Martha E., widow of the late Charles j Telephone team in the Armory this,
A. Hartshorn of Swanville, died Febru- Thursday, evening and have promised a
There will be a
ary 24th in Bangor, where she had been
very entertaining game.
for

a

few

small admission to help pay for the

weeks for medical treatment

but it will be

by Dr. H. T. Clough. She was accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. A. P. Moore
pneumonia and lived only five days. Her
only son, Zenas D. Hartshorn of Belfast,

in a

called to Bangor Wednesday and remained until her death.
Mrs. Hartshorn
was

born in Swanville 66 years ago, the
daughter of Zenas and Mary Jane (Mitch

Downs,

about six

and lived in that town until
years

ago

when she went to

Monroe to live with her daughter.
One
granddaughter, Miss Martha Hartshorn

to

her.

wasja

In her earlier life she

Methodist church

in

B. H. S. Rovers 30
lb Nickerson 3
rb Gross I
c Roberts 1
Winchester If 1
Clements If 2
Maclnnis rf 7

with teams from Camden Y. M
C. A., Stockton, Brooks, Unity, and any
others who wish to compete with them

mem-

games

North

Searsport. At the time of her death she
belonged to Loyal Lodge of Rebekahs in
Monroe and the Arconian Chapter, O Ej
S. of Dixmont. A most estimablcflyomau
she will be missed by many outside of the
family circle. Funeral services were held
in the village church in Swanville Monday at 2 p. m. with Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
pastor of the Belfast Universalist church,
officiating

It is hoped by Manager Ralph A. Darby of the Belfast A. A. to book a game
here in the Armory next Saturday evening with ihe Sanford A. L. team.
The Belfast A.

A. won 56 to 38 from

the Heald live of Bangor in the Armory
last Saturday before a large crowd of enRoberts starred for Belfast
with nine baskets and I’erro for the Ban-

thusiasts.

gers with eight.

SANlTVPOINi

The summary:
Bangor
rb Cook 3
lb Toole 3
c Mishou 4
rf Heal 1
If Ferro 8

Belfast

|

Ivan Grant left Thursday for Boston.
Mrs. A. M.

Wilbur

is

in Bangor for

few days.

Several

from

here attended the food

|

c4

Roberts lb 9
Getcbell rb 1

John

Arthur Perkins left recently for Boston, where he has employment.
Fred

Norton If 7
W bite rf 7

Soper

a

fair in Bangor.

Black has been confined to the

house the past week with the grip.

The sum-

victory for the Midgets.

The Midgets are a new team which haa
played two games with Searsport’s first
High school team and won the first and
lost the second.
They have arranged

of Belfast, survives her. Capt. Cleveland
Downs of Belfast was brought up in her
parents’ home and seemed like a brother
ber of the

hall,

good investment.

mary:
b. H. S. Midgets 42
Davis rf 5
Wadwworth If 6 (D
Tompkins c 4
Adams rb 1
Colcord lb 6 (2)

was

ell>

a

Good game played in Armory Friday
afternoon between the B. H. S. Midgets
and the B. H. S. Rovers, which resulted

While there she contracted

of Monroe.

Troy

E.

NJson is Economical

date of
A special from Augusta under
account ot
Feb. 24th gives an itemized
acMr. Nelson’s expenses: "The expense
Recount of John E Nelson of Augusta,
3rd Conpublican nominee in the recent

on a

N.

C.

Partridge

was

in

Howard I.each, who narrowly escaped
serious injury last week while at
work in Witham’s mill, is now able to
be out, although quite lame.

a

very

Dr. S. C. Pattee has recovered from
his illness with the prevailing epidemic
and is attending to his professional duties as usual.

next Wednesday evening with Miss

Newcomb.

and Dance

The Frank D. Hazeltine Post, American
one of the moat successful

Legion, had
and largely

attended social functions of
the season at their cabaret and dance in
the Armory last Wednesday evening.

The decorations, under the direction of
Dickey, were effective and bik
propriate to the day, Feb. 22nd. Festoon*
of flags and pennants were draped front
Orrin J.

the aides of the hall to the ceiling
centre,
butterfly flags alternsting with pennant*
were spaced around the balcony
railing,
but the drop curtain’s transformation
wae most appreciated.
A large picture
of Washington, loaued by Thomss H.
Marshall Post, occupied the centre with
white bunting and flags on either side.
There were forty-two small table*,
seating four each, placed around the sides
of the hall contributing to the sociability,
especially during the aerving of refreshments.
Member* of the Po«t served refreshments and they also entertained visitors
during tie evening at their new rooms in
the Armory block on the lower corner
floor.
The program opened with a concert oC
several numbers by McKeeo’s orchestra
with Charles F. Hammons, vocal soloist.
Dancing began at 9 p. m. and continued
until 1 a. m., with fine music furnished

shopping trip.

by McKeen’g.
At intermission the following program
was greatly enjoyed by some of Belfast’s
favorite musicians: Vocal solo, Mrs. Basil
R. Allen; saxaphone solo, Dean Knowlball.
ton; vocal solo, Miss Chsrlotte Knowlton;
Mr. and Mrs Malcolm D. Billington of cornet solo, Roy Greene.
Mrs. Lloyd D.
Portland arrived recently to visit the lat- McKeen and William L. Luce were accompanists.
one
of
the moonlight
During
ter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs Lewis A.
dances Mr. Hammons, soloist, and Mr.
Brown.
Knowlton, saxaphone, mingled among
the dancers in one of the moonlight
Miss Elizabeth A. Marsano, a
teacher waltzes and rendered solos.
in the Quincy, Mass., schools, has been
The affair was so popular it has been
spending the past week with her par- requested that it be repeated in the near
future. J. Earl Braley was chairman of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Marsano.
the committee of arrangements.
Frank B. Condon of Augusta, formerly
of Belfast, has been here several days the
the arv officials.
past week in the interest of the candidacy
of Hon. Ernest L. McLean of Augusta
Petitions were circulated the past week,
the Democratic candidate for Congress in to place the present city government in
nomination for re-election on Monday,
the thirddistrict.
March 13th, and were very generally
Miss Louise H. Ferguson left Orlando,
Fla., Monday to attend the millinery signed by men and women of both parties aa the candidates are about evenly
openings in New York and plans to reach
divided in their political affiliations. The
home next Wednesday. Misses Loula A
Mason and Elizabeth A. Kelley will re- only changes in the board of aldermen
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse returned Thurs-

day from Lewiston, where she accompa
nied Mr. Morse, to attend the Shriners’

and in tbe council was to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Dr. John B Dar-

main in Orlando another month.
The many friends in Belfast of Mr. and

Herbert J. Kimball succeeds him
Harold.S. McKeen succeeds
Mr. Kimball. The ticket will be: C. W.
He was suddenly stricken in
former.
Wescott, Mayor.
Boston Oct. 1 on their return from Indifor Aldermen.
and
has
been
confined
to
the
anapolis
Ward 1—Ralph L. Cooper.
Doctors diagnosed the Ward 2—V.
house all winter.
A. Simmons.
*
weakness of the heart muscles,” I Ward 3—H. J. Kimball.
case as
Ward
4—W.
G. Hatch.
which has necessitated perfect quiet.
Ward 5—T. S. Thompson.
Mrs. C. Weslev Lookwood of Fiskdale,
FOR COUNCILMEN.
j
ling.

Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox of Fryeburg
will regret to learn of the illness of the

Mass., who was very critically ill at the
Tapley hospital several weeks, is gaining
rapidly now and is planning to be moved

in ward 2 and

|

|

later in the week to the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Collins, Miller
street.

The case

has attracted

was

as

it Was thought at first that she could not
possibly live through the operation.
Miss

Clara, daughter of
Hammons, was

Charles F.

days the past week dancing
and evenings at the Auto
A Waterville correspondent says

of her:
“Miss Hammons is a dainty little miss
who has quite a repertoire. This includes
an overall dance, her costume being a big
straw hat and overalls; the Pierrette,
when she wore a black net with big yellow chrysanthemums, a Spanish dance, a
Scotch dance, the ballet and a sailor
dance, all in appropriate costume.”

would
now.

like to have her Belfast friends
some

Resolutions

in Waterville

afternoons

have

!

Ward 1—Ralph H. Howes.
1—John P. Sylvester.
Ward 2—V. L. Hail.
2— L. B. Thompson.
Ward 3—H. S. McKeen.
3— Donald S. Hall.
Waed 4—G. W. Lane.
4——Arthur Higgjns.
Ward 5—:Norman M. Staples.
5— R. W. Pattershail.

Mr. and Mrs.

for three
Show.

^

most unusual and

great deal of attention

a

Miss Millie E. Mitchell, who has been
Brewer •! gressional District Primary election, was spending the winter at bradentown, Fla.,
•
filed Friday at the Department of State,
in company with Mrs. Annie Parker
several days last week, the guest of Mr
into
carrying a total of $416 63, divided
and Mrs. L. A. Savage.
Printing, Pitcher, writes that they are enjoying
the following departments:
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hartson of Mount $84.06; clerk Hire, $158.32; newspaper ad- the season in that beautiful place, but
hall rent, $5; miscel- pi in to leave early in March for Ocala
Vernon, N. Y., are guests of her parents, vertising, $149.25;
laneous, $28. Total, $416.63."
Miss Mitchell says she
for a
visit.
Capt. and Mrs S. M. Graut.
Mrs.

Legion Cabaret

The

is the guest

of Mrs. W. A. Nichols.

Thursday

The Belfast firemen got all they wanted for exercise when they "tackled” the

Shore and its surrounding territory.
His
wife, formerly Miss Helen Nash of New

was

Mrs. Clair White of

|

“Interest is very keen in the big basket
Henry M. Mudgett left laat week to
ball event which is to be held in City hall,
Thursday, March 2nd, when the famous spend a few days in Boston.
New York Celtics will clash with a team
Mrs. W. H. Whitman has returned
composed of local basket ball stars, and
there is a big demand fur seats for the from visits in Boston and vicinity.
game. Manager Smyth has signed a conWilliam Steale of Castine was a busitract with Ken White, a well known baskett ball star, who formerly played with ness caller in town last Wednesday.
the Bangor Professionals and more reMiss Isabel Ginn left Wednesday to
cently acted as coach for the Belfast
s few weeks in New York and Bosspend
team.
Hillie Johnston has been secured
to referee the Celtic game and this an- ton.
nouncement should meet with the uananiMiss Marian A. Greer left Wednesday
mous approval of the basket ball fans.”
tor visits in Worcester, Lowell and BosThe Belfast High run up a very large
ton, Mass.
score of 42 to 7 against the Oakland High
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Nichols have
in a game here in the Armory last Friday
returned from a brief visit with relatives
night, refereed by Marriner. The sumin Dixmont.
mary:
Mr. J. N. Hoit of Hampden Highlands
B. H. S.
O. H. S.
Bowen rf 6
tb Pierce 1 is spending the week with bis
daughter,
rb Leavitt Mrs.
Grady If 5
Elijah Ritchie.
c Sanford
Cramer c 1
Mrs. Leighton Coombs and Mrs. J. M.
Tompkins c
HofTses lb 9
rf Bragg 1 (1> Vogell of Castine were in Belfast recentNickerson rb
If Simmons i
ly on a shopping trip.
Roberts rb
Miss Daisy F. Miller of S.arsmont has
Luce,
tteieree, Marriner; timekeeper,
scorer, C. Colcord.
been in Belfast the past few days visiting
Belfast High has about 4 more games Mrs. George Weymouth.
to be played on its home floor and would
Mrs. Mial Perkins and Miss Vivian
like to have more support. There was
Witham of Castine were in Belfast last
scarcely 100 fans there Friday night.

With Mrs. Dodworth he had been

Calif.

PERSONAL

says

worth

coming

BALL.

The Bangor Commercial of laat Friday
of a favorite basket ball player:

North

T.

of

many characteristics that stand the test
of years of friendship. Last October, just

White

snappy

in

Linwood Nichols.

The

Northport,

( ENTS

W2±_FIVE

BASKET

THOMAS GSUftUC DODWOK1H

and

Eob

Miss

March » under the auspices of the B If.
S. Senior Cl as. The rehearsals are coming along fine and much enthusiasm is
ground apparatus, including a slippyslide, being displayed by every one who is in
The
a giant stride, swings etc., also an Edison
any way connected with the show.
machine, a piano and twenty-five refer- principals all have been selected with
At special reference to their adaptability to
ence books for-the school library.
their roles and all are working hard for
sold
candy
the
pupils
intermission
this, the best show of its kind ever given
throughout the audience and did a thriv- in Belfast. Ermo Scott and Tolford Durham will be screams as trie two millioning business.
aires who lose an election bet to the Duke
were especfriends
and
Many parents
of High Titles, Harold Staples, and have
ially interested in the display of number to be tramps for two months. The way
render their hunger and
work, drawing, arts and crats work on in which they
Weary Willy songs is almost professional
display in the rear of the hall.
and if you are looking for a good laugh,
Maude E. Towns- you should not miss this one feature of
Thr teachers, Mrs
Miss Helen Plaisted as Miss
the show.
end, Mrs. Annie K. Adams, Mrs. Annie
Bob White makes a very dainty and atMarMiss
C. Black, Mrs. Ella R. Foster,
tractive milk iaid as well as charming
ian Woodworth and Miss Mary Houston, society maiden.
Helen Rolerson makes
worked untiringly for days for the suc- a very successful Quaker maiden who
Orland
Lord Bashful,
and came in for their will not marry
cess of the affair
Orchard, because of her love for Jack,
The teachers
share of congratulations.
Donald Knowlton, whom she finally mar
have requested The Journal to thank the lies.
In tact, all the principals will be
and then the choruses
parents and friends for their encourage- unusually good
must come in for their share of praise.
ment, for loaning articles and materials
You will like the lasting melody of the
of
for the costumes and also for gifts
song which the large group of milkmaids
Fol- and farmers sing and will also wonder
money for the purpose ot the affair.
how they could learn such an attractive
lowing is the cast of characters.
The swing
dance in such a short time.
Sunbonnet Babies:
of the music for the Flirtation group and
BeaJustine Green, Rebecca Holmes.
■‘I Can’t Help Loving the Girls” chorus
trice Doliber, Phyllis Wood, Doris Rob- will make you enjoy their dances to the
inson, Ruth Nado.
utmost, as will the dignity in the Jackie
The Fox
and Colonial Dame choruses.
Overall Boys:
Floyd Ness, Philip Robbins, C harles Hunters give a certain pep to the show
Hall, Burleigh Roderick, William Chal- that would be greatly missed if it were
Stack- not for the enthusiasm of these twelve
mers, Rdgar Knowles, Norman
The Spirit of the Rose is a
young men.
pole.
dance done by ten young ladies
graceful
Nations
the
Cantata—"A Meeting of
with a solo dancer. This dance is sure to
American Children:
be one of the In's Last but not least come
Entertainers—Frances Busse, Norman the Bubble Kiddies, wdio open the show
Merchant, Wilfred Hall, Elizabeth Dun- and their festive balloons add much to
There will be
bar, Sanford Howard, James Davis, j the success of the show
Sarah Hustus, Lloyd Clark, Joseph 7> of these youngsters and they are all
:
Condon, Ella Bennett, Anne Cooper.
doing their best to make their number
one of the best parts of the production
Chorus of 26:
Mildred
Darby, Eleanor Hammond, All the way through “Miss Bob White’’
Dorothy Leach, Ethne Worcester, Hat- has a smooth running plot and these
songs and dances give the needed color
tie Small, Charlotte Decrow, Amy McCormick, Harriet McKinnon, Ida Mc- and variety.
Tickets are now on sale by any memDonald, Clara Hastings, Alice Brown,
Mildred Talbot, Ruth Thomas, Frances ber of the High school and the reserved
Staples, Clarence Arey, Leslie Hall, seats will go on sale at the Colonial box
Office at 9 o’clock Wednesday morning,
Russell Rumuey, Homer Kelley, Ar
Get your tickets now and
I in B tort Grind a I, Rob rt Gillum, Clyde j March 8th.
Wood, George Moore, Horace Coombs, have your favorite seat reserved on or
Manly Ellingwood, Francis Decrow, after that time.

of the appointments for the presweek are as follows: Monday evening,
Tuesday evenip meetings for boys.
meeting of Scout leaders at 13 Cedar
Wednesday afternoon, Ladies’
et.
ing Circle with Mrs. Herbert Morey,
Wednesday evening, choir
er street.
Thursday after;arsal at the vestry.
in the vestry,
n, Camp Fire Girls
rsday evening, covenant meeting,
important business— “Meicy for a
ked City”—Jonah 111. Friday evening, meeting of Troop III, Boy ^couts,
with Mr. O. E. Frost, speaker. Saturday
nd
9 to II at the Armory, lroop IV
Troop 111 for basket ball practice. March
31 annual fair and entertainment in Memorial Hall.
April 2-16, Lenten services
every day except Saturdays, with Dr.

a

ners.

seats

the past four years
with money raised by these annual entertainments, the purchase of playing

ime

last

1 be

use.

in

school

even-

in Belfast
his way to Castme to spend
with his parents, Mr. and

m

Lawrence Dow
Mildred Talbot

Pianist, Ermo Scott.
48 States represented each by a child
and chfclren for flag and purchase ban-

taking the proposition room by
room and thought they would succeed in
He also referred to what the
time.
age

post cordial welcome is for such as mav
of this
■ vail themselves of the hospitality
rhurch. This church touched many lives
in its
helpful ministry last Sunday,
through the line morning congregation;
through the Bible school at which 165
were present; through the group meetings
of High school and Grammar school boys
and girls, with their leaders, at I he church
Christian
in the afternoon; through the
Endeavor meeting for old or young peoat
ple; and through the evening service
which the pastor gave an address on
••One of the Greatest Stories Ever Written.” At this last servo e of the day the
the
music was led by the orchestra and
by James H. Cilley, and a ladies’
Mr. Sauer will continue
tette sang.
"Greatest Stories Ever
series of

Roy Mayo of Swanville

now

MAINE. THURSDAY. MARCH

the

Independence

solo, Illinois,

really
needed for the entire building would cost
i12.">0, but he admired the teachers’ cour-

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. Rev
13
ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence,
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath serat
school
vices at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible
mid-week
|2; Christian Endeavor 6:30;
7:30.
jevolional serv.ce Thursday,
The morning worship nex, Sunday indudes the ordinance of the Lord’s SupThe music will, be by the splendid
>er.
Pastor
ihorus choir a ad male quartette.
iauer's Communion address will be upon
‘The Return of the Angels.”
These services are open to all, aud a

the State.
Maine has more natural resources developed and undeveloped than any section of this great United States, and
yet very few outside of the State realize what opportunities her citizens have.
A climate unexcelled for anyone with
led blood in their veins; soil in which
practically every crop can be raised;
unlimited water
power available for
nduslry, a developed commerce with
distributed
products;
internationally
lakes, mountains, streams, a coastline,
and summer resorts that are superior to
any pace in the whole world; and yet
comparatively few people know what we
have because the State has lacked a systematic and continuous Advertising Campaign.
If all our citizens had the spirit which
seems to be an attribute of most of the
People of all of the western Statev, we
would collectively tell the world that
Maine is the finest spot on the Globe, in
which to make a permanent home or
spend a vacation
Let us boost together and “sell Maine
to the world.’’

What

parts.

of the building instead of thedou-

ble ones

here.

•SELL MAINE TO THE WORLD

American

Carleton Robbins
Wilfred Pau
Winoifred Ryan
George Moore
Henry Hustus
Leonard Thombs

Prescott Ferguson
Recitation,
Recitation, State of Maine,
Hop Andrews
Recitation, Ship of State, Stephen Read
and
My Flag.
R citation, Your Flag

and explained that the proceeds of
the entertainment were to be used to
place single seats and desks in one of the

the usual
day morning at
hoped that all members of Congregationof the Umtaral church and parish and
and parish will be present. A
taIi church
not
,-ordial invitation is extended to any
associated with another church to wor-

[Joseph

Reader,
King George,
Columbia,
George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln,
Color Bearer,

ence

THE EEDERATED CHURCH— NON-SEC-

Sunday

Washington Pageant

only to add
large audience.
to the interest of the
Supt. E. E Rodeiick thanked the audi-

will beTAH1AN. Kev. W. E. Skerrye
at this church next Sungin Ins ministry
It is
hour

succeeding

Jiuobonnet Land.

things of the season and the expression
has frequently been heard that it was a
natural real life
genuine pleasure to see
The children ocwithout paint, etc.
seats
cupied several rows of the front
and all seemed filled with school pride

Martin of the Bangor
Tbeologiral Seminary preached his last
as the supply of the fedatrmnn Sunday
He has given excellent
erated church
satisfaction with his able, helpful and
entertaining discourses and has made
friends with all.
Thomas J.

ou

in

The entertainment given by the pupil*
of the Peirce school in the Armory last
Thursday evening was one of the best

Sunday
cited to these services

tten”

W inter—Su/inne Miller, Sara Knowlton, Priscilla Varney,
Drill, Ladies from Japan:
Hildegard Rogers, Katherine Johnson,
Prances Thomas, Alice Brown, Kath
erine Ingalls, Dorothy Thomas.

Peirce School Entertainment

church next SunAt the Univeraalist
will be preaching serday morning there
Rev \A m Vaughan.
vice by the pastor.
school at noon. All cordially in-

ship

_BELFAST,

NO. J).

THE CHURCHES

Pr.

----—

of the cherries that are ripe
trees are in bloom1

The orange

strawberries are selling at 30 cents pi r
box and the “mockers” are singing their
sweet song.

of

Respect.

Whereas, The Silent Messenger has

en-

tered our midst and removed irom our
order our worthy brother, James Wilbert

Nickerson.
Resolved, That Comet Grange

has lost
faithful and valued member.
One who
best
interests of the
always had the
grange at h art and whose presence will
be greatly missed.
Resolved, That we tender our sincere
sympathy to the bereaved family in their
great affliction. May they receive comfort in the thought that his every wish
was
granted and that God doeth all
things well.
Resolved, That as a mark of respect we
drape our charter for a period of 30 days,
that a copy of these resolutions be spread
upon our records, a copy sent to the bereaved family and a copy sent to The
Republican Journal for publication.
a

Some future day—’twill not be long—
We’ll join the friends we love;
And meet again our worthy Brother.
In the Great Grange above.
Celia m. Nickerson,
Jennie Webb,
I. E. MCK.EEN,
Committtee on Resolutions
Swanville, Me.. Feb. 23, 192g.

_

Hurrah for Belfast

Four

Four

Ninel y

Ninety

Five

Five

clean-up sale at the Davis Sample
Shop to be continued until one week
from Saturday, March 11th. The
following Saturday, March 18th, we

The

will have an entire new stock of
spring merchandise opened up for

HOME OF HOMES!

your

Daily Becoming Larger!

And for “MISS BOB WHITE,” the Coming
School Production which none should miss!

The City National Bank of Belfast
BELFAST, MAINE

Truly

yours,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP.

FOUR
And for the GITY NATIONAL BANK OF
BELFAST with its $3,500,000 Assets,

inspection.

See Miss Bob White at the Colonial March 9.

NINETY
FIVE
see these Women s
and
Pumps at Four
new low Shoes
Ninety-Five you will admit that a new
standard of values has taken place in
the Shu business.

Certainly when

you

Not only is every leather represented,
but you will see new strap effects that
and attractive.
are decidedly new
of
welted
course, in B, C
Goodyear
and D widths--$4.95.

WHY
profitable FOR YOU to carry your Commercial Account with us?

is it

BECAUSE
WE PAY 2%
Accounts.
let

on

daily balances of Commercial

It is worth your while to think this
explain it in detail.

over.

Come in and

us

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

$Ke$X
BROOKS

BELFAST
OASTINE

P. S. We hope the ladies will remember that
for their convenience._

room

UNITY
wa

have

a

special

rest

_

UAJV1U1 U

Vi/AJ

American

Belfast. Thursday, March 2, 1922

people,
ency
most of whom do not believe that lifting

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

from the bach of
Europe" and putting it on their own will
of
sums
“fabulous
bring to the
Our national reputation for
money.”

The

Republican
A.T

immense

"this

loumal Pub. Co.

brown. Editor

ADVERTISING TERMS. Porone square,
50 cents for
one inch length in column,
for each subsequent
one week and S5 cents

satisfy the

to

I

EASE LAME BACKS

load

\TOV
J

that Mr. Kahn’s proposi! tion is not fair dealing nor is it honest
Insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
Mr. Kahn also said: “We should
50 cents dealing
|< no a year, 11.00 for aix months;
require that useless barriers built up by

foi three months.

Representative in Congress
HON. JOHN E. NELSON
For

OF AUGUSTA.
COTTON AND THE STRIKE

to

seems

us

competitive fear and jealousy should be
that trade can move freely
so

removed

frontiers.”

across

He

In each and every year since 1909 the
cotton mills of the South have consumed.
citizen, an adopted citizen or an alien,
was
In manufactures, more cotton than
but it seems to be plain that he is not for
coosumed in the mills of New England. America first. He ia for Kahn, Loeb &
in
The amount of cotton consumed,
above

manufactures, in the milla of the
8# per cent
sections is a little more than
of the
consumption
mill
of the entire
is bsaed
United Stales. This percentage
six years, 1915 to 1920,
on a period of
In 1920 the Southern milla
Inclusive.
the New England
used about 55 p r cent,
and the other
mills about ?6 per cent
about 9 per
States
United
mills of the
in manucent of the cotton consumed
of
of the cotton mill industries

Co. lirst and all the time,

the linn or

corporation of which he appears to be the
head was the purchaser of large blocks of
bonds of European countries and municipalities. These bonds were offered on the
American

market

and

of

course

Mr.

Kahn’a firm desires to protect itself and
its customers and turn a prospective loss
into a

profit.

If the United States

can

be induced to cancel the European war
debt and throw open its markets to free

factures
trade, the bonds held by Kahn, Loeb &
there has been
this country. Since 1910
Co. and its customers will jump from a
in
used
in the cotton
no great increase
quotation well down below par to a quowhile aince then
the New England mills
tation considerably above par. And Libof about 50
increase
an
been
hss
-there
erty bonds will be quoted much lower
Southern mills, and there than at the present time. The United
per cent in the
small increase
tias been a comparatively
St; tes has been wonderfully generous to
cotton
the
growing the
of
outside
mills
in the
people of Europe and to the people of
Even a super■States and New England.
China, but our government is, primarily,
the
ficial view of the situation will show
a business, not a charitable institution,
has
reasons why cotton manufacturing
organized for the purpose of safeguarding
in the
made such notably great progress
the life, liberty, religious, social and
.cotton growing States in competition economic welfare of its own citizens.
It
Our
with the mill* of New England.
should deal justly with all nations but its
mills used 617,707 tons of cotton in 1920. first and paramount duty is to lo k after
The mills in the cotton growing States the interest of “America first.’’ These
The average extra
jsed 926,600 tons.
facts are so firmly fixed in the minds of
in New Engmost of our people that Mr. Kahn’s prop,-ailroajl haul of cotton used
more
land mills was at least 600 miles
aganda will have no effect.
than to the Southern mills. The South
There are a great many people in the
has coal. New England has not. Living United States who are convinced that
expenses are less in the South than here. none of the European nations, except
Labor conditions favor the cotton grow- England, can ever pay their indebtedness
54,ng States. They have few, if any,
to this country. Others say they can
hour weeks There have been no general
pay, it allowed to do so, with goods inThe
there.
strikes of the mill workers
stead of money.
Both of these opinions
weekly wage scale is less. All these may or mav not be true.Timeand circumthe
against
handicaps operate heavily
stances will settle that and we are willcotton mill industry in New England and
ing to await the verdict. They promised
Northern capital has, in consequence, to refund their I O. U.’s into bonds. The
been going in increasing volume, for sev- whole
question of A1 ied indebtedness to
eral years, into cotton manufacturing in the United States at the
present time is
the South. This has brought up to-date
just this: Will the debtor nations do as
machinery and up-to date methods to the
they agreed to do?
front in Southern factories, with the result that the grade of goods put on the
DANGEROUS PLAYTHINGS
market has been so vastly improved that
On the 25th of last August the ZR-2
-some of them compare on equal terms
with the output of most of our New Eng- was wrecked in England while making a
land mills in the markets of the world. trial trip preparatory to the undertaking
While the above outlines the domest'c of a trip across the Atlantic ocean to this

situation in regard to cotton, the international situation is worihy of serious

country.

were
66
persons on
but four lost their lives.

There

board and all

1922:

can’t do your best when
muscle
Kick and
every

Ohio,
Ada Patterson Dyer, Columbus,
Daniel N. Dyer, Winterport; land and
buildings in Winterport.

will

ions

no

miners are able to maintain a strike for
two or three months the sympathizers
because railroads and
will be out of a

job

steamships, except

ocean

will

ers,

striking,

the

a

few oil burninstead of

and,

to run.

cease

sympathizers will be struck.
probably form an alli-

PuLlic opinion will
ance

ing

strong enough to keep the mines goDon’t
and the railroads running.

The seventeenth annual convention of
the National Rivers and Harbors Con-

Mrs. Albert Foss is

likely to “get into politics”

textile industries in those countries where

cheap
hand.

raw

cotton can be obtained close at

Already Chinese and Japanese
cotton factories are driving the cotton
textiles of New England out of the
i.Qrient- They are also actively absorbing
a considerable share of the cotton textile
brazil protrade in our Pacific States,
/(Buces about 50,000,000 pounds of raw
sottoD annually and is weaving it into
in general
•uch common textiles as are
In_view of all the
use in that country.
taken
above figures which are nearly all
seem
not
does
it
_fcrom official tourcea,
of New England
atrange that the output

000.

On Feb. 21 of this year the

Roma,

a

dirigible made' in Italy and purchased
by our War department, crashed to earth,
the released hydrog n gas took fire and
34 people lost their lives. This occurred
near Hampton Roads, Va.
The Roma
was not as large as the ZR-2, being about
410 feet long, but was the largest in the
world when it started

upward

on

its

fata'

trip. Its gas bag held one million feet of
hydrogen gas, enough to fill a cubical
tank, 100 feet long, 100 feet wide and 100
feet high. Its motors had been taken
out and replaced by Liberty motors in order to drive this huge dirigible through
the ait at a rate of speed which would eshas not been
cotton mills, as a whole,
tablish a new record. It is said that it
ten
the
past
materially increased during
was expected the Roma would set the
it seems to be probable
years. Instead
mark at 80 miles an hour.
can
they
ten
next
years,
that during the
cheap
not hold their own against foreign
Two weeks from next Monday the
and a
in
wages
a
reduction
labor without
voters of the Third Congressional Disthe
trict of Maine will choose a man to repprotective tariff, which will protect
of foreign
a
from
deluge
market
American
resent them and voice their sentiments
us that the
cotton textiles. It seems to
in the House of Representatives, hon.
if
_New England mills will be fortunate
John E. Nelson is a citizen of character,
the
they can hold their own against
ability and force, and, we believe, will
notable
Southern mills for many years longer.

operatives in the Maine
decotton mills acted wisely when they
a general strike
in
take
to
part
not
cided
We think the

-wLicb is foredoomed to failure
THE WAR DEBTS
Advocacy of the cancellation of interthe atnational war debts is brought to
tention of the people of the United States
with increasing frequency. All of it carries the earmark of "special pleading”
and much of it is merely selfish propaMr. Otto H. Kahn, a member of

ganda.

.the international banking firm of Kahn,
inch & Co. of New York city, is reported as having publicly told the members
«f the National Institute of Social Science that we ought to cancel these debts,
“all of them” and that the other nations
should “wipe them off their slates.” Following this, he aaid: If we lift this imload from the back of Europe it
.will yield to us in dollars and cents fabuilous sums of money, irrespective of the
reputation it will bring us for honesty,
mense

In Case of Accidents
Cuts, Scalds, Burns,
Sprains and Bruises, Insect or Mosquito Bites,
APPLY FREELY
Vnpared bjr um mobway medicivs Co., aorway. axe.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
Jf II foils to boi*fltjaB when oeedstrictlY as directed oo
:n— Try about* Saidby alldealer*
Mgr-1

measure

well up to the

efficiency

of his predecessor, Hon. John A. Peters.
This is a strong Republican district, but

Republicans should not be caught
napping. The number of votes cast for
Mr. Nelson and Mr. \iles in the recent
primaries were less than the Democratic

the

vote for governor in 1920.
In fact the
vote for both these gentlemen was a

a

Hospital,

surgical patient
Dangor.

Mrs Sylvina Perkins of Monroe spent
week recently with Mrs. C. B. Jewett.

i
a

The ladies of the Monroe W C. T. U
met with Mrs. C. M. Conant Tuesday afternoon.

Mrs. L. A. White entertained the 500
Club of Monroe, Saturday afternoon,

liliKlxHAM

Feb. 18.

Albert Cole recently visited her
relatives in Waterville.
Mrs.

Mrs. Carrie Croxford of Dixmont was
recent visitor at the home of her uncle,

a

C. H. Libby.
Miss Mildred Larby, who has employment in Bangor, has been at her home

Miss Eva Knowles of Fairfield visited
over Sunday at the home of her aunt,

here for two weeks.

Mrs. T. I.. Goodwin.
Mrs. Myrtle Giles, who has been very
ill at the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank
B. Brown, is somewhat better.
Rev. E. L. Converse of Pittsfield occu-

day evening, Feb. 11.
There was a meeting of the members
of the W interport Fruit Growers’Asso-

assisted

dent

ciation at Hon. C. M. Conant's WednesMiss Charlotte Staples of Belfast, who
in caring for her uncle, B. N.
Fish of Ellingwood’s Corner, during his

in

Waterville High school,

stu-

was

a

Mr
ness

and Mrs. A. R. Wellman were busivisitors in Bangor, Feb. 16, and Mrs.

recent week-end visitor with her friend,

Wellman

Ruth E. Mudgett.

Elizabeth,

Miss Julia

Weed has returned to hei

Somerville, Mass., and Mrs.
Clara Woodcock to her home in Parkman, having been called here by the
death of their sister, Mrs. Abbie Weed
Burrill. Miss Angie W'eed will remain
for a longer visit with relatives.
Mr and Mrs L. E. Gerald were called
Feb. 19 to Waterville by the illness and
death of Mr. Gerald’s brother-in-law, H.
home

marks were listened to with interest.

called

Miss

her daughter,

High

Orono

in

Quite

number from this vicinity at-

a

tended the complimentary ball at Winterport village Wednesday eve., Feb. 22nd,
which

was

given by the officers and

erew

port.
A merry party was entertained at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Conant
The fol-

Wednesday evening, Feb. 15.

lowing%uests
R.

present: Mr. and Mrs.
Robertson of Swanville; Mr. and

G.

were

Mrs. M. A. Haley and Mr. and Mrs. F. F.
Palmer and

Mr. and

Mrs. A. N. Conant

was

held at the town

hall Saturday evening under the auspices
of the Pythian Sisters, and it was largely
attended, the proceeds of the evening being nearly J40. Candy, aprons and cooked food were on sale. The dance was in
the nature of

poverty ball and many
appropriate costumes were in evidence.
The prizes for costumes went to Mrs. Era

nest Hunt and Mr. Smith.

Music tor the

evening was furnished by Snell’s orchestra of Pittsfield.

Mrs. Arthur Beach of Belfast is spend1ing the week with her daughter, Mrs.
Fernald Barton.
Mrs. Edward Mallia of Boston is the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G. Pendleton.
Miss Lukie Keller i< sick at the Waldo

County Hospital.

Her father and sister
Winifred spent Feb. 18th with her.
Mr.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Samuel

Pendleton and

Ellery

Pendleton moved into ou
We are glad t
neighborhood last week.
welcome them back again.

little less than one-quarter of the RepubMrs. Ada Fletcher is spending the
lican voting strength of the district as
week-end with her sister, Mrs. Millard
indicsted by the result of the election of
Boardman. Mrs. Fletcher will spend the
In the last State elecGovernor in 1920.
remainder ol the winter in Portland.
tion Waldo county cast 4855 votes for
Phoebe Pendleton Crosby is one of the
Mr. Parkhurst and 2352 for Mr. Mclntire.
Maine singers, who will sing at the gathIn the recent primary election the total
of the Maine Woman’s Club at the
vote for both Republican candidates was ering
New York, March 4th
Waldorf-ABtoria,
only 1481. At tbe least, Waldo county
Rufus Pendleton and Kitty Yeaton
abould give Mr. Nelson 3600 votes. The
married Thursday evening, Feb. 16.
were
duty of tbe Republicans of Waldo county
The
Rev. W. M. Lewallen officiated.
ia plain. All up for Hon. John E. Nelson.
couple have the good wishes and hearty
Representatives of the union coal min- congratulations of the entire community.
er.', the railroad workers and the longThe dullest winter in more than 40
shoremen have .passed a resolution deia what the employment agents say
years
for
"closer
our
forces
of
claring
operation
of this season in the Maine lumber woods
which will operate to more effectively
and men familiar with the industry say
protect the union workers in wage strug- I that less than half the usual quantity of
i
wood and only a few million feet of
gles." This resolution will not of course, pulp
! long logs will come down the Penobscot
take effect until after it has been endors- this
spring, while like conditions prevail
ed by the members of the various unions all over the State. From present indicaand brotherhoods.
President Lewis of tions lesB than 10,000,000 feet of logs will
come down to Bangor this year, and it is
the Miners’ Union says he does not exsaid that for the first time since Bangor
pect a sympathetic strike, on April first, boom was established, 80 years ago, there
by the railroad men or ny the long-ahore- will be no rafting there.

*'0

Collateral loans.

0 00

Mocks and bonds...
Cash in office and bank.

182.878 25
26.823 04
1,5 0 32

Agents’ba.ances.
Bills receivable
Interest and rents.

—a
•—a

served at the close of the game.

FRANKFORT
Mr. F. O. McCambridge
last week

on

was

in Belfast

business.

Stanley Kelley of Stockton
calling on friends in town recently.
Judson Grant

and

Edward

was

All other assets.

Grots assets.$166,(88 25
1,520 32

Ij

Deduct item** not admitted.

too

\Tyf*s Tobacco Co.

ftt

$164,567 93

Admitted assets.

# 17.162 66
Net unpaid losses..
14,<53 41
Unearned premiums.
8.3i«8 28
A11 other liabilities...
0<0 <0
100
Cash capital.
i- u rplus ov* r aillisbilities.
24,968 68

trade

hark

$ 164,56> 93

Total liabilities and surplus....
3*9

r,

Mc-

Miss May Kane returned home from
Harrington where she has been teaching.
Mr. Frederick Nickerson

Monday by the

was

called to

illness

his

of

brother

teaching.

Mrs. Ada McCard and daughter cf Troy
the guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Drake.

are

Mrs. John Boyd and family accompanied ,by Miss Gladys Erskine- spent the
week-end in Prospect.

Assets December 31. 1921.
Real estate. $ 4.028 912 28
265,000 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 20,615,9^6 50

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

After Using It

TwentyYears
Mr. Fred N. Henderson of Orono,
Maine, writes, “I consider the Tonic, “LJ'.” Atwood Medicine, the
loss of
a

You may use my name in
ng it.
Many others have
found it a faithful friend, always
dependable and helpful.

prais

a

-■-! '-fT

IfT

—

—

large

bottle today
for
fifty
cents—from
your dealer,
and keep

well.

"L.F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Maine

1

FOR SALE
Small house with garage
I nquire at 29 Charles St.

»

—• ■

iit

»

i»

• 11 m

11i1111 *

11111

The
Restful

20 409 66
158,; 63 11
344 994 72

Tea

$30,360,560 75
769.434 66

Admitted assets. $29,601,126 09
Liabilities December 31 1921.
$ 9,307.820 78
Net ur paid losses,.
8 646.064 38
Unearned premiums,.
2 951,148 18
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
3,500.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,396,092 75

*29,601,126

Total liabilities and surplus...

09

«u9

Scottish Inion dt National

Ins. Co.

EDINBURG, SCOTLAND.
Assets December 81, 1921.
$ 193,842 05
Real estate.
46,350 00
Mortgage loans.
0 0o
Collateral loe.ns.
d
7.353,297 63
Stocks anl
32?,885 24
Cash in office and bank.
832.860 06
Agents' balances.
0 00
Hills receivable..
167,921 91
rents.
t.nd
Interest
40,630 61
All other assets.
■

•..

$8,900,777

50

2.545,926 81

can

your

Corset.

May I call and tell you why?
Kindly writs or telephone for
an
appointment.
MRS. Isaac S. HILLS
TEL. 72-2}, R. 6 BELFAST
Corsetiere

liegisterni Spencer

SPEMCEIJ

Pennsylvania Lumbermen’s Mutual

CojgETS

Pa.
806 Lafayette Huildlng, Phiiaaelphia.
Assets December 31, 1921.
Morigage loan.,.
Cash

in

office and bank.

Agents* balances.
Intetest and renta.
All other assets.
Deduct items not admitted

276 006 57

£8

34.914 81

26.397 30
70,466 06

•••$ 1,744,111 24
60.995 23

Admitted assets..$ 1,683,116 01
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
$
44,100 00
Net unpaid losses
407,470 73
Unearned premiums.
29,295 93
All other liabilities.
surplus ever all liabilities. 1,212,249 35
Total liabilities and sujpluB.$ 1,683,116 01
3w9

1 raders and Mechanics Insurance Co.
LOWELL, MAbS.

Gross assets. $
items not admitted.

Deduct
A

money on
with a Spencer

save

\7'OU clothes

Total liabilities and surplus. *6.354,850 69
3*9

Emitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31, 1921.

i-ASK YOUH. GUPCEK,

Granite State Fire Insurance Co.
PORTSMOUTH,

TWO REGISTERED

N. H.

Assets December 31. 1921.
Real estate...$

Mortgage loans.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and ban

Agents- balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets

0
51.600
1,607,634
124,712
143.524

HOLSTEH COWS

00

00
(0
29
22
0 00
21,660 91 1
1,710 20 i

FOR SALE

dross assets.
$1,950,741 62
Deduct items not admitted.
0 00 I

Admitted assets.

$1,950,741 62

Live

Liabilities December 31. 1921.

Unpaid Losses.$ 130.589 35
518,078 73
45,602 85 j Unearned Premiums
1,022,248 29
All other Liabilities.
125,570 39
472,475 87 Cash Capital.
200,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 472,333 59

Sboats for Sale

Net

Net unpaid losses....$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Surplus over all liabilities.

7,66183
261,012 62
4,950 25
208,861 27

Total liabilities and surplus.$

472.476 87

3w9

ca-

thartic.

Get

{|

1,182.301 11
3,756 393 37

Cash in office and hank.
Agents’ balances.
Hills receivable.
Interest ann rents.
All other assets.

Asset* December 31, 1921.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer DeWitt of Stillwere the guests of Mr. and
9 743 00
water, Me
Mortgage loans.$
a
few
for
Clark
days.
Mrs Lyman
456,900 00
I Stocks and bonds.
! Cash in office and bank.
27,639 05
21,343 24
Thatcher P. Merrill of Bridgton had a Agents’ balances.
2,208 19
hog slaughtered recently, a little chap, Interest and rents.
245 26
All
other
assets.
weighing only 678 pounds.

remedy for headaches,
appetite, dyspepsia, and as

'TV ;T;.

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

Gross assets.

Mrs. Catherine Kane returned home
from Winterport, where she has been

best

Tt.

Maryland Casualty Company

Lire Insurance Co.

Manus spent the week-end in Bangor.

Hebron

tobacco,

—more

^0 00

daughter Helen and Mr. and Mrs. Sears
Five
Littlefield and daughter Romaine.
hundred was played and refreshments

Mr.

1 >n£er smoke
sw eeter smoke

1.676 89
3.195 25

Admitted assets. $6 354.8^0 69
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.3 471,618 00
Unearned premiums.. 3,861.791 45
200,710 46
All other liabilities.
200.000 00
Cash deposit.
Surplus ov*r all liabilities. 1.620,730 7g

Mr. Edward Donlin and daughter Mildred of Winterport were calling on relatives in town.

ISLESbORO

0

$

Mortgage loans..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

Mr.

A sale and dance

December 81,1921.

and Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Curtis of Monroe; Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements and

the close

ferred.

Assets

Real estate.

the S. S. Belfast to citizens of Winter-

ot

At

of the meeting a lunch w a
served.
At the next regular meeting the
first and second degrees will be con-

on

student

a

school, before returning home.

in

Nickerson of Swanville. the deputy for
this jurisdiction, was present and his re-

returned toiler home Feb. iy.

illness,

last
a

( o.

BOoTON, MASS.

and Mrs. S. P. Stevens in Monroe Satur-

day evening, Feb. 22.

ness.

Casualty Insurance

[astern

...... ...

The friends of Mrs. Carroll McAllister,
who lives on the Clinton road, are glad to
know she is gaining after her recent ill-

3-ounce

flug

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett and Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Nealey were guests of Mr.

pied the pulpit at the Baptist church at
the regular services Sunday afternoon.

Fairfield,

This famous old anodyne has
equal fur Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat. Grij pe, Cramps,
Colie, Chill-, Strains, Cuts,
Burns ami many other common troubles.
For more than
a
century generation aifr
Is
generation has praised
worth. AH dealers. 25 and 50c.
no

Liabilities December 31. 1821.

Supt. of Schools Mrs. N. T. Gregoire of
Unity was in town recently on business.

The ZR-2 was the largest dirigible ever
The average wage of cotton mill opera- built, having a length of about 700 feet
tives in England is about one half that of and a maximum width of about 84 feetthe United States. In Belgium it is con- It had a lifting power of 85 tons and,
siderably less than in England. In Japan driven by six 350 horsepower motors, had A. Hooper, whose death occurred in that
It
and China the average wage is about one- a speed capacity of 60 miles an hour.
Mr. and Mrs.
city Sunday forenoon.
fourth that of the United States. China was equipped with fourteen Lewis guns, Hooper have been frequent visitors here
and eight
produces annually, on an average, about had racks for four 520 pound
and their many friends are sorry to learn
a wireless telephone
of his death.
500,0C0,000 pounds of raw cottsn at a 220 pound bombs,
The passenger quarters
labor cost which would be a mere pit- and a radio set.
At the regular meeting of Burnham
tance in this country. A great many had comfortable furnishings and a VicGrange Tuesday evening, Feb. 14, there
millions of American capital have gone trola. The American Navy department were about 40 in attendance, among the
into China and Japan to develop cotton purchased it from the British for $2,000,- number being several visitors.
A. T.
attention.

the E. M. G.

at

before long.

Miss Irene Woodford of

Doctor's Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

All of the schools in town but the High
closed Friday, Feb. 24.

Canal project, and the Lakes to the Gul^
Deep Waterway is fierce in the Association and is

Winterport

CORNER.

WHITE’S

gress is today in session in Washington.
This association is made up in part of
people who are deeply interested in the

improvement and further utilization of
our waterways and harbor facilities, and
in part by people who, in political phrase,
The fight between
are in it for “Pork.”
the East and the West over the Welland

healt h of
and daughter and -'inridchildrcn. Grandma knows

safeguarding the

son

Tanlac has made life worth living for
millions of people who had almost given
It will do the same for you.
up hope.
Read & Hills.

forget that Mr. Lewis.

son:

Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, hut
they don't know
where the honey is!”

WATCHFUL EYES
are

! in Palermo.
to
Locksley H Fuller, Palmer, Mass
Elizabeth S. McFarland, Vassalboro; et
als., land in Montville.
Manley O. Wilson, Belfast, to Charles
A. Boynton, do.; land in Morrill
Josie E. Arnold, Freedom, to O. B.
Ward, do ; land in Freedom.
Clarabel Mosman, Brookline, Mass., to
The Mosman Park Asso., Searsport; land
and buildings in Searsport,
Emma D. Boardman, Winthrop, Mass.,
to Meda M. Dodge, Islesboro; land and
buildings in Islesboro.
Emery Parker, Lincolnville, to Harold
McKinney, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Rufus F. Springer, Lisbon, to Rena A
Purinton, Lewiston; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs.
Henry G. Mahoney, Belmont, to Herbert M. Donnell, Jr., do ; land and buildings in Belmont.

doubt these two un.
"sympathize” but if the coa

We have

Stockton
The John M. Ames Co,
et al, do ;
Springs, to Frank A Foster
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Palermo, to
Harry R. Carr, et als
Charles E. Carr, do ; land and buildings

[

Liniment
men.

"I.istcn,

to

Sloarts

not only wants

to present Europe with eleven billion
dollars but he wants us to throw open
our markets to free trade, when a part of
us

the gift still be used to force our indusWe do not know
tries to the wall.
whether Mr. Kahn is an American born

your

aches with fatigue.
ti it':Applv Sloan’s Liniment freely,
out rubbing, and enjoy a penetrative
glow of warmth and comfort.
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
sciatica, sore muscles, stiff joints and
the after effects of weather exposure.
For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
your neighbor. Kap Sloan s handy.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

honesty, fair dealing and generosity is so
excellent and ample that we do not need
to give eleven billion dollars to add to it.
It

estate
The following transfers of real
Registry
County
Waldo
in
A-ere recorded
of Deeds for the week ending Feb. 23,

IV

Total Liabilities and Surplus.
$1,950,741 62
JAMES PAT I EE & SON, Belfast
A. P. LEACH, South Penobscot
BOYD BARI

LETT, Castine
JOSHUA TREAT. Jr. Winterport

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Fire,

Liability,

Hayford Block. Belfast,

the mill

$2.50p*T
$1.00 P*r
on

Swan

MILTON HILLS.

For Sale

Phone J16-J

The ten-room house with bath on
stieet, known as the Dorman reside
o

located and in the best
New hot water heater of 1 '8. gt
make. Double garage, hen house and
three acres of land. The lot extends
on
Cedar to Court street and borders
the
mond
with a fine view of

Pleasantly

pair.

Two story, modern frame house. 8
rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office.
Excellent summer or year round
dwelling.
MAURICE W LORD

tf45

last at

Lake Avenue, Bellast.

Automobile

FINE HORE FOR SilE

74

at

lit

Insurance
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

they

cord; sawdust at
cord,

Gross assets.11.563.934 74
Deduct items not admitted.
27,984 00

Total liabilities and surplus. *1 535 950 74
3w9

SLABS
WAi/e

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

00
03
00
71

\
I

Indiana Lumbermen’s Mutual Ins. Co.

Admitted assets.*1,535.950
Liabilities December ui, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.*
34,422
455,868
j Unearned piemiums.
All other liabilities.
25,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,020,660

1

~

3w7

Assets December 31,1921.
Real estate.$
55.000 00
562.450 00
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
6,000 00
Stocks and bonds.
830.300 00
Cash in office and bank.
67,120 89
Agents’ balances.
36.313 76
Interest and rents
16,750 09

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

Me.

street,

Apply to
51tf

B. H.

MUDGETT,
Belfast, Mai08,

MISERABLE WITH
INDIGESTION
One Box of “Fruit-a-tives”

Brought Reiief
wm \ Co., N'.V,
\ m. < 'oi
bothered with < oust i pat ion,
Inver Trouble and Indigestion for
time years, anil tried all kinds of
medicine without relief. I was so

Olii ( n.vrn
‘I

was

bad I would have a dull, heavy feeling
in the pit of my stomach after eating.
1 saw ‘Truit-u lives” advertised
and bought two .V)c boxes, before I
had finished one box. 1 was relieved
I
no more trouble.
and no" hat
Fruit Laxo Tablets”.
rcivmnu ’-! Co
\VM. i.ALi; blll.rilKKD.

The

Three-Passenger

Roadster

The Two-Passenger Coupe-Roadster

box. (if r?'.’.'jO. trial size, 25c.
flVKtj
or from l'llt If A
Hi i, N A
iI>1
"XtSlJy
1.
O'
X.intit,
50c

a

/ttdealers

Wonderful Birthday

asses

in

City.

A. Clement of Searsport, Maine,
the oldest winter resident in
was B6 years
lint of years spent here,
Mr, Clement
4 Saturday. February II
d forgotten that there was a milestone
arand had gone to the Yacht Club for
when a messenger was
e afternoon,
at for him to return to the house that
When he reached his
was wanted.
Magnolia avenue, he found
me on
enty-live of his triends from Maine at
L home who had come in to offer their
the rounding out of
on
[other year. The home was in gala
[tire and a delicious tea service preired, which included a birthday cake
When
rge enough to hold 86 candles.
candles to be
ie moment came for the
[tmguished the venerable host succeeded
blowing them all out in the proper
,y. There were many reminiscences,
social gatherany good wishes, in the
the most pleasj which made the affair
itof all his birthdays, the host chivallusly assured his guests.
Joseph A. Clement has been coming to
aytona for the past 88 years. Twentyhas lived in !
ve years of that time he
He
avenue.
If aime house on Magnolia
a lumber mill here in the early days
tells many interesting stories of
and
manner in which bis foreman
Cut straight through the native forMr.
avenue.
and opened up Second
nent went to California in the early
in the search
ea and spent seven years
last
joM. He struck his gold in the
tot bis stay in the wilds of Caiaveras
the most
nty. The California days are
He
id oi all, Mr. Clement declares.
t through the western plains, where
sands of buffalo moved in vast herds;
the trackless west. I
■e it
was still
1
r Ins return to Maine, Mr. Clement
n thedry goods business for 16 years,
lie made another western trip, this
Be going to the Black Hills of the Llako-

Joseph
;obably

fngratulations

I

Kneading

|

}

for prospecting.
Joseph A. dement was nnrn in t-.isorth, Maine, Ins parents being Henry
■

lenient and Eleanor Stone, whom he
oudly declares were descendants yf the
in the Mayoup that came to America
Jules Verm- was a Clement aud
liver.
led materially in the preparation of the
to
ement genealogy. Mr. Clement went
with
e common schools and reaiembefs

j
j
1

j

;ere«l the lectures on telegraphy which
he
:te given in Ellsworth and which
leaded. The lectures were publicity
lich attended the installation of the
st telegraph lines in the country.
Mr Clement assisted in building the

mgregational Church. He has been a
ember of the Yacht Club almost from
He is an Elk, and has taken a
e first.
al part in the alTairs of the community,
is Maine friends on Saturday brought
ith them a cumber of gifts to mark the
was a
y, and in every way tlie occasion
happy

list

one.

Mr Clement and ins daughter and her
■isband, Mr. aud Mrs Hopkins, occupy
Be home at 128 Magnolia avenue. Mr.
■ement was so ill on Sunday that it was
■ought he would not be able to stand the
■citeraent of a special celebration, but
Is rapid recovery made it possible. There
'e many other friends in Daytona to join
ith the Maine group in the felicitations
theda>, aud wtio hope that they may
ive the privilege of celebrating ins 871H

IN

PRIVAlL

HANDS.
Prof. Ernest R. Groves, head of the
ipartmeut of sociology at the College
; Liberal
Arts, Boston University,
caking at thj Twentieth Century Club
■ a meeting of the Monday Evening
lub, appealed for the retention of social
ork in private hands instead of the
esent tendency to create some Movement bureau to care for the situation.
He said in part, “A self directing delOcracy and a bureaucratic dictatorship
re incompatible.
It is unfortunate,
herefore, that so many social workers
re eager to put into tne hands of the
overnment all manner of enterprises
welfare,
(signed to advance social
these bureaucratic undertakings are
to
pound
I when

sap

j

personal responsibility and,

well established, to lose their original dynamic force and to become uneconomic and non-responsive to social
Heed. This present passion for bureausocial control measures our loss of

American political tradition.
'The complexity of modern life, of
rrse, requires an extension of the legovernment,
iruale obligations of
is fact has
been used by those who

Itic

infantile conlidence in govern'd agencies to advocate the governnt’s assuming activities which can be
ially successful only in the degree
t the citizens are persuaded voluniato undertake them for themselves.”
re

an

POST OFFICE LOAFERS

The frequency of loitering about the

ollices in many cities and towns has
a request from the first assistpostmaster general that the following I
otice be posted in the lobby of post of£e buildi igs: The post office is a business
■stitution, not a loafing place. Please
aspect the people who transact business
are by orderly conduct, clean habits and
0
loafing. Under these conditions you
re entitled to receive prompt an courteattention on the part of the postal

tost

esulted in

ant

®Dloyees.

fhe suggestion has been put into action
|V the department wherever there is any

disorderly

National

Geographic
D C )

80-

which cause them to sit on the top of
the head as though adults were wearTo add to
tng the hats of children.
the bizarre appearance, these little huts
are tied In place under the chin with
Men of wealth often
plain black tape.
wear a loop of beads, the ends attached to the sides of the brim and the

loop hanging in front to the waist.
Many years ago—long before

the
the
rea< lied
barbarian”
“western
shores of Chosen—the Coreans were
hoteri among their Chinese and Japanese neighbors for the skill and taste
displayed in textile manufactures, and
the products of their looms could be
found side by side with their pottery
in all the markets then open in the
East.

By the slow hut sure degradation ot
wars, insurrections and invasions manufactures and arts iu Corea gradually
lost

value

their

in

both

quality

nnd

quantity, until today her people, rich
and poor alike, are dependent upon
China and Japan for •< large percentage of their clothing.and pottery.
There is, however, one branch of
manufacture, the working of bronze, in
which Corea easily leads, the use of
for domestic purposes being peculiar to this country. The
bronze, which is of goes! quality, hat’d,
and takes a good polish, is of an alloy
of copper and tin, with a small per
The
cent of zinc and a trace of iron.
this metal

bronze spoons, with which every family is liberally supplied, are models of
grace, as are the hlhachis or fire-pots,
which are largely exported to Japan.
These graceful bronze bowls are applied to every domestic use ImaginThe same material is used In
able.
the manufacture of tobacco pipes In
universal demttftd, and much taste is

displayed

in their ornamentation.

Seoul

an

Interesting City.

with its population of over
800.000 dominates the cities and towns

Seoul,

REDUCED KATES FARMERS’ WEEK
The Maine Central and

the Bangor 4
special rate of

Aroostook have granted
for the round trip
The biggest elm in Maine and perhaps one fare a»d one-halfattend the Farmers’
to those who are to
a New
was blown down during
England,
Week course of meetings, lectures and
1
recent storm. It was on the farm of S.
of Agricul“• Shibles in Morrill and towered so demonstrations at the College
The special tickets
March 28 31.
lonspicuously above the surrounding for- ture,
March 27
from
will be good for passage
that it could be pointed out from a
|it
to 30, and returning up to Monday, April
‘‘stance
conduct.

of more than ten miles.
It was
hstinctly a point of interest, and many
eme from a distance very year to see it.
®r
many year, honey bees bad made
“eir home in one of its hollow
branches,
® far
above that no bee hunter dared
the climb for the hony. It waa estito be about 140 feet tall and measMarly 24 feet in circumference.

the

Ideal for Two

Street.

of Chosen, and has only one competiclety, Washington.
tor In size, Ping-Yang, with a populaCorea, the first part of mainland I
tion of about 175,000. The main streets
to
come
Asia
under Japanese control,
of Seoul are wide and well laid out.
has in large part received its material
The stores generally are but one story,
from western civilization at second
hardly deserving the title of buildings.
hand through Japan.
And in spite of
The means of conveyance over the
the American type coaches and even
roads, for the most part unpaved, Is
dining cars that are now drawn in
rlckshnws. drawn by hoys who are
modern express trains over heavily balsw Ift and tireless.
lasted railroads, and the trolley cars,
The street scenes of Seoul offer great
telegraph lines and electric power stavariety for the kodak, the burden-beartions that are encountered by the vis
ers of both sexes furnishing a conitors to tlie chief cities. Corea in many
stant change of scene: most of them
ways still preserves the quaint ness of
being willing victims, entirely satisfied
its “Hermit Kingdom" days.
with a small tip.
At the wood marIt was only In 1X82, a generation
ket on one side of the main street the
after Commodore Perry opened up
patient steer Is seen reclining under
Japan, that Corea, or Chosen, by the weight of a load of
logs which
making a treaty with the Cnited States, would cause a w
agon to groan, and one
gave up officially its policy of exclu- wt nders how he w ill ever
regain his
sion.
Foreigners took up their resi- footing when his master makes a sale
dence with official sanction at Chemuland the time comes to deliver the
po, the seaport of the capital. Seoul.
animals
to
These
goods.
appear
Even with tills foothold, however, the
thrive under their burden hearing, beunwelcome visitors pushed their way
ing sleek and well kept.
but slowly Into other parts of ihe kingHow They Make Bread.
dom ; and as late ns 1807 only a relaThe native bread of Seoul does not
tively small portion had been visited
attraetlve to foreigners
seem
very
Now Japanese influby white men.
after they hnve seen the process by
ence and Japanese explorers have gone
However, if Its cxIt Is made.
Land of Morning which
everywhere In the
cellence was alone dependent on the
Calm.” and only tin* wilderness along |
thoroughness with which it Is kneaded,
the Manchurian border remains rein
r»
the bread which “mother used to make”
unknown.
lively
would suffer by comparison. After mixn
runis
no
longer
huropean clothing
ing. the dough is placed on a board In
osTt.v In Seoul, t ut still the old garb the read in front of the little hakeshop.
of the jintives greatly predominates.
Then two stalwart Corenns proceed to
The first feature” to strike the visitor,
pound it with great mauls. It Is not
of
he
this
matter
is
to
in fact,
likely
claimed that the quality of ttie bread is
of
The universal adoption
clothing.
by the addition of impurities
white the singular hats, the footgear, improved
In the way of Inserts: and dust which
all strike the note of qunintness. White
naturally result from the open-air treatclothing is the emblem of mourning in
ment. but if one objects to eating It.
in
and
China:
Corea, as It Is
Japan
native will quote a proved) which,
a
the mourning period is three years. On
who
"He
being interpreted, runs:
the occasion of the death of a royal
would enjoy his food should not look
was
entire
the
population
personage
maxim not
over tlie kitchen wall"—a
required to put on white. This cus- without force- in countries occidental.
tom is said to he accountable for the
A visit to tlie imperial palace brings
people having adopted white clothing
up mental pictures of more golden
for ordinary wear, that they might he
Tlie buildings and
days in Corea.
ready for the inevitable when it should grounds are extensive; a handsome pathe
or
in
come, either in their own
goda standing on a small island is surroyal family.
rounded bv a lotus pond, a wealth of
Queer "Pill-Box Hats.”
adding to tin* beauty of the
trees
The ordinary huts of the Corean men
During the rwign of the old
tha

a

A number of State wide agricultural
3.
organizations will hold annual or special
meetings at Orono that week.

Children ~Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

XSTORIA

or

Three

I

place.

absurd little "pill-box” affairs,
shaped in general like American stiff
straws, but with high small crowns

lurnal of Eeb. 12th.
SOCIAL WORK

in

are

miversary with him.—Daytona Morning

EEP

(Prepared by

Bread

j
j

was
emperor, his fear of assassination
is said :i<k> bedrooms
so great that It
In the palace were kept constantly in
readiness for him. no one knowing
which one he would occupy on any

night.
Protected by a Great wan.
of the most enjoyable trips from
Seoul is hv rickshaw past the Peking
or
Independent gate through a picroad
winding among the
turesque
The construction of the
mountains.
One

great wall of Corea at tills point apso
pears a marvel of engineering skill,
seemingly Inaccessible is this mounProceeding about two
tain fastness.
miles, one passes the water-gate,
where the wall crosses the river and
where in time of attack the iron gates
In these great arches were let down
The view of this
to protect the city.
crossing Is one of the finest in Corea.
Another ride of three miles takes
In
the traveler to the While Buddha.
the solitude of this wilderness, far
from the highway, beside a clear mountain stream, stands a great boulder,
on the face of which, carved in relief,
is tiie sitting figure of Buddha.
Seoul possesses what is believed to
be the third largest hell In the world.
In shape and general outline it is of
In fact, the Koreans
claim that the bells of Ih'i Nippon
were modeled after those of Korea.
The climate of Corea is not very
different from that in similar latitudes
in the Knifed States, from New York
Structurally the
Carolina.
to

Japanese type.

!^orth

houses ate interesting, for the Koreans
have anticipated our hot-air furnace
Kvery
hv many hundreds of years.
house N raised a foot or two above
the ground, and a wide fine runs beneath the floor, emerging at the other
end in a tall chimney, made in the
When a fire
north from a hollow log.
is built at the e» trance to tin* flue,
the smoke and 1 eat are drawn beneath the house keeping the room*
warm during even the coldest days of

Two thoisand striking mill workers
and their supporters, armed with rocks
and clubs, stormed the offices of the Natick mill or trie t5. n. & K. Knight company at Natick, R. I., in an effort to release Michael Lautieri, a striker, who
had been arrested on a charge of assault
a
policeman. Assailing the building in
close formation they virtually wrecked
it, forcing the front door, shattering the
glass jn every window and invading the
office in their vain hunt for Lautieri.

Your Stomach

Right

Stomach misery, gas and indigestion
Mi-O-Na
are promptly relieved with
Stomach tablets. At A. A. Howes .4
Co.’a on money back plan.

two attractive

roadsters, each mounted

on

the

sturdy 40-horsepower LlGHT-SlX Chassis.
Both cars are ideally suited to the requirements of the
business man, or the small family.

professional

or

Roadster seats three adults in perfect comfort, with
for complete relaxation. The lines of the top harmonize with the graceful body. The wide doors with outside and
inside door handles, permit easy entrance and exit. There is
ample luggage space under rear deck.
The

open

ample
Light-Six
5-Pass.,

B., 40-H. P.
Chassis.$ 875
Touring. 1045
Roadster (3-Pass.). 1045
112■ IV.

Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.).

Special-Six

The Coupe-Roadster, like the open roadster, is built complete by
Studebaker. It is one of the most attractive enclosed cars of the
year and, at its price, has no competition. In materials and workmanship it measures up to the highest standards of the industry.
Seats two passengers with plenty of leg room.

5-Pass., 119' W. B., 50-H. P.

Chassis.$ 1200
Touring. 1475
Roadster (2-Pass.). 1425
Roadster (4-Pass.). 1475
Coupe (4-Pass.) .2150
Sedan. 2350

Big-Six
7-Pass.,

Interior is upholstered in genuine leather. Windows are raised
and lowered by simple automatic device. Equipment includes
cowl ventilator, side coach lamps, thief-proof transmission lock,
windshield wiper and clock.

126■ IV. B., 60-H. P.

Chassis.$1500

Touring
Coupe (4-Pass.).

1785
2500

Sedan

room

For a convenient, light, easily operated car of great economy,
there is no other three-passenger SIX on the market at or
anywhere near its price.

1375

Sedan. 1750

*

2700

You

Prices f.ft.b. Factories

obtain greater intrinsic values

cannot

at any

price.

THEIBANKS’ OARAGE,' Belfast
«S!

This

is

Studebaker

a

Year

fidelity and Deposit Company
OF

MARYLAND.*

December 31, 1921.
Real estate
.$ 2,386,707
13,169
Mortgage Lana.
C ollateral loaas.
92,0 0
and
Stocks
bonds.
7,647.446
ash, in office and bank.
1.163,620
Agents’ balances. 2,190,704
Assets

Rills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

42

82
00
86
31
01

none

7,880 26
169,171 06

Gross assets.$13,670,699 74
Deduct items not admitted.
478.692 15

$13,192,007 59

Admitted assets

Liabilities December 3L 1921.
unpaid losses. $ 2,197,564 44
Unearned premium.s. 4,181,255 31
Net

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

1,397,360

64

3

000,000 00
2,415,827 20

lotal liabilities and surplus.. $13,192,007 59
William L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3w8

Queen Insurance Company of America
84 W illiam Street, New \ork City.
Assets December

31,

1921.

Nil
Real estate. $
60,000
Mortgage loans.
Nil
Collateral loans*.
Stocks and bonds. 15,773.622
693,376
i‘ash in office and bank.—
1,580,962
Agents’ balances.
Nil
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets....

148,804

00
83
51
67
79

!CATARR*S
|oF STOW^”l

REAL

THE

rssrssSsus 1
1
1

^
ache*.

0

q The

0

bad *t°mac'1

P«sonTTwith nothing 1<=»

Made in China from linen and silk thread and just
thing to give a distinctive touch to a dress'or blouse.
Irish Crochet Lace, Cluny, Filet and Venetian Point.
Also Lace Collars and Mats, Linen Runners, Lunch
Cloths and Sets, Napkins, Centerpieces, etc. Most
desirable for a hope chest or for wedding gifts,

1
c

„uU be satisfied ««"
should

|

B than petnian' lasting relief.
l
V
q The right
^ ac( upon the
emichthe blood. 1
linings of the st°

1
1
1

I
I

catarrhal poisons
aid in cast."* °“
and strengthen
V bodily
q The large numbe.
ple who

funC«i°»;

Hartman's

| lamou* “ed,C“

Amber, Ivory, Turquoise and other kinds of Bead
Necklaces,'Chains and Pendants.

|

"ro*jcyh

0ger the strongest

|

|
I

Place Cards with Chinese Views done in water colors.
Hand Painted and Feather Fans and other articles.

|

CALL AT JOURNAL OFFICE

1pe-ro-nA\
I
_1
[j

||

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Gross assets.
$18,363,865 70
Deduct items not admitted. 1,238,266 06

Admitted assets.$17,125,599
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 1 279,835
Unearned premiums. 8,062,829
484,761
All other liabilities.
2,000.000
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 5,298,172

64
94

72
69
00
29

liabilities and surplus... $17,125,599 64
W illiam L. Luce, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3w8

PITTSFIELD. MASS.
Assets December 31, 1921,
Mortgage loans. $ 11,000
6.600
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 493,398
Cash in office and bans. 40.294
Agents’balances. 47,149
6,007
Interest and rents.

uO
00
82
96
86

Estate of John E.

BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS

Admitted assets.$601,421
Liabilities December 31,1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 54,537
386,995
Unearned premiums
11,103
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 148,786

oj

Peabody.

duly appointed

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and the}
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfaat.

in

writing, Hannibal E, Hamlin

of Ellsworth, Maine, her agent in the State of
Maine for all purposes required hy the laws of
the State of Maine, such appointment (duly
accepted by said Hannioal E. Hamlin in writing) being duly tiled and recorded in the Registry of Probate for said County of Waldo on
said fourteenth day of February, 19.2. and
especially containirg all of the nquirements
provided by the Chapter 123 of tne laws of
Maine for the year A L) 1917.
A true copy.

Register

77

When you’re suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

16
39
66
58

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:

Chas E. Johnson.
County of Waldo.

of Probate for amid

pain

from any other cause,

try

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
One

FOR SALE

Second-Hand Sleigh

or two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drugs
Have you tried Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
Amk your Druggimt

orice second nand parlot
and kitchen stoves,

Children Cry

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

CASTO R I A

FOR FLETCHER’S

J.Austin Me Keen, Belfast
The winter time table of the Belfast*
Burnham R. R. is as follows:
P. M.
A. M.
Stations
6 45
12 30
Belfast.Lv.
6 50
12 36
City Point.
Sargents.
Waldo.

“

Brooks. **
••
Knox.
Thorndike.
Unity.
Winnecook
Burnham Junction.... Ar.

WINTER

SLhtDLLE

During the close of navigation at Bangor;

Steamship BELFAST wi I
on Mondays and Thu~sd»ys
12 noon, Belfast
R >ckland and Boston.

port

at

2 p.

leave Wioterport
10 a. m.. Bucksm
for Camden*

at

Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Friat 5 p. m.
Leave Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays, 4 30 a m„ C tmden 5 15 a. m.f
Belfast 6.45 a. m, for Bucksport, and Winterport.
At Boston cot nection is made via the Metropolitan Line express freight Bteamers for
New York and points South and West.*

days

Portland-New York Freight Service
Upon completion of the new State pier afc
Portland now under construction,direct freight:
service to and from New York will be resumed, Sailings will be announced later,
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST

FOR SALE.

neuralgia,
or

BAN60K LINE

is

01

Total liabilities and surplus.$601,421 77
loshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Wiuterport, Me.
3w8

Low

Public notice

hereby given that Martha
GET our proven formula for the making
W. Peabody of Brookline, Massachusetts, was
“Hole Saver.” saves 80 per cent of the users coa' |
on
the
fourteenth
day of February, A. D. 1922,
Used on either hartl or soft coal. Can easily j
bill.
be made at home at a profit of BOO per cent. Coal ! by the Probate Court, within and for the Counto
buy.
Establish
the
consumers grasp
opportunity
j ty of Waldo, State of Maine, duly appointed
ai>ermanent business supplying homes,large build- j an0 qualified as executrix of the will of John
ing* and factories. Further particulars upon re- | E. Peabody, late of Brookline, County of Nor6t4
questenclosiug stamp for reply.
folk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, de
ceased, and giving bond in accordance with
household CHEMICAL CO.
the provisions of said will; that said executrix
St. Paul, Minn.
180 E. 3rd St.
being a resident out of the State of Main*-

Jlche?

..

NOTICE.

Total

Berkshire Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

Partridge

..—■—

■

|
p

OR LIQUID

Sue M.

L. Wilson,

Amy

in SERVICE Jinx
TABLETS

LACES

the

107,098 90

$604,350 65
Gross assets.
2,928 88
Deduct items not admitted.

winter.

Get

Studebaker builds

7
7
7
7
7
7
8

01
14
29
36
45
57
05

12
1
1
1
1
1
2

46
02
17
30
40
60
IP

Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

LOSS OF APPETITE
Boil*, Eruptions, *tc.—
Mental and Physical Weakn***,
Are all very prevalent Just now,
and
are
positive proof that the
Pimple*,

wanting In the power to
defend the body against contagious
and infectious diseases. They show
conclusively that the blood needs
thorough cleansing, enriching and
vitalizing.
Po not put off giving attention to
these dangerous symptoms.
e, ;
Hood's Sarsaparilla today
and begin taking it at once.
this
medicine
has
Remember,
given satisfaction to three generations. as a treatment for the blood,
stomach, liver and kidneys, and for
and
other
rheumatism
catarrh.
It builds up the
common diseases.
system, makes food taste good, and
helps you to eat and sleep well.
For a gentle laxative or an activ*
You
cathartic, take Hood’s Pills.
•will like them._
blood

Is

BELFAST, MAINE

Christine A. Jones, Manager

on

Dressmaking, millinery and model conwere among the subjects discussed and classes were planned.She will

duction

attend again at the grange hall on March
The officers appointed
a. m.

23rd at 10

BROOKS
Mrs.

was

a

caller

in

Belfast Friday.
Miss Ella Hall of Fairfield is the guest
of Lawrence Carr and family.
Mr. Clyde Newcomb of Newburg was
week.
a business caller in this village last
Mrs.

Wm

C.

Patterson

of

lhirty five

and

ladies

16

men

line record for

in attendance, a

a

The Sabbath school has received a new
impulse and a very interesting service
was

C. Goddard

member of the far-

a

as

atormy day.

____

U.

well

as

mers’ bureau, is greatly intereated in all
that concerns the development of the
farming industry and community betterwere

accounts.

Fairfield

visited relatives here several days last
week.
Mr. Hollis Jones of Seboomook, Me.,
Mr.
spent a lew days with his parents,
arid Mrs. W. S. Jones, and family, last
week.

Mrs. Clara E. Steven*, wife of Henry
H. Stevens, died Tuesday morning, Feb
21st, in Brook), at the home of her daughter, Mr* George H Ryder, where *he

was visiting.
She was born in Prospect,
Aug. Slat, l84o, the daughter of Alfred
Ridley and Clarissa Kneeland. On Oct
30th, 1870, she w s married to Mr. Stevofferings were many and beautiful
ens and went to Monroe to live, where
home.
their
it
they have always made
Miss Anne Cooper celebrated her tenth
They had a family of four children. Mrs. birthday Tuesday at the home of her parStevens hgd been in failing health for
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 1, Cooper. Supseveral years and had borne her sufferfrom the din*
p *r was served at o o'clock
ings very patiently. She was a member ing room table decorated with roses. 1 he
ten
of Northern Light Grange of Winterport.
birthday cake cut by the hostess bore
was the
She is survived by her husband and three
candles, which she lighted. She
children, Wilbert Stevens Bnd Mrs. Estelle recipient of many gifts. The little guests
Jones of Monroe, and Mrs. Annie B. Ryder were Evelyn Towle, Alice Brown, Drusilof Brooks, who tenderly cared for her in la
Roderick, Janet Sherman, Elizabeth

in the farming department were Joseph
Parkard, chairman; Charles Atkinson,
orchardist; Charles Luce, dairy produce;
Alfred Tibbetts, crops; Clyde Marriner,
poultry; Phineas Coombs, accountant.
Thoae in the ladies’ department were
Mrs. Charles Andrews, chairman of comher last sickness. She also leaves one
mittee; Mrs. George Plaisted, departmenCora Crooker of fiampden, and
tal; Mrs. Leslie Wentworth, departmen- sister,
de- two grandchildren, Rexford and Georgia
food
Elizabeth
secretary;
Hills,
tal;
Mrs Stevens
partment, Mrs Alice Luce, who was also Ryder, both of BrooKs.
appointed president of the boys and girls
club. The pastor of Searsmont, who is a

ment.

2 Per Cent Interest

checkine

as to the treatment of soil
Miss
for different crops and products.
Doris Eastman of the U. of M. held the
interest of a number of women and girls.

demonstration

granger

BROOKS BRANCH

Pays

Feb. 13th the all day sessions of
the farm bureau met in the grange hall
and gave an interesting instruction and
On

held

on

Feb.

26th.

other conditions are

Climatic

sometime*

a

April,

The

a correction
Basket Ball Notes
should be made in regard to the Brooks
High school and Camden High school
Feb. 20th. The
game here Monday night,

46 to 28 in favor of Brooks, instead of 48 to 24 in favor of Camden, as
items in the
was reported in the Camden
This was the
24th.
Feb.
of
Daily
Bf ngor
j astest game that has been played in this

s

Blake,

Miss Georgia

Joseph Turner has been quite ill

Mr.

ball lor several years and both teams did for some time.
Wilbert Brown is quite ill. He is atfast work....The game between Brooks
High and Oakland High here last Thurs- tended by Dr. Moulton of Searsmont.
day night, Feb. 23, which was won by
Miss Flora Murch, R. N., attended a
Brooks H. S., makes 12 games out of 17 meeting for nurses in Bangor last week.
which B. H. S. boys have won this seaSadie Achorn, R. N., came from BanThey will play any straight High
son.
last week and went directly on a case
gor
that
B. H
a chool team on any open date
at Brooks.
S. may have, and the teams wishing
Juanita W’hite spent a few days in Belgames, write to Roy Littlefield, Brooks,
fast with her aunt, Mrs. Matia Wadiin,
Maine, or telephone 14 11 Liberty.
last week.
Tuesday evening, Feb. 21, the pupils of
Mrs Annie Sheldon is improving very
School
their
presented
Junior
the
High
operetta, “Jack, The Giant Killer,” to an
audience of nearly four hundred people.
The play was in four acts with pleasing
specialties between. The play was followed by a dance with music by Peavey’s three-piece orchestra. Ice cream
In
and home made candy was on sale.
every way the affair proved to be a sucand much credit is due to Miss Annie Watt the teacher of this school, for
the amount of work and time which she
put into this operetta to make it a success, also"Mrs. Raymond Steward who so
Special
ably assisted her as pianist
mention should be made of the exhibition of fancy dancing by Miss Mavis
Nethersole, also the duet and dance by
Miss Barbara Stevens and Miss NetherMrs. Earle Gibbs was pianist for
sole.
The
net proceeds
these specialties.
amounted to seventy dollars which will
be used for improvements in the Junior
.High Room.
cess

fast

under the care of Dr. Moulton of

Searsmont.
Rev. and Mrs Nathan Hunt are visiting
relatives in Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and New York.

Mrs. C. B.

Knowlton,

at Liberty, Feb. 26.

E. A. Davis of South Moptville filled
the pulpit very acceptably last Sunday
A

in the absence of pastor Hunt.
ber of out-of-town visitors were present.

num-

The Larkin Club met with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Barlow Thursday evening, Feb. 23.
A fine supper was enjoyed and a pleasant
evening passed in games and sociability.
The members of Morrill Farm Bureau
an all-day meeting at the Grange

WEST BELFAST.

held

hall Feb. 24.
Mrs. Edith Drury spent Sunday with
her daughter, Mrs. Edward Littlefield.

Smith

Mrs. Henry

Moore called on Mrs

and

Miss

Olive

Charles Hsrriman

Sunday.
s
*

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Littlefield are reon the birth of a
on, Carl Herbert.

eiving congratulations

Mr. and Mrs. Basil Linton and two
children were recent geests of MrB. Linton’s mother, Mrs. Henry Bateman.
Mrs. Leslie Elms has returned home
after spending several weeks with Mrs
John Sylvester, after an operation at the

Tapley hospital.
Equity grange met Feb. 25th with a
Visitors were from
good attendance.
Frederick Ritchie and Seaside Grange.
The 1st aDd 2nd degrees were conferred
•n two candidstes.
At the next meeting
March 4th, the 3rd and 4th degrees will be
conferred followed by a harvest feast

ISLESttORO
Mrs.

Rena

Macieod is very ill with

pneumonia.
Wayne Hussey is the
Pendleton and family.

guest of Roderick

joyed.

A picnic dinner was enCounty Agent Donahue and Miss

Eastman of Belfast gave talks and demonstrations upon practical matters, so all
agreed it was a very profitable day.
The young

men

and young ladies’ Sun-

day school classes are to have an indoor
picnic at the grange hall Friday evening,
March 3
Admission free. Each lady is
requested to bring a box of food for two
boxes to be sold at uniform pr.ce. Hot
dogs, candy, popcorn, etc., will be on sale.

—

The evening to be passed in a community
sing, games, stunts and sociability. Proceeds of evening to be used for repairs on
the church.
Mrs.

Gracie Bowen

has been ill and

confined to her bed for the past 16 days,
but is now improving. She was unable
to secure help, so some of her friends
have taken turns in caring for her day
and night. She wishes to express through
The Journal her thanks to Mrs. Hattie
Paul, Mrs. Grace Woods, Mrs. Lilia Pearson Mrs. Cora Wilson, Mrs. Kuth Dow
and Georgia Blake, R. N., for their loving and long-continued ministrations in
her time of need. Dr. Moulton of Searsmont was the attending physician.

The vacancy of assistant teacher in the

-high school ia filled by Wesley Small.
Mias Alice Williams is home from Appleton where she has been teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Pendleton are in
Boston where Mr. Pendleton is receiving
medical treatment

FREEDOM
Joe Walker is helping John Downes
get his wood.
Mr. Henry Clements and son Orman
in'Belfast on business Feb. 20th.

w ere

The Dark Harbor and Pripet schools
Mr. and.Mrr. Roy Sparrow were Sunare closed on account of sickness.
Most
day guests of Mrs. Sparrow’s parents in
of the children have colds.
Montville.
The dancing school and other public
Mrs. Gladys Ward
gatherings have been postponed on sc. guests of Mrs. Ward’s and friend were
parents. Mr. and
const of the grip epidemic.
Mrs. Fred Nichols, Feb. 23rd.
A dean and interesting game of basket
The village, so far, has been
free
hall was played between Deer ble and from the prevailing epidemicvery
in the
leleaboro High schools. The score was towns around us. Seth Banton’s
is the
ia favor of Deer hie.
only family to have it yet

$2.45 and $2.95
Men’s Light Weight Work
Shoes. Here is just the
shoe for both out-of-door
and indoor wear. All leather and rubber heels.
“The Customer Must be
Satisfied”

organized and incorporated to put into effect and
continue “The Maine Program,” which is a carefully
devised plan to nationally advertise every interest in
the State of Maine, and to provide a State-wide serInformation

Publicity

Bureau

is backed

by

a

State-wide Board of Directors, representing the Recre"
ational, Industrial, Commercial and Agricultural interDistrict Advisory Committees from
ests of the State.
of
the
State co-operate with the Board of
section
every
Directors to develop and conduct “The Maine Program.” It is endorsed by the State Chamber of Commerce, Maine Hotel Association, Maine Automobile
Association and other organizations.
The

State

of Maine

Publicity

Bureau

will raise

a

of not less than $75,000 a^ year
”
to finance “The Maine Program. This

Budget Requirement
for

three years,

sum

the

State,

share per year.

It is
will be

by selling ^throughout

will be secured

$25.00
Membership Shares
estimated $55,000 of the Budget
at

a

Requirement

for advertising; $20,000 for maintaining
Bureaus of Information, compiling pamphlets, administration, general expenses, etc.

expended

3— Development of certain standards of service to tourists.
The Central Information Bureau acting as the medium in adjusting complaints of unfair treatment, or unjust charges. Membership display signs or certificates issued.

continuous Advertising and Publicity
Campaign, featuring the recreational, industrial and agricultural opportunities and commercial activities. This advertising
and publicity to be general in character and not confined to any
special interest or locality in the State. Advertising copy and
mediums carefully selected to reach prospects, interested in
either commerce, industry, agriculture or recreation.

Roland Lamson has been at home

Chapin,
Harry A. Chapman,
Arthur

William T. Cobb,

Day,
Charles H. Fogg,’
Albert R.

Guy P. Gannett,
Clifford S. Hamilton,
Dr.

John F. Hill,

George S. Hobbs,

Bar Harbor

Bangor
Bangor
Kockland
Bangor
Houlton

Hiram W.

Miner,
Ricker,

Henry P, Rines,

Perley

Portland

T. L. Roberts,

Water ville

Portland
Portland
Skowhegan

Andrew P. Lane,

Millinocket

Laughltn,

A. Q. Miller,
Ur. Walter N.

Augusta

D. W. Hoegg. Jr-.
Carleton M. Holt,
A. T.

Frank D. Marshall,
Henry F. Merrill,

Portland

Joseph

V.

Ripley,

Portland
Portland
Auburn
Calais
South Poland

Portland
South Paris

Bar Harbor

W.

York

Arthur G.

I.ewiston

Simpson,
Staples,
William U, Taloot,
O. W. Tapley,
George F. West,
Herbert S. Wing,

Kockland

on an

Strout returned Satur-

her duties in the open air school in
Portland after spending a week's vacato

tiou with her mother, Mrs. P.

Skay1

Mrs. prank L. Towle left Saturday for
where she will be the

Bridgeport, Conn.,

guest several weeks of her daughter, Miss
Isabel Towle, a teacher in the Barnum

Old

Colony Insurance Company

ViOlit

December 31, 1921
Miss Ethel J. Curtis,
Real Estate..
0 00
$
for the past two months, is able to be
Mort^a^e Loan*..
16.0O0 00
Collateral L>ane.
0'0
out.
Miss Curtis is a young woman of
J Stocks and Bonds.3.687,439 75
serling character and her sweet and hap- | ( ash in Office at d Bank
179,191 65
Agents' Balances.
232 932 59
py’ disposition has endeared her to many j
| Bills Rec< lvabie.
0,138 02
friends, who wish her a speedy recovery. Interest and Rents.
33,483 5.'
All other Assets.
65
9,254
The Ladies’ Aid of the Trinity ReformAssets

who has been ill

ed Church were unable to meet last Fri-

day

on

account

>

of the illness of Mrs. A.

K Fletcher.
They will meet this, Friday, with Mis. Arthur E Stautial, SearsLater they will meet with
port Avenue.

Gross Assets
...$4,166,440 18
Deduct items not admitted.
14.262 06
Admitted Assets.$4,152,178
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 523.703
Unearned 1'remiums. 1.283.430
All other Liabilities.
57.162
Deposit Capital. 1,000,000

Fletcher and finish the handsome

on

Masonic Protective Assouan

I he

BOS I ON. MASSACHUSETTS

school.

Surplus

the G. A. R. lot.

over

ail Liabilities.

1,287.881

$4,152,178
Hayes, who have Total Liabilities and Surplus...
B. F. ColcorJ, Agent, ^earsport, Maine
been holding revival meetings at the
3*9
Mason Mills chapel for the past twp
interest
are
a
months,
having quite good
taken. There were about 150 people present at the Sunday evening service.
The i
Mr. and Mrs. H. P.

12
84
32
12
00
84

All other assets.

bo,966i

Gross

assets. $2,369,581
Deduct items not admitd.
22,165!
Admitted assets.$2,337,34S(
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net

unpaid losses. $ 769.6411

All other

Cash

1,042^6641

liabilities.

12L2*i

capital.lot),

Surplus

over

all

liabilities.

t«l

;.i.3,6t

Total liabilities and surplus_

$2,337,8

3*9

I
I

12

her mortgage deed dated the eighth
day of
November A D 1920. and recorded in W'aldo
Registry of Beeds. Book 334. Page 400 conveyed to The City National Rank of
a

14th verse: Awake thou that sleepest and

MASS.

Dtcember 31, 1921.
Ueal estate.. $
32,751
Mortgage Ilians.
3.631
Sticks an.i bonds
1,733,6Mi
Cash In ifflce and bank.
4)4.66(1
Interest and rents.
34,7674

Unearned premiums.

Ada Burton of Morrill in the
WHEREAS
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by

consisted of the readiug of the
5th chapter of Ephesians. Text w s the

E-ilKli,

Assets

Aetna Life Insurance Company.
ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY DEFARTMEU
6d0 Union St., Hartford, Conn.

Notice of foreclosure

Assets December 31, 1921
Mortgbge Loans .$ 8.784,8354*

Collateral Loans.
Stocks ami Bonds
L ash in Office ai d

Lank.

226,300*
13,866.392*
2,773,411*
3,861,690*
75,528*
419,8021
161,926.678*

Agents' Balances
from the dead and Christ shall give
Belfast,
Bills Receivable.
corporation duly
and existing by law
the light. Mr. Hayes has placed a new and having its organized
principal place of business at Interest and Rents...
piano in the church and they have one Belfast in the County of Waldo and State of All other Assets.
Maine,
certain
lots
or parcels of land, with the
hall hour praise service at the beginning
Gross Assets.
buildings thereon, situated in Morril in the
$191,924,648*
of the services.
Services are heid Sun
<£06,602*1
County of W’aldo and State of Maine, bounded Deduct items not admitted.
day afternoons at 2.30 and Sunday and and described as
follows, to wit:Wednesday evenings at 7.30.
lhe first parcel beginning at the northwest
Admitted Assets. $191,718,64624
corner of land of Cora Phinnev wn
the highway
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Kenneth Whitaker went to Burnham leading from Morrill Village to Waldo Station;
Net Unpaid Lobs s. $
thence
in
in
will
be
an
he
engaged
where
ruuning
direction
this week,
on said
easterly
7.699,6W"
Unearned
Phinney's line, one hundred reds to the Ail other Premiums. 147.fC5.8tf®
|
lumbering.
Liabilities.
j town line of Waldo; thence northerly on said L'ash
5,000.**®
Capital..
town liae to the before
mentioned highway; ^
urplus over all Liabilities. 17,27^l»"
thence southerly on said
highway to the place
arise

18,S8&ig*

CASTOR IA

begun

j

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
Signature of

at.

second parcel beginning on the aforesaid
highway at the same place the before mentioned lot began, and
running westerly on line of
land of C ora
Paul to .and of
Pninney and
ne

For Infants and Children

j Leroy Paul;
Paul

Leroy

thence northerly on line of laud of
to land of George Wing, thence
on
line
of land of George Wing to the
easterly
highway; thence soutnerly on said highway to

CZ&tfMZ&C

Treasury Department
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, L). C., February 13, 1922.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence presented

the

the undersigned, it has been made to
appear
tout "The Searsport National
Hank”, located
ot Searsport in the
of
County
Waldo and State of Maine, has
complied with
all the provisions of the Act of
"to
Congress
entble National
Banking Aaaociatiors:o extend
their corporate
existence, and for other purposes.” approved July 12, 1882 as amended
by
the Act. approved April 12. 1902

j
j

to

15 M16 Tow.11

!

at the northeast
corner of land of
George Wing and running in
a westerly direction on
land of George Wing to
land of Leo Jackson; thence
northerly on land
of Leo Jackson to land of Leo
Jackson; thence
easterly on land of Leo Jackson to the high
way, thence southerly on said highway to the
place begun at. The said field containing five
acres, more or less and being enclosed
by a
stone wall
Ail of said above described real
estate being
the
conveyed to said Ada Burton by
James A
Messer by his deed of
dated

warranty
Waldo Registry

of

EBEN W. BLANCHARD, late of Boston,

WANTED
A

position by

lwpd

an

the County of Suffolk, Maaeachuaette, deceased. and given bonds as the law directs. All
perunaa having demands against the eatate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
in

experienced

nurse.

requested to make payment immediately to
RITA LYMBURNER
I my authorized agent, Robert E. Duuton -Bel*
Phoenix House, Belfast. I fast, MeNETTIE B. MORRILL,
I

Lynn, Mass, Dec 13. 1921—9

$191,716^^

3w9

Agricultural Insurance Company
WATERTOWN, N. Y.
Assets

place cf beginning

The third parcel beginning

November 8, 1920, recorded in
Deeds.
And WHEREAS the condition of said mortNOW, THEREFORE. I. Thomas P. Kane. gage has been broken, now
therefore, by reaActing Comptroller of theCurrency, do hereby
breach of tne condition, thereof the
certify that ‘-'The Searaport National Bank” 80llj0r£
sa»d The City National Bank of
Belfast, by C,
located in the Town of
Searsport, in the County W. Weacott, its President duly authorised,
of Waldo and State of Maine is
authorised to claims a foreclosure of said mortgage,
have succession for the period
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
specified in its
amended articles of association:
OF BELFAST
namely, until
close of business --n
13
1942
February
By C. W. WESCOTT. Its President.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF
!>• & M
witneae my
3wl
hand and Seal of office this Thirteenth
day of
februsry 1922.
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The sub(*eal)
T. P. KANE
■cnber hereby gives notice that she baa been
Acting Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. 2642
duly
appointed administratrix, with the will
Extension No. 1444
annexed, of the estate of
3w9

practical

Total Liabilities and Surplus...

Leroy

j

Portland

hingfield

Expert

Fitter.

MEMORIAL DAY.

L. Strout

Ellsworth

State of Maine Publicity Bureau
Temporary Headquarters, Benoit Block, Portland, Maine

Children’s

We have a fine class of finished
Monuments in the leading granites and marbles. Leaving your
orders with us now will give you
a stone finished and placed for

Commerce.

a

DIRECTORS
G. F. Alley,

of

an

Successors to Hutchins Bros,

eight days’ vacatiou from Portland where
he has employment with the Chamber of

4— Central Information Bureau established in Portland for
general distribution of every kind of information relative to
Sub-offices or stations of information at main points
Maine.
of entry throughout the State or wherever advisable. Special
descriptive literature, i. e. Hotels, Garages, Railroads, Commercial Enterprises, etc., supplied by members, exhibited and distributed at information bureaus.
5— It maintains

hy

Hutchins &

•

sermon

2—Literature descriptive of the recreational attractions of
the State, lists of Hotels, Garages and such other information
A survey of
valuable to the tourist, compiled and distributed.
industrial opportunities throughout the State of Maine, made in
co-operation with the State Chamber of Commerce and with
local Chambers of Commerce. Comprehensive lists of available
farm lands, secured together with information relative to markets, freight rates, etc. Classification of commercial enterprises
compiled and distributed.

Fitting

Feet

_Shoe

comforter to be sold for the fund for the

1 It co-ordinates every interest to advertise Maine, its
Recreational advantages, Natural Resources, Agricultural and
Industrial opportunities and present Commercial Developments,
with the object to interest the Tourist Public in Maine as a
recreational center, to develop its industrial and agricultural
possibilities and to callattention to Maine’s commercial activities.

Careful

Ruth, the little daughter of Mr. anc
Walter Bowen, has been quite sick
She is attended by Dr. Elmer Small.

soldiers’ monument

—

Fine Shoe Repairing at
Reasonable Prices

Mrs

Mrs.

THE MAINE PROGRAM

Popular Brogue lasts.

Downs spent Sunday at the
R. Colson,
and Mrs. E

Miss Edith L.

Women’s High Grade Oxfords. Every pair gnarananteed Goodyear welts.
Plain. Perforated and the

vincing.

Miss Louise Clark, who is teaching ir
North Searspcrt, spent Sunday with hei
mother, Mrs. Ida Clark.

day

for children.

BELFAST.

EAS1

Bureau

sturdy, long wearing shoes

Boys’ cout Shoes. Made
of a tough Smoked Elk
Skin. Long wear guaranteed. An investigation of
these shoes will be con-

OUR MOTTO

Mr

Just received another
shipment of those famous

Appreciation Price Appreciation Price
$2.00 $2.50
$4.45 -$4.95

Price

Appreciation

is

Feb. 26.

Mr. and Mrs. George Dow were Sunday
visitors at the latter’s parents, Mr and

welt.

Swan Lake avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. B L. Aborn of Knox were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Woods,

Goodyear

Miss Ruth

The State ot Maine

at Belfast.

with low and cuban heels.

™~

home of

or

Men’s Spring Style Shoes,
Gun metal, Mahogany Calf,
Black and Brown Vici. All
Goodyear welts.

Mahogany Calf
Oxfords, new spring styles

Elixir

The State o! Maine Publicity

Specials

Women’s

40c-60c-$1.20

vice

R. IN'., is on a case

|
J

Listed Below at

Appreciation Prices
Appreciation Price Appreciation Price Appreciation I'rice
51.45 to $1.95
$3.75 to $4.95
$3.95
Walton Shoes for Children.
A Few

This laxative famous for over 70 years helped many in
tfieir fight against influenza three years ago —Pure herbs,
no harmful drugs—mild in action and a proper cleanser
of the intestinal tract which must be taken care of if you
want to guard against INFLUENZA or grippe.

MOKKILL.

core was

last

For Influenza

with confidence calls upon the men and
women of Searsmont to rally to her sup-

in numbers and interest.

Belfast

in

public has been warned of another

Dr. True’s

balance.
and is imperative in order to retain the
charge. The Rev. Emma E. Harrison

response

LESS MONEY”-points for you to remember. Every pair is absolutely new, direct from the factory. Styles are the latest, no winter cleanPrices that will bring back Recollections
ups of the vintage of 1492.
of old days. Quality? Ah. here is the test, no fancy fixtures for you
to pay for, no heavy overhead expense to be included in the ‘selling
price, high rent eliminated, therefore for every Dollar you receive
100 Gents worth of Quality in the shoes you purchase here.

bowels and body right by using

will then lead a drive for this
The local claim has first call

helps to train
Next Sunday will be observed as “citizens” Sunday. Please let us have a good

^

York State and elsewhere
has been swept again by influenza. NOW is the time
make
to get on the safe side —ward off grippe entirely or
off by keeping the
an attack light and easily thrown

Miss Mary Dunphy, who has been in
Fast Boston for several months, arrived
in town Wednesday, Feb. 22, to spend

alternates.

We wish to thank the people of Belfast for their patronage since the
opening of our retail shoe department and to merit the same in the
future. We shall continue our fixed policy of “BETTER SHOES FOR

week.

epidemic-New

set

citizens for both worlds.

Maddocksjjwas

E

E.

^

BOOTERY

Influenza

and

port in the execution of an arduous task
while thanking them for their lovalty in
The Moody moun*
the past and present.
several weeks’ vacation with relatives tain section is valiantly rising to duty,
here in the village.
and Searsmont will not be found wantThe collectors for the local claim
A Republican caucus was held Feb 25th ing
when W. H. Young was elected chair- are Mrs. E. J. Wiley, Miss Angelia Mil
F. R. lett and Mrs. Josie Kelo.
It will materman; Marie Y. Payson secretary;
"York, Emma Huxford, Walter Young, ially assist the pastor in filling schedules
Grace Bachelder, H. C. Elllis, A O Pay- if all can be in by the first of April. In
E. Godding, Vesta three years of service five old standbys
son, T. L Huxford, L.
Annie have passed on to a fuller service. Other
and
Dora
Carpenter
Higgins,
Bowen, town committee; A. B. Payson, standard bearers are being raised up to
Will the
Marie Y. Payson and L. E. Godding, dele- help in sustaining the cause.
E. Hig- parents do their
part in sending their
gates to the State convention; C.
gins, Vesta Higgins, and Celia Godding, children to the Sabbath school which

McMahan’S

Dunbar and Charlotte Cooper.

J PREVENT

back, but steady and determined plodding wins. The pastor’s sermon was b sed
on Acts. 16 32 34. The steeple repairs are
The pastor has collectnear completion.
ed $137 and $125 more will complete the
The pastor, who is expected to
cost.
serve another year from the conference
in

of marked en rgy and had
a faithful wife and loving
herself
proved
mother, also a firm friend and an excel
lent neighbor, and there are many friends
the greatj who mourn her loss and extend
the bereaved family,
to
of
est
sympathy
i
i The funeral services were held at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. George H.
K> der, Rev. Thomas Martin officiating.
The interment was in Monroe. 1 he flcral
woman

was a

MRs. CLARA F.. STEVENS

SEaRSMONT

December 31, 1921

Estate.$
Mortgage Loans
Real

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in Oftice and Bank*.

Agents’

Balances.

fS’isoflQ
4.9jA^

L20o.wj*

Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

™.o_

iitom Asset..
Deduct items not admitted.....

*.«*$£!»
,77.**^

Admitted Assets.$7,518,599
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses. $
gj
Unearned Premiums. 3,618,9^All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
7S
Surplus over all Liabilities.,. 1,640,9_
Total Liabilities and

Surplus.$7,518,69909

JAMES PATTlE & SON,

BELFAST

3«9
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. Th«
du y
hereby gives notice that she has been
will and
pt inted executrix of the last
ment of

CAROLINE D. REID, late ot Lincolnvili*
County of Waldo, deeastd. All °P* ^
having deoiands against the estate
fof
,?<trn
deceased are desired to present tbe
^
a
settlement, and all indebted thereto
^
quested to make payment immediacy
cj.
authorized agent, Philip 0. Clifford,
v
change St., Portland, Maine.
MARION REluDUDLbiDelaware, Feb, 14, 1W®*
in the

Wilmington,

the members.

Nothing has been heard to date of Mrs.
Alfred M. Ferguson since her disappearance front her home on Durham street,

WAVE IT
y MADE TO
MEA/URE

Sunday evening, Feb. 19th.

play window of his Main street store by
putting in a frame in the rear which will
allow- for a glass enclosure.

stock of harnesses

he has visited his

where

The

son.

will

Table

Round

meet

in

the

North church parlor this, Thursday, af| ternoon at 3 o’clock. The program will
be Current Events in the Religious World

LOOK AT THIS!
You

Clothes

WHEN it
values, there

to

comes
are

Buyers!
prices

who

none

approach

can

THINK

OF

IT I

Wade
to
clothes from all wooi fabrics

low

as

as

1

today

and

you will

nothing on these prices.
They are fair and just. Call
join the International family

York Garment Store advertises
spring apparel ami offer winter suits
and coats at about one-half price.
Hutchins & Skay advertises monuments in the leading granites and marNew

Supt.

H. C. Buzzell offers colt for sale.
I he Waldo County Hospital wants puThe Belfast Building Co. gives noiice of

adjourned meeting.
The Hoard of Registration gives notice

a

card

Mrs. L. H. Frost of

The Central Maine Power Co. advertises preferred stock, also electric toaster.

Waldo Trust Co. advertises interest on
commercial accounts.

position

as

newspaper

in

paper

Milton

Mrs.

woman

her

home

C.

Stephenson,

the rooms are renovated.

annual

tion of R.

The

Direct Importing Co. advertises
coffee, milk chocolates, etc.
1 he Davis Sample Shop advertises continuation of sale.

W. D.

U.

G.

M.

Warren A'

There will be work in the Mas-

Nichols.

ter Mason degree.
have

Cards

bank

adv.

The Benevolent Club of Poor’s Mills
will have an entertainment and supper at
their hall Friday evening, March 10th.
The Universalist League will meet with
Mrs. Arthur Morse this afternoon at 2.30.
as

a

inspection of
Timothy
Chase Lodge, F. A A. M., will take place
this, Thursday, evening under the direcThe

cabinet work.

attendance is desired

weekly

been received

here

from

resident of North

parents.

her

Shore, Northport,

The

groom

visited

Charles E. Philbrook was before Judge
Clyde R. Chapman of the Municipal
Court last Monday on complaint of John
and George Finch, who were living in a
tenement owned by the defendant on

Mrs. Cecil

Clay of the city board of

Overseers of the Poor has received a
check from Mrs. Wm. V. Pratt, uow in

Washington, D. C., to be applied
fund for the worthy poor.

to

Water street,

M. R. Knowltou has placed a contract
with Cooper A Clements to begin worn
as
early as possible in the spring on a
block in front of his residence on High
street, near S ring street. The block
will be 40 by 26 feet and basement.
The
lower floor will be used as a store and

the second door will contain two kitchenettes.
He has already had three applicants for the store.
There will be a wide
driveway between his house and the
block; the former will not be inconvenienced by the latter.

i’hilbrook

claimed

that

plaintiffs would neither leave the
building nor pay him rent and only to
frighten ihem into leaving he went to
the place before the young men were up
the

the

j

and

material

at

charge of the
Brooklyn Navy-

is. in
the

and tired

three

shots from

a

revolver

which broke the window and landed in
over the bed of the men.

the ceiling

Fhilbrook

was

held

by Judge Chapman

for the discharge of firearms in the city
limits and sentenced him to pay a tine of

He appealed aud said he
did not intend to injure the young men,
hut wanted to scare them off his property
and that what damage was done was at
110 and costs.

his

own

expense.

NEW

Wall Papers
IN STOCK

PRICES:

10c. to 50c.

E.

S.,

on

the

of

direction

the efficient

Parsons succeeding Miss Ruth
Maggie, the housemaid.

as

The members of the Unitarian Alliance

this,

Thursday, afternoon

to

Congress from the Third District,were

about

There

were

snow

storm

which

morning probably

present, the
began early in the
kept many more at
twenty

home.

Manager Clifford pulled another good
He
on Wednesday of this week.

stunt

invited all the school children to a special matinee at the Colonial at 4 o’clock,
each school under the direction of the

teachers, marched from their schools to
High street, where all schools were unitEach school cared in one big parade.
ried a banner which read, “We are going
to

‘Winners of the West’ at the Co-

see

lonial

"

Ding says; “I guess there

was a

M. H. Blackwell of Bath representing
the Shaw Auto Company of that city,
in town several days the past week
and has leased for a garage and agency
was

headquarters the Lancaster store, occupied for some time by the Federal Bakery, but more recently by Harry E. Walker, proprietor of the Dreamland Theatre,
One of the
who is now on High street.
in

windows

plate glass

stcre will be replaced by
necessary

the
a

Lancaster

large door and

changes made

by

the

Shaw Company.

than it produced.
The
wind came late in the evening howling
from the northwest and blew what was
more

During the
night the wind reached gale rate, but did
no damage in this vicinity.
Friday came
in clear and cold, but at noon the snow
and ice melted on the walks.
Saturday
left of the storm out to

Sunday

and

were

sea.

beautiful winter daYs.

with the best of conditions

for

sliding,

Very unexpectedskiing and sleighing.
ly a snow storm put in an appearance
early Monday morning and continued until about 4 p. m. Tuesday’s bright sunshine melted the snow and ice in sheltered places on the sidewalks and the air

crisp and clear maKing an ideal winter day. March came in Wednesday with
the proverbial biting breeze, but it was
met early in the day with a bright sunshine that soon counteracted its stinging
was

effects.

Stewart’s

Mrs

Birthday.

Mrs

Belfast’s oldest, but
also most remarkable and lovable woman,
passed her 96lh birthday at her Main
Prac
street home Thursday, f'eb. 23rd.
Sarah E.

Stewart,

tically all of her life has been spent in
Belfast, the city she loves and is loyal to.
She was among the first of women to
Of rather a
register and also to vote
physique, she is trim of figure
and pays due attention to her dress and
delicate

the Round Table

are

invited.

Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Skerrye’s household goods arrived last week from Templeton, Mass., and were taken to the

“Rev. Mr. Skerrye was born in Liverpool, N. S., 54 years ago. He first served
and left
as a minister in Provincetown,
there in 1898 to go to Saco. Me. He came
He is president of
to Templeton in 1906.
the Templeton Village Improvement Society, and is member of the Templeton
School Committee and a trustee of the
Public Library.”
Mr. and Mrs. Skerrye have two sons,
one a teacher and the other a student at

The Belfast
of its leader,

eldest

\ alenMONDAY—Agnes Ayres and Rudolph

TUESDAY—Wanda Hawley in
"HER STUDRY OAK”
Honeymooners who found
Expenses Heavy.
WEDNESDAY—Marion Davies in

A

story of

a

the energy
J. Lee Patterson, has ob-

ies, especially Bath, and is meeting with
It is realthe approbation of the public.
ly the only time the Band can get togethThe
er with any degree of convenience.
concerts planned for last summer were
made impossible on account of the transfer to out-of-town positions of some of
At present the Baud
their leading men
is in fine form having recently acquired
the services of Wm. L. Luce, baritone;
Dean Knoiyltou, clarinet; Roy Greene,
cornet and Charles F. Hammons, vocal
The

concert

program for next.
Sunday afternoon will have ten numbers
including solos by Mr. Greene and Mr.

Hammons; also by request the general
favorite medley overture, “Sweet Old
Songs.” It is hoped there will be a good
attendance as there is no admission, but
a collection will be taken at each concert,
This is an opportunity to help keep the
Band, always a good city asset, in the
fine condition it is at the present.
DELIGHTFUL

SLEIGHING

PARTIES.

the past
Thursweek among the young people.
day at 5 p. m the seniors of the B H. S.
accompanied by Principal and Mrs. Harry
There

were

two

happy

events

A. Foster, Mr. Melville E. Chase. Mrs. S.
A. Parker, Mrs. William L. Luce, Miss
Esther F. Evans, Supt. and Mrs. E. E.

Roderick, made the trip in two hayricks
in Belmont of
on runners to the home
Miss Marjorie Knowlton, a member of
A delicious supper was served
the class.
by the hostess assisted by Misses Evelyn Knowlton and Margaret Eaton, M
took
picA. Cook, the photographer,
tures of the dining room. Miss Knowlton
a dainty gold pendant
was presented with
by Kermit Nickerson in behalt of the

promptu

After supper there was an improgram with remarks by Pres.

but
tionery. Then came an informal
pleasing program by the members of each
In acknowledgment of this and
class.
like kindnesses of Mr. Curtis he was
presented with a line pair of squirrellined driving gloves, which he appre-

ciated.

Pair of

taming of

The tale of the

a

Auspices

[

flapper

Presents

“MISS BOB WHITE”

Thursday,

1150

Sargent and Sigrid Holmqulst in
“JUSi AROUND THE CORNER”
Another great warm slice of human life by
the author of “Humoresque.”
I'RIItAY—Lewis

B. H. S. Seniors at the

March

9th,

Matinee

and

Clayton in
“dEYOxD”

Matinee,
Night,

story that’s all thrill and
heart tug*

ADVANCE IN PRICES.

|

Night

<

People 150

Local

Seats reserved at Colonial Box Office
after 9 a. m., Wednesday, March 8th.

SATURDAY—Ethel

NO

I

COLONIAL THEATRE

;

THURSDAY—Belfast High School

A vivid action

I

BOB WHITE”

tlno in

“THE SHEIK”

“ENCHANTMENT”

Band, through

tained permission of the city officials to
give Sunday concerts at the Colonial at 4
p. m. This is in line with other Maine cit-

soloist.

John B. Rogers & Co. Presents

Week of March 6

Harvard College.

She has

daughter, Mrs. Etta S,
Many friends called to remember her with flowers, fruit, etc.
Light refreshments were served during
the day.
her

Mitchell.

COLONIALJHEATRE

Globe said of him:

by
piano solos by Misses Leah Colson and
Ruth Partridge, reading by Mrs. Parker,
seen the city grow from its small beginMessrs. Foster and Roderick
ning, remembers going to the wharf to remarks by
It is reported aa the
and chorus singing.
see the first steamboat arrive and attends
the
of
class, everything
event
and
happiest
all lectures and Chautauqua affairs
Efficient and Diligent
with normal hearing takes in and remem- considered....The
Since classes of the Methodist Sunday school,
bers the best of what is said.
by Miss Bertha A.
early youth she has been a constant at- 23 in all, chaperoned
sled ride
a delightful
tendant of the Methodist Church, a val- Whitten, enjoyed
E. Curtis,
of
George
courtesy
the
ued teacher in its Sunday school and through
as the
Her with the chapel at East Northport
loyal member to its allied societies.
W. Martin,
Charles
Mrs.
point.
daughters, Mrs. Mary S. Whitmore and objective
the Efficients, accompanied
Mrs. Lily S. Jones, who live with her, t ,e teacher of
and their little son Morrill,
her grandchildren and great grandchil- by Mr. Martin
by sleigh and with other
the
trip
dren have every reason to be proud of made
near the chapel had everything
her and are joined by many friends who friends
for a happy evening.
warm and cozy
or
The event
share that privilege.
There were retreshments of hot cocea,
Thursday was not made the gala day of sandwiches, pickles, cake and confecof

i

of his resignation as pastor of the Unitarian church in Templeton the Boston

Nickerson of the Student Council, duet
Tolford Durham and Ermo Scott,

account of the recent death

Don’t Forget Bob White

Congregational parsonage at the corner
Mr. Skerrye
of High and Park streets.
will occupy the pulpit of his net/ pastorate at the Federated church. At the time

to-date in what is going on, but in her
reminiscences of affairs of even 90 years

on

CO.’S

See Our Display of Oanned Goods
Fruits and Vegetables

orite operas.

seniors.

most entertaining.

A. A. HOWES

Through

A reader of curpersonal appearance.
rent literature and good books she is up.

ago she is

-AT-

at

the home of Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and
Members of
Home.
sew for the Girls’

church parlor Friday, March 10th. The
piogram will include selections from fav-

in Belfast Monday forenoon in conference
with their party leaders in Waldo county.

NATIONAL CANNED GOODS WEEK

Partridge,

as

Hon. Ernest I,. McLean of Augusta, the
Democratic candidate for representative

committee

Street, Belfast

Main

-THIS |S.

Comcast

been held last week with Mrs Clement
W. Wescott will he held in the North

Dem cratic

few high

Tel. 228-5.

Lucille

Miss

Rogers Producing
The only change in the
the

and

R.

State

a

rehearsals of

t’attangall of Augusta of

the

un-

New York Garment Store

their play, Miss Bob White, to be given
in the Colonial Theatre March 9th, under

will meet

garment

enthusiastic

are

outcome of the

Peck ot

will hold any

live candidates.

The B. II. S. seniors
over

we

the best.

will hold

meeting, Frid y evening,
March 3rd. A picnic supper will be serv- |
ed at 6.30 by the following committee: ;
Cordelia Brown, Lulu C. Hills, Ves'a !
Ellis, Annie Patterson, Gertrude Bowker.
This will be followed by the regular 1
meeting at 7 30, when degrees will be
conferred

and

always

grade Winter Suits and Coats to
close out at about ONE-HALF price. The suits are
very good styles and can be worn all the year round.

regular

the courtesy of the North church Round
Table the musicale which was to have

the past

FRED D. JONES

Primrose Chapter, O.

His many Belfast friend, extend
cordial congratulations and best wishes.

yard.

threatened

with

11

service

radio

nouncing the marriage Feb. 23rd of their
daughter, Heloise Katherine, to Arthur
Jack Herti, also of Auburndale and Miami. The bride has been a lifelong sum-

Mrs. W. R. Pattangall of Augusta, will
address the ladies of Belfast and vicinity
at

Naval

A Variety of Weather.
Thursday
provided fog, snow and rain and also

here last summer.

Friday,

Y.,

other

much work to oe done for the Easter sale.

in Memorial Hall tomorrow,
a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m.

Brooklyn,

in

We have

orchestra.
its

now

is

SPECIAL

Commerce

first announced is that of Miss Florence

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Kennedy of Auburndale, Mass now in Miami, Fla., an-

mer

there is

12,

million.”
and

as soou as

Ralph L. Richards does carpenter and

large

Frost is

in the Marsano block, recently occupied
by Capt and Mrs. liackett, and will move

The Dinsmore Store advertises women’s
low shoes and pumps at $1.95.

A

owns a

who nave been living in the Harris house
High street, have leased a tenement

Amy L. Wilson and Sue M. Partridge
offer hand painted place cards.

publishes

Mrs.

and

on

nurse.

Rank

son.

Ur.

gram.

National

has

town.

Colonial Theatre advertises children’s
matinee next Saturday and picture pro-

City

Vandalia, Mo.,

the past few days in the
interest of Chautauqua week for next sea-

of

Chamber

that age.

of the

been in Belfast

McMahan’s Bootery advertises a few
specials in shoes at appreciation prices.

wants

series

Dancing Club, under the direc-

tion of the men, will be held in Odd Fellows’ hall this, Thursday, evening with
music by McKeen’s orchestra.

display.

l.ymburner

Tepley

er

Belfast

have their banquet and get-togethin Memorial Hall Tuesday evening,

pany.

Hon. W.

The second dance in the

A. A. Howes & Co. advertises National Canned Goo .8 week and has special

Rita

the

at

E

Belfast

of session.

James Slides and family publish
of thanks

Monday

for the secondary schools and Miss Dorothy Ingalls for the elementary.

nurses.

under

of his son, Thomas Gardner Randall and Miss Mildred Beecher Wells of
"Tom” is still in the U. S.
New York.

Sears port

The
will

Millinery

MAY WE SHOW YOU OUR LINE?

as

and 17 aud 22 cents for all children over

N.

E. Roderick gave the State
school examination to two applicants
at
his office last Saturday, Evan F. Wilson

ble.

the

Twain’s masterpiece,
the usual prices will

Huckleberry Finn;
prevail, 10 cents for children

The city schools will close March
17th
for a week’s vacation. It is also
planned
to close the spring term of the
tirades
June 2nd and the High June
9th, a week
earlier than usual.

new

that

for Saturday,

booked

announcing the marriage

It. ( oicord of

oil

won

William M. Randall lias received cards

Hospital.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

pil

operated

has
Mark

March 4th,

THE STORE YOU WILL ALW AYS REMEMBEk

was

children’s matinee

a

management

BERT L. DAVIS
Mrs. Lincoln

for

ture

be in good company.

The News ot Belfast

Herbert H. Stevens

Mrs.

So many mothers have expressed the
lesire that the Colonial have a real pic-

has

Qt K
^ 1 **

by

T. Chase.

$25 and up to $50
A

assisted

The second and consolathe first prize.
tion prizes went to guests of the evening,
Mrs. Clement W. Wescolt and Mrs. Fred

measure

the folio ing Waldo
justices of the peace:
Fred A. McAllister, Burnham; Charles E.
Andrews, Belmont; Judge Ellery Bowden, Winterport.
men

ter, there will be a short program and
later a dance with music by McKeen’s

Lothrop,

Ansel M.

auction.

us.

Baxter announced

County

early selection

an

Make your Easter selection
til you are prepared to take it.

Eeb. 27th Gov.

the Evangeline Valley.
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, entertained the
Saturday Auction 1 lub Saturday evening at her home on Franklin street. Supper was served at 7 o’clock, followed by

real

and

appointments'of

March 7th, with the ladies as guests.
The ladies of the Baptist church will ca-

Mrs.

Spring garments and

Church street.

In his

and

We have received a large assortment of the new spring styles in Suits.
It will soon be time to wear
Coats, Capes. Dresses, and Millinery.

terson & Sylvester and will place them
in his harness store in the Hayford block
on

Spring Apparel

Suits, Coats, Capes, Dresses

Stevens has bought the
and supplies of Pat-

Charles E

paper by Miss Anne M. Kittredge,
A Little Journey in Arcadia or Afoot in

and

New

I.end-a-Hand club will meet this
Mrs. D R. Black on Upper
High street. A large attendance is requested to act on important business
The

week with

matters.

Archie C. Hopkins was called to Salisbury Cove, near Bar Harbor, Wednesday,
by the death of his father, George W.
Hopkins. The funeral will take place
Thursday. Mr. Hopkins is Known here,

|

which are published in another column,
cannot but help meeting with the spprov.
al of all lovers of good pictures.

Curtis has very materially
added to the convenience of his large dis-

L.

Allen

Theatre,

The programs at the Colonial

The annual meeting of the W. C. T. U.
has been postponed to the last Friday in
March on account of sickness of some of

:

on or

35c-50c

50c-75c-S1.00

PLUS USUAL WAR TAX.

If Toast is part
ot the meal

WHAT ALL MOTHERS WANT

MAKE IT AT THE TABLE
Electrically toasted bread is freshpalatably nourishing because vou make it as you enjoy it—

A Real Children’s Matinee

hot and

COLONIAL

right at the table.
With

Saturday, March 4,

elbow extra trips to the range are
unnecessary.

HUCKLEBERRY

toast are ready to add palatableness
Toast as much as you
can enjoy only as fast as you want

for

one

a

AL. ST. JOHN COMEDY.
Children to any
Older Children,

cent.
a

week,

at our ex-

FINN

-ALSO-

to breakfast.

—12 slices for

at 2.30

MARK TWAIN’S MASTERPIECE

Toasting-heat comes through any
light socket. When breakfast is
served, turn on the toaster and jiffy—
quick two slices of richly golden

Try

THEATRE

Electric Toaster at your

an

part

of the

NEWS.

house,

j

10c
17c-22c

pense.

Central Maine
Power Company
At any of

our

32 stores

LEATHER GOODS
At Cut Prices
I shall close out my entire stock of Hand

Hand-Painted

FRED T. CHASE

Place Cards
large line of handpainted place cards, made in
China, which we are offering at
prices ranging from 5 cents to
12 1-2 cents each. Some are large
enough for Bcore cards. One lot
embossed cards. Call at Journal
office and look them over.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.
We

have

25 Main

a

Carpenter

and

*"~

■

(Tel. 34-11)

Street,
■

■■

■1

Belfast, Maine.

———

Friends here have received copies of the passenger* and crew joined in making it an eventful trip. March 17th and
18th the Edward Little high school them
Merry Musicil Melange in three cars, en- will stage Augustus C. Knight’s operatitled “The Twentieth Century Limited,” ette “Pepita,’’ under the direction of Mr.
arranged and staged by Prof. E. S. Pitch- Pitcher. This was produced here several
er, under the auspices of the Men’s Club years ago by Mr. Dadman of Boston.
of the Universalist church
It was given
Ralph D. Shute has bought what in
in Webster school hall
the Auburn and Lewiston papers giving
glowing accou nts of the production of A

last

Thursday

Pitcher receiving many
compliments for thi- original performalso painting, varnishing, furniture relin- ance. Ttie three cars were the Club car,
ished and repaired.
My motto is: “To the
dining car and the sleeper. The
live and let live.’’
Singed Cat Opera Company (better than
RALPH L. RICHARDS.
it looks) was all its name implied, while
3 Charles Street.

Cabinet Work

ij

Bags,

Wallets, Purses, Bill Books, Cigar Cases, etc.,
At Groatly Reduced Prices.

evening,

Mr.

generally known

as

the Dutch Brothers*

tenement house on Washington street of
Charles W. Walker, who bought it last

fall.

This adds another to Mr. Shnte’a

tenement chain. He also owns the

ing house

on

Washington

atreet
I

adjoin-
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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International Carton Co.

Belfast

Bay's Old

v

f

Merchant

Mn. Helen Betchelder Shute. >

(Concluded from our last issue)
The ship “Live Oak,” Capt. Robert H.
Coombs, was totally lost at Valencia,
Spain, on Dec. 11, 1867. She was being
towed into port against the protest of the
master.

On Feb. 1, 1862, the ship “Coronet,"
built here in 1854, but hailing from Newcastle, England, was wrecked on the voyage from Plymouth, England, to Pensacola.
In October of 1868, the ship "Living
Age," built here in 1861, and partially
owned by CapL Robert T. Emery, was
burnt at aea on a voyage from

Shields,

England, forBombay. The owners had an
insurance.
On May 1, I860, the brig “Omaha,”
John Toothaker, was capsized on the pa»sage from Key West to Pensaccla, and
aix of the crew lost, among them the
captain’s son, aged 17. After being two
days upon the wreck, and three days in a
leaky boat, CapL Toothaker, the mate,
and two seamen reached land'
schooner “Alice Parker,” Lusher,
from Belfast for Turk’s Island, became
disabled off Hatteras, Jan. 14, 1870, and
after being at the mercy of the waves for
16 days, the crew were taken off by a
British vessel and landed St St- Domingo.

master were
She was again repaired about 1867, but so The wife and family of the
here in
staunchly was she built that in 1904;“ on board. The vessel was built
exactly one hundred years after the lay- 1872 for Captain John Hassell.
In March, 1880, a silver vase was preing of her keel, the Polly figured in an Old
to
Home Week celebration, held at Ames- sented bv the British Government
of the Ameribury, Mass., in which town on the Powow Captain Rufus B. Condon, of
Belfast, :n
River, at its junction with the beautiful can schooner Fred A. Carie,
and
and historic Merrmiac, juat the bold, acknowledgement of his humanity
the
wooded bluff at Salisbury Point, she was kindness to the shipwrecked crew of
at
built' She was visited by hundreds of bark Martha, of Shoreham, abandoned
(
1877.
apt
people during the week, and much was sea. on the 17th of October,
ashore
made of her by the residents of Amesbury. Condon’s schooner, the Carle,went
later
She m»y be considered as representing on the Rhode Island coast five years
the first definite expression of the marine and was totally lost, the mate and one
sailor being drowned
architecture of the American Republic.
On the ninth of September, 1881, the
Now owned by Dr. Alfred Johnson of
Boston and Belfast, the Polly has of late shi. Louis Walsh, 1080 tons, built in Belin 1861. and comyears attained much notoriety, and has fast by White A Conner
W hite,
often been in the nublic eye through the manded by Captain Augustus S.
columns of the daily press. She bears on arrived from Liverpool, being the first
for
the outside forward end of her cabin- ship which had entered the harbor
until the folhouse, a handsome bronze tablet, inscrib- nine years. She remained
^ork
lowing year, being then sold to New
ed aa follows:

Polly
Schooner built in 1803
Privateer in War of 1812

Captured

11 prizes

This Tsblet
Placed November 2, 1910, by
The National Society
Of the United States Daughters of 1812
State of New YorkOn the occasion'of the unveiling of this
tablet the United Statea Navy was repreofficers sod a bsod from the
seated

by
Brooklyn Navy Yard; and i granddauehter of one of the Polly’s supposed commanders during the War of 1812, as indicated by an old log-book, still in her posiBflnju", acted as sponsor, by unveiling
the tablet.

parties.
On Sept. 20, 1881, the snip it. B. runer,
1360 tons, from Cardiff lor Valparaiso,
All hands
with coal, waa burned at sea.
She was built in Belfast by
were saved.
carter & Co in 1874.
On Sept. 28th of the same year, the ship
Alice Buck, 1425 tons, built in Belfast in
1870, went ashore near San francisco, on
a voyage from New York to Oregon, and
Eleven of the crew,
became a total loss.
including two mates, perisned.
On the 14th of March, 1886, Captain
Geprge Dickey Mahoney, who is si ill livthe
ing here, and who then commanded
schooner Fannie A. Gorham, rendered
valuable aid in rescuing passengers from
the Oregon, a Cunard steamer of 7000
tons, which was wrecked by collision
with a vessel near New York. In Septem-

On Feb, 16, 1871, the brig “Sarah” of
Robbins ton, commanded by Capt. E. P. H.
Thompson of Belfast, from Galveston for
Of her1 Commanders, of course Belfast ber, Captain Mahoney received fromasthea
Bremen was dismasted In a hurricane,
British Government a goid medal
are most interested in Capt. George
people
and
off
which swept
CapL Thompson
It is of solid gold, the size |
F. Ryan, whose widow and daughters still testimonial.
18
remained
The
crew
three passengers.
OnOnesideis
live her. During the Polly’s visit in Ames- of a twenty-dollar piece
dgys on the wreck, when they were res- bury, Mass., at the Oid Home Week cele- a vignette of Queen Vicioiia, with the ,
cued and carried to Liverpool. The vessel
was afterwards found and taken to Halifax.
ouiiulc,
in April, 1871, me acnooner
formerly the bark of that name, and the
Brat vessel which went from Maine to
California after the diacovery of gold, as
previously stated, waa wrecked below
Portsmouth, N. H.
On Nov. 30, 1871, the schooner “Z
Snow” went ashore above the Upper
Bridge and filled. Her cargo of plaster
lost
As early as

was

1875, good steamboat connection was had between Belfast and
Boston, as well as Bangor, Rockland, and
In May, 1877 the
points across the Bay.
steamer May Queen, 84 tons, built by
Carter & Co., for parties in Belfast, was
launched, and the next month ran to
Castine, being commanded by Captain
On July 12 of
Fred Augustus Gilmore.
that year, fourteen steamers engaged in
catching porgies were visible in the Bay.
In 1887 it was found that 1250 vessels ar
rived and departed, during that one year
alone. The valuation of the wharf property owned in Belfast in 1900 was 522,700.
At that time, a number of the 25 or more
wharves which were here in 1875, were
unused, decayed or removed.
Frgm 1875 until 1900 only about fifty
Vessels were built here, showing the gradThe
ual decline oi lb's important interestnumber of tons of Vessel property owned
in Belfast in 1900 had diminished to 1364.
Transportation by steam, the introduction
of barges and the diversion of the carrying trade into foreign bottoms had almost
'dedtoysd the business of shipbuilding,
which formerly gave employment to a
large number of citizens of Belfast.
The largest vessel built here before 1919
1663 tons,in
was the ship P. R- Hazeltine,
1876, by C. P. Carter & Co. Before that,
the iargeat waa the ship Ivanhoe, 1610
tons. The ship A. S Davis, by Carter &
Co,, built in 1876, was another large one,
of 1390 tonnage.
Among the larger ones in later years
the first four
Was the schooner Nimbus,
& Brown,
maater built here, by McDonald
in 1890, on the first trip of which Stephen
S. L. Shute of th a City went as engineer,
with Capt. Byron M. Young of Bluehill,
in command. Later Mr. Shute became
mate and sailed in the Nimbus in the
South American trade for six years. She
waa wrecked about fifteen years ago off
Hatteras.
Other large ones were the schooner
Young Brothers, the barkentine Josephine
lost on her maiden trip, and the schooner
Daniel B Fearing, 1240 tons, in 1891, all
ol these being- built by McDonald &
Another barkentine Josephine
Brown.
The Fearwas built by this firm in 1896.
ing was a famous veaael, as she was the
model.She
Brst large one build on a yacbt
was designed bv Burgess, who designed
She
some of the famous cup defenders.
waa lost off Cape Cod.
Among other well known ship builders
betides McDonald & Brown at that time
were George Washington Cottrell, Jacob
Young Cotttrell, Carter & Co., Henry S.
Staples, J. A. Partridge, C. P. Carter &
Co., Dyer & Co. and George Aloen Gilchriit.

Joshua E. Partridge, of Belfast, formerly of Sandy Point, built the little twomasted schooner Fannie F. Hall, in Sandy Point, which schooner was rigged over
in Boston to represent the Mayflower and
took part in the celebration at Plymouth

last year. The little model of the Hall is
now in possession of his family here. The
<
schooner was used as a New York oaster.
No ai icle on Belfast Bay’s old merchant marine would be complete without
schooner
a reference to the famous old
Polly, for many years under command of
Captain George Flowers Ryan of Belfast.
The oldest vessel of the American merchant marine, she has had a life of usefulness and adventure, such as few craft
in Belfast,
experince. A though not built
she was a familiar sight in this harbor,
Beland has always been identified with
fast. Her history to date is an interestsevexceeds
by
ing one, and her great age
eral times thc-span of life usually allotted
to ships.
m
gbe was DU1II ID Amciuuiy,
of
1MM, of 48 tons burden, in the shipyard
Richard Currier, being constructed of the
beat white oak, and launched in 1805. In
from Bos■arty years she ran as a packet
on Penobscot
ton and Portland to points
in
what is
Ray and River, being owned
She carried wood and
now Prospect.
with pasooaaengera to Boston, returning
I_md • general cargo, consisting
of supplies for the inhabitants of
tha lower Penobscot Valley. There is reafor believing that, from 1800 to 1812,

son
Sha

owned by Captain Robert Patterof the Robert Patson. of Saco, a cousin
was among
Rnsoa. who with his brothers,
tbs first settlers of Belfast Originally a
a schoonto
Moaw. tbs Polly waa changed
_
wrmTti"**1 between 1847 and 1851, when
and rebuilt
sba was extensively repaired
on
bv Jonathan Tinker in his shipyard
Ialami, west of Mount Desert.
waa

jjsln’i

tgp.

One could go on and on with such
anecdotes, but they are all of the past.
Of course the largest schooner ever built
in Belfast was the Jennie Flood Kreger,
the five-master launched in 1919, and
the last one built here was the Blanche
C. Pendleton, launched in 1920, but ttie
the
shipbuilding revival did not last, and
yards, which once formed the principal
It
industry of Belfast, are now all quiet.
is interesting however, to talk with the
old time builders, carpenters, masters
and others, a few of whom still live here,
and who like nothing better than to tell
of Be fast’s once famous old

something

merchant marine.
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devisees und« r the will of Berj-tmin F Prhileton. late of Searstort, in sai-i county, deceased, having presented a petition praying
that certain real estate described in said pe
tition, of which th petitioners are in possession subject to a c ntingent remainoer. may
be sold in pursuance of sections 4 and 5 of
['hap 78. K. S of Ma’neas amended by Chap.
11 P. L. of Maine 1917.
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1

OF

jjh'refKW-ir.
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|

Cektacr cosp.oar.

CASTORIA

Exact Cop/ of Wrapper.

wieiiiT*oi»eoww-

Charles R. Coombs

Taken this sixteenth day of Kebruary on
execution dated the sixteenth day of January.
1922, issued on a judgment rend- r>d by the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the Coun'y *»f
W aldo, at the term thereof begun and held -n
the ti st Tuesday if January, to wit, on the
twelfth day of January, 1922. in favor of Kr»d
S. Jackson and Virgil L Hall, noth of Belfast,
in our county of Waldo, against H S. tVn-lie
a corporation
ton & Co
duly organ ze.j and
existing under the laws of Maine and hav ng
a place of business in lslesboro «n the County
ot Wald' »*nd State of Maine, lor three hundr-d anr fifteen dollars and aixty~iwo cert's,
debt or damage, and twenty one dollars arm
twenty -o ven cents, costa of aui», and will tie
sold at public auction at the office of Char lea
b
lay lor, to the highest bolder, on the
twenty-third day >t March, 1922, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate aim all the right, title ar.d
interest which the said F S Pendleton & <’o
has and had in and to the same on the twentyfirst lay of hebruary A. 1J, 1921. at 8.15
o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title ar.d
interest which the said F. S. Pendleton & (' •
a corporation, has and h id in and to the same
on the twenty-tirst day of February, 1921. at
8.15 o’clock in the forenoon, the time when
the same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit: One undivided baif of a certain
lot or parcel of land, and buildings thereon anil
fixtures therein, situated in said Isle*boro, and

NO nets

1

..
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WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

WANTED

SICK STOCK

Range

185, Belfast,

%

cm

STATE OF MAINE

The Circlet is Self-Adjusting. It simply slips over the head, clasps at
waist and smooths out ugly lines.
If your deal -r can 't net it send
actual bust measure, name, adIf V 'll send the
dress Cf St.50.
Circlet prepaid. Sizes 3-1 to -IS.
Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120 E. 10 St. New York., Dep't M

Undertaker
PKUbAir

ni»»om

BOUNTY OK WALDO, SS.
January SI, 1922.

D:G: Britanabration, a visitor wrote to a friend in this following motto: “Victoria
side
City that Capt. Ryan was certainly the rium R gina F:D:” On the reverse
(Tafctsta or Granu.es
words:
right man in the right place. "Gentleand is a wreath and crown with the
Government
Petition of Isabel S. Colcord of Belfast, in
British
circumstanthe
^INDIGESTION
"Presented by
forbearing under very trying
s*id C< untv. that her name m y be changed to
21-1’‘■k
ces," he writes, "He made many friends for aviug the Lives of British Subjects.” i
|
Pub-1 S. MeAndless
Did 1 believe in the trans- On the edge of the medal appears the capin Amesbury.
Estate of x>u*Hn Ella Burgin. late of Belfast.
migration of souls, 1 could well fancy that tain’s name and the date of the rescue, j
Final acc< ut t p esented for allowance by Nabeneath his bron2ed and weather-beaten March 14. 1886.
hum E Burgin, administrator.
Between 1870 and 1890, it was stated
exterior was the spirit of Nichols, Paul
Expert Hiano Tuning
Jones and Decatur. Certainly, he is the that fifty Belfast vessels had been lost or j
Estate of Horace J, Morton, late of Belfast,
Final account presented for allowance by Ada
reproduction of the ideal privateersman
sold; twenty schooners, oue ship, one |
and
Repairing
B. Morton, executor.
The links of that chain which unites your barkent ne, and one brig being wrecked; j
eastern city with the banks of the Merri- fifteen schooners, five ships, three barks, j
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
Estate of i. zzie G. Podge, late of Islesboro,
two
First and final account presented for allowmac, will we trust only grow stronger oue brig and one steamer, sold, aud
MAINE.
BELFAST,
ance by Robert F. Pun ton, administrator, de
vessels were condemned.
with time.”
bonis non. with the wiil aunex.d.
In July, 1891, the new barkentine SteadPhone
Much of historic and much of romantic
126-4._41tf
A
asu
First
Estate of Grace E Hunt of Liberty.
interest has been written about this an- fast, of Baltimore, built by George
left m Januaccount presented for allowance by Donald J*.
In addition to various.ac- ington Cottrell, aud which
cient craft.
St.
of
island
the
on
lost
Walker, coaservator
counts of her service in the War of 1812, ary, was totally
SINCE
Croix, during her lirst homeward voyage
it has been stated that she was among
Estate of Manson P. George, late of Prosfrom
Brazil.
the first vessels to fly the American flag
pect. First and final account presented for
Belfast.
btieet.
At
72
Main
went
allowance by Bur’on t> George, executor.
in
the Mediterranean; that she
’‘in 1894, two old coasters were dismast
around the the Horn with a party of gold- ed, and laid to rest in the upper harbor,
Estate of Acielbert Milletf, late of Belfast,
whose
circled
h
is
twice
First and final account presented for allow
hunters in 1849; that she
belfast: the schooner Moses Eddy,
described ns follows, o wit:
habit
a.
ce by EstelU K
schooner
in
the
Millett, administratrix
the
was
she
aud
that
the globe; and
age was sixty years,
H» ginning at a cedar stake at the easterly
Es>ate of Faustina Htchborn. late of Stockof making occasional voyages on dark New Era, built in 1853
corner of said lot end being the westerly cor
birsi at t. final account presented
ton Sprir kh.
the slave coast of Africa;
missions to
ner of land formerly of Geo H. Wilber, on the
On Feb. 1, 1898, a severe snowstorm,
for allowance by C S liicblon., xecutor
while the Custom-House records still at- which
road; thence by land of said Wilber N 20 deswept the coast, proved more ais
Estate of Herbe t H, Felker, late of Sears- grees and 12’ Last, 163 feet, to a stone boui d
test that she was more than once engaged
aslrous to the lives cf Belfast citizens
bi’st ami final ,u/e uni presented for at
several
port,
Admiral
Peary,
the northerly corner of the same; there
smuggling.
IP
than any calamity since 1860, when the
allowance by Lillian B, Feik. r, ekeCUtrix.
f«"t
Same corner by iat d of L.,F, Petidl Ion
patriotic societies and some of the resi- fishing schooner, Foaming Billow, with
Estate of Mial Sargent, late of Searsport. to a stone bound; thence at r'ghf Angle of said
dents of Amesbury, Mass., have at differher crew of fourteen men, nine of whom
b.
rst and final account prese ted for allow4b’
last named line N. 69 degrees
West, 1085
ent times considered purchasing her, but
I he
at c
belonged in Belfast, was wrecked.
by Aida M Sargent administratrix.
ft;e( to a stone Gourd; thence S 20 degree- 1*2’
jt is the mtegtipn of the present owner to above storm caused the loss of the
bound 165
to
the
first
fumed
Estate
of
E
parallel
Sarah
Turner
of Palermo. First West,
keep her. restore htr as nearly as possible schooners James Holmes and Marcelius,
feet nearly to a stone bound on the norther.y
and final account piecented lor allowance
by
in
either
interested
of
the
board.
all
all
on
To
to her condition in 1812, and to preserve
persons
side of the toad ator- said; thence easterly by
in Gloucester Harbor, with
Minnie E joms guirdiaii.
her as an historic relic, and a memorial to
said
ad to the point of beginning; The same
estates hereinafter named;
£gtb yess Is sailed frtin Boston, atm inEstate of EUeh E. Boulter, late of Belfast,
a parcei from the easterly side of the
the men who built and lought so well It!
for
binal accoui t presented tor allowance by The being
a
former
had
cargo of merchandise
track conveyed to W. S Pendleton by David
At a Plot ate Court held at Belfast, in and
the early days of our Republic, and as the Belfast
City National Bank of Belfast, administrator H Smith
They dragged then anparties.
by hi- deed of warrantee edited Aug.
the Coui ty of Waldo, on the second lues* with the will annexed.
sole survivor of her time and type. Those chors drifted
became entan- for
one
Lord
together,
our
of
24.
1900, (See Waiao Registry of Deeds Book
in
the
year
day of February,
early builders, although classed as artiAll
on
Estate of Charles F Russ, late of Belfast. 261. P.ige 172) and being the same conveyed to
gled, and were driven ashore.
thouaand nine hundred and twenty two, The
sans, were animated with the true spirit board perished.
The Holmes was built foi owing matters having been presented for First and final account presented for allow- F S. Pendleton by W S. Pendleton and Lucy
of the fine arts, and it was their handiance by b rank R. Russ aid Ralph M. Russ,
it
Pendleton by deed of W arrantee dat« d Sept
indicated,
hereinafter
mouth
the
of the action thereupon
by Horace S. Perkins, at
be given a. ministratots,
work that was destined soon to make our Goo e
11. 1901. (See Waldo Registry of Deeds Book
in 1874, and measured 133 is hereby ordered, that notice thereof
River;
of
Estate of Susan Ella Bur* in late of Belfast
263, Page 486) and being the same premises
by causing a copy
merchant fleet the marvel of the world.
For fourteen years she ran as a to all persons interested
tons.
Petition of Nahum E Burgm, administrator, conveyed tv F. S. Pendleton & Co., a corporathis order to be published once a wees for
The Polly has, of course, often had her
of
command
the
under
packet to Boston,
weeks successively before the second that it may b- determined wrio are entitled to
tion, by F. S. Pendleton by bis deed of warpicture taken. Several oil paintings are Capt. George F. Ryan, whose son was three
of March, A. D. 1922. in The He- said estate and heir rt spec ive snares thererantee dated April 28, 1915 (See Waldo Regis
in existance, notably one by F. W. Dillof her Tuesday
time
at
the
and
in
charge
temporarily
in, and order the same to be distributed ac- try of Deeds, Book 321, Page 93) to be 1635
publican Journal, a newspaper published
ingham, paiuter of historic houses and loss. The barkentine R. A. C. Smith printed at Belfast, in said County, that they cordingly.
feet wide and containing 17,284 feet.
Walter
L.
Dean, paint- was wrecked near Port;Elizabeth in that may appear at a Probate Court to be held It
places; and one by
Also another certain lot or parcel of laud,
of Urbar i). i'hui dler of Burnham.
which
on
White
hangs
the second
er of the
Squadron,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: being
The Smith was built in tne Probate Office in said Belfast
storm.
same
Petition of Annie L. Chandler, guardian, that
at
teh
A.
D.
one
1922,
o'clock
undivided half part in and to the land,
of
in tha Capitol at Washington; one owned
March,
that she may be licensed Co sell and convey at
Belfast in 1889, by George Gilchrist, and Tuesday
in
and buildings situated
store
lslesboro.
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
by the Maine Historical Society, and one afterwards sold to parties abroad.
or private sale certain real estate situpublic
County of W aldo and State of Maine, located
see cause.
ated in Burnham belonging to said ward and
by JacobaOn.
the
side
of
the
town
on
steamer
road, and
westerly
In November. 1898, th?
Port-] William J. Fletcher, late of IsleBboro, de- described in said peti n.
lae 01(1 piu&y maiue, auoiuer vype 01
being nearly opposite the land and residence
of the Portland line, was lost on | ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof | Estate of
land,
Mary E. Twitched of Burnham. owned and occupied by Fields S. Pendleton.
small vessel ooce in general use along our
her passage from Boston, in a gale, and and that letters testamentary issue to Fields Petition of Arlo C. Twitched,
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD, Sher.ff,
gua'dian. that
coast both for freighting an l fishing, but
The steamer was S. Pendleton, he being the executor named he
all on board perished.
be licensed to sell and convey at public
3w7
may
now almost entirely extinct, has often
BlanH.
no
bond
be
Hollis
that
required j or private sale certain real estate situated in
commanded by Captain
j therein. Application
visited Belfast harbor She is only 24 tons
of Bel- from said executor is contained in the petition j Burnham belonging to said ward and described
formerly
of
Woodfords,
chard,
Merrimack Mutual fire Insurance Co. I
Petition presented by j in said petition
thereon.
burden, was built in Essex, Mass., in 1845
fast, and Frank A. Patterson, of Port- for probate
but is now practically a new vessel, havAda E. Fletcher, widow.
ANDOVER, MASS.
was quarterof
Estate
of
Belfast,
of
Searslate
formerly
(
Angie N, Gilmore,
land,
ing been thoroughly rebuilt. Her lines, master.
The steamer Pentagoet of the
Assets December 31, 1921
Dtlmont G. Thompson, late of Prospect, de- ! port. Petition of Nancy P. Merry man, execuof
are
those
and
appearance, however,
rig
New York and Bangor line is supposed to I ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof trix, for determination of collateral inheri- Heal Estate. $ 4,137 87 |
the original '‘pinky."
issue to Estelle tance tax,
have foundered in the same gale and all | and that letters testamentary
Mortgage Loans. 113.337 00
Some brief statements of the wrecking
Annie Mnith, she being the executrix named
Estate of Ihomas W. Pitcher, late of Bel- Collateral Loans. 97,300 00
on board lost.
or other destruction of vessels belonging
therein, and presents said petition. Applica- fast.
Weacott and Stocks and Honda. 82'«,t»70 19
of Clement W
Petition
February 2nd, just past, marked the tion that no bond be required from said execu- Robert E. Dunton, executors for determina- Cash in Ottice and Bank. 83.291 30
or having been bui tin Belfast, since 1875,
fifty-ninth anniversary of the scuttling trix is contained in the petition for probate tion of collateral inheriiai ce tax.
Agents’ Balances
69,999 93
may be of interest.
of the little two-masted schooner Frolic, thereof.
None
Estate of Ell* n E
Boulter, late of Belfast. Hills Receivable
On l he 18th day of February, 1878, the
Annie M- Grout, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition of The City National Bank of Belfast, Interest and Rents
near the monument on Steele's Ledge, in
7,758 75
ship Paul Richard Hazeltine, the largest Belfast harbor. This schooner was com- Will and petition for probate thereof and that administrator with tne will annexed, for de- All other Assets
None
ever built here until the revival of shipmanded by Capt. Park McCarthy, and it letters testamentary issue to Emma E. Small termination of collateral inheritance tax
Gross Assets.
04
building in the past few years, and worth took fire near the monument, so that it she being the executrix named therein, and
$704,895
ELLERY BOWDEN,
Deduct items not admitted
11,369 90
8100,000, with a cargo valued at 8475,000, was necessary to scuttle her and for the presents said petition. Application that no
of said Court.
Judge
from
said executrix is conbona b
required
struck a sunken rock off W allastou Island,
Attest:
A true copy of the original.
Afterwards
men to take to the boats.
Admitted Asseta
tained in the petition for probate thereof.
$693,525 14
near Cape Horn, on the voyage from New
CHAS. E. JOi.NSON, Register.
the schooner was floated and repaired.
Liabilities December 31, 1921
York to San Francisco, and immediately
M. Nichols, late of Searsport, deDaniel
who
in
Belfast
are
today
living
People
Will and petition for probate thereof
ceased.
sank. The ship’s company were carried remember the incident well.
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 40,498 50
Notice is hereby given that the following
and that letters testamentary issue to James
Unearned Premiums. 442,558 50
to Valparaiso by passing vessels. She was
been made b
the Probate
The Olive Pecker, one of the largest P. Nichwls, he being the executor named there- appointments have
All
other
Liabilities
28,545 84
commanded by Captaiu Edwin Horace
within and for the County of Waldo and
masted schooners of her time, was in. Application that no bond be required from Court,of Maine.
Cash Capital
None
State
Herriman, who was accompanied by his three
is
said
executor
in
the
for
Gilchrist
for
contained
A.
petitioh
Surplus over all Liabilities-... 181,922 80
wife. His son was second mate. Welling- built in 1888 by George
Estate of Marshall H. Cilley, late of Lincolnthereof.
Petition
was
Mary
She
probate
by
presented
of
Rockland.
ville. Martha E. Cilley of Lituolnville U|>|»ointed
ton M. White, son of the late George F. Capt. Jack Hall
Total Liabilities and Surplus..
$693,525 14
American and E, Nichols.
in the general South
administratrix February It. A. 1). lf»22.
White,'and well known in this City, was
in
the
and
somewhere
West
t’
Estate of Caroline J. Hunt, late of
Indies
Bessie
M.
of
late
Lincolnville,
JAMES PAlTfcE & SON, BELFAST
Wentworth,
ade,
AlLiberty.
also on board. The fate ot the latter,
90’s the cook killed the captain and mate, dt ceased. Will and petition for probate there- bert J. Skidmore of Libert appointed adminislra
3w7
whose boat had parted company with the
tor February 14. A. 1». 1922.
off the coast of Brazil, set the schooner of and that letters testamentary issue to AlEstate of Sadie Knowiton Bucklin. late of Swanothers, was for sometime in suspense, it
phonse P. Wentvrortb, he being the executor
crew abandoned her. l he
on
and
the
fire,
fire
and Marine Ins. Co.
He.
W.
Knowiton of Swan ville appointed
Eli
vi
Springfield
being feared that he had been captured
named therein, and presents said petition.
cook was brought back to this country
administrator February 14. A. D. ls-jo
that no bond be required from
by cannibals. Captain Herriman, with a
MASS.
SPRINGFIELD.
Application
in the United States ship Yantic and was
Estate of Harriett F. M. Phillips, iate o» Swansaid executor is contained in the petition for
wrecking company, afterward attempted
ville.
Lillian Phillips Bridge of Swan ville apAssets December 31, 1921.
tried and hung in Norfolk, Va.
*
thereof.
! to raise the Hazeltine, but without sucprobate
pointed adiuinibtratrix F ebruary I t, A I». pr_»2.
Real Estate.$
__i
cess. Wellington Mayo White later enter335,000.00
Estate of Laurin < ire« r. late. of Somerville. MasWilliam H. Hall, late of Unity, deceased
Murtiisge Loans.. 2,610 270 00
Alice E. tireer and John E. Tomfohrde
sachusetts.
ed the employ of the Peninsula & Occithat
and
thereof
Will and petition for probate
Collateral
Loans.
None
both of Somerville, appointed exe. utors
had
dental Steamship Company, and
letters testamentary issue to Helena M. Hall,
February Stocks and Benda.
HUMPHREYS’
14. A. 1J. 1922. John II. liuntou of Belfast
12,859,729 50
apshe being the exrcutiix named therein, and
charge of their steamships for years. As
Cash in Office and Bank.
poiuted auent February 14. A D. 1922.
11
2,351,499
that
no
presents said petition. Application
captain of the Miami he made the winter
Estate oi James D. Winsor. late of Lower
Aleuts’ Balances. 1,824.329 94
bond be required from said executrix ia con- Merton, Pennsylvania. James
run betwen Miami, Florida, and Nassau,
Bills
I).
Receivable.
None
Winsor.
ami
Jr.,
tained in tbe petition tor probate thereof.
Bahama Islanos, thrice weekly for ten or
Pennsylvania Company ot insurance on lives and Interest and Renta.
179,92858
(COMPOUND)
E. Una Littlefield, late of Searsport, de- (.ranting Annuities appointed executors February All other Assets.
twelve years, and had charge of the
223,492 99
D.
A.
1922.
Hiram
S
Littlefield
or
p.
14,
that Ashley
Farrow of Belfast apPetition
ceased.
channel
For
the
Piles or Hemorrhoids,
ship
dredging and staking of
pointed agent February 14, A. 1>. 1*22.
some other suitable person may be appointed
Cross Assets
$20,384,250.12
at Miami for tbe company in 1913.
Estate of John F. Paine, late of Searsmont,
External or Internal, Blind or administrator of aaid estate. Application that
Deduct items not admitted.
Emma M. Paine of Searsmont appointed executrix
no bond be required from said administrator
On Oct. 23, 1878, the ship A. 8. Davis, Bleeding, Itching or
14. A. D. 1*22.
Burning.
ia contained ir. the petition for probate there- February
Admitted Assets.$20,384 250.12
Captain Ira M. Ford, owned in Belfast One application
Estate of Mary E. Blackstone, late of l
brings relief of. Petition presented by aaid Ashle) Sj Litnity.
and in Searsport, ran ashore near Cape
Liabililes December 31, 1921
Aroline
B.
Stevens of l'nity appointed executrix
husband and heir-at-law of said detlefield,
at
all
numin
druggists
Henry, and all on board, twenty
February 14, A. D. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 1,819.211.17
ceased,
The
Estate of Alden J. Whitney, late of Freedom.
ber, with a aingle exception, perished.
Unearned Premiums. 10.878,927 69
Charles F. Fogg, late of Brooka. deceased. Frank
Sead Free Sample of Otatmeal to
Penney of Freedom appointed executor All other Liabilities.
vessel was of 1399 tons, and was built in
625,000.00
Petition that F. W. Brown, Jr. of Brooka or February 14, A. I). 1*22.
Cash
Belfast by Carter & Co., in 1875.
Capital. 2,500,000 00
some other suitable person may be appointed
Estate of Mary C. Clement, late of Belfast.
over
all
In January, 1879, the brig Don Quixote,
Surplus
Liabilities..
of
4,561,111,26
said estate.
Petition pre
administrator
Amos Clement of Belfast a j>ointed executor Febfrom New York for Limerick, was wrecksentsd by said F. W. Brown, Jr., a creditor of ruary 14, A D. 1*22
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$20,384,250.12
aaid estate.
ed near tbe island of Arran. She registerEstate of Joseph F- Nichols, late of Belmont.
ed 426 tons and was built in Belfast in
TREAT AGENCY, WINTERPOHT
Lucy A. Rust, lata of Palermo, deceased. Sarah A. Nichols of Belmont appointed executrix
3w7
Will and petition for probate thereof and that February 14, A. D. 1922.
1866.
of
P.
Estate
la>ttie
late
of
Freedom.
of
administration
with
Willetters
the will annexVose,
On Sept. 10, 1870, the bark Emma L.
Hoaeo. Medicine Coepuy ed issue to Silas E. Bowler, said deceased hav- liam A. Thompson of Moutville appointed execuH»pkr*ya'
abandoned
was
at
sea
Partridge, 469 tons,
tor February 14. A. D. 1922
186 William btreet. New York.
ing omitted to appoint an executor. Petition
on a voyage from Liverpool to Matanzas,
Estate of WJIIiaui Lincoln West, late of Belfast.
by Eliza J. Coombs, daughter and Sarah
presented
near
Turk’s
a
reef
Island,
struck
E, West of Belfast appointed executrix
having
heir-at-law.
February 14, A. 1). 1922,
she waa the last vessel built in Belfast by
Lorenzo Patterson, late of Belfast, deceasedEstate
of John B. Darling, late of Belfast. EveHenry
McGilvery,
being
compleSecond Hand Kitchen
Captain
Will and petition for probate thereof and that lyn L. Darling of Belfast api-ointed administratrix
ted in 1876.
etters of administration, with the will annex- February 14, A. D. 1*22.
BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
In February, 1880, the brig Joaie C.
State price firat letter.
ed, issue to Charles R. Coombs. The executor
Dated at Belfast, in said
of Waldo
Hazeltine, 523 tons. Captain Aaron W. | Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent named in said will having declined to serve. and State of Maine this 20th County
day of February.
Nickerson, sailed from Troon, Scotland, | free. Humphreys* Homeopathic Vet- Petition presented by Elisabeth M, Shaw, a A. D. 1922.
Box
for Cuba, and was never again heard from.
erinary Medicines. 156 William St» N. Y~ j •gates.
Maine
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
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For Over
Thirty Years

Sidnalnreot

connoisseur in

B. E P. Nichole ami W.hnlff-eil N £teVeh«,

at all Drug stores
PRICE. SI.UO and GOc.
Scott & i!ov/l»e, LloomfieU. N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF-

{

NfAV YORK-

vN ell,
he has good judghootch?’'
ment." “El.?" “Won’t drink any of
t."—Louisville Courier-Journal.

|

j
1

^yrfP

fac simile

The number of games drawn In the Inler national checkers chan, pi unship match
iust concluded at Glasgow constitutes a
record, according to the Times. Thirtyseven of the 40 games played by Robert
Stewart of Scotland and Newell W.
Banks of Detroit, Mich., were drawn,
two victories giving Stewart the championship. banks was victor in one game.
The nearest approach to this, says the
newspaper, was a match at Boston be
tween Jordan and Barker iD which 36
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I

1

Con^iralionandDuny*vrristuu-ss aml
and i
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A helpful Remedy

denied—New

RECORD NUMBER OF GAMES
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is rumored.

—Tuesday—It is generally believed.

—Sunday—It

"Now look here, Johnson, this man is
1 hat s
doing double the work you do.
what Pve been telling him, but he won’t

lac with the
Read & Hills.
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Probate Notices
A' a Probate t ourt held at tfelfaat. within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day .f
February, A, L). 1922.
Caroline K. Knowles, wid w of f;.-«.rge W
in *.iid
Kiiowle*. late <t Winterport
mty of
iM--i*
Waldo, deceased. having presented a j
U*
an
al
wane
mad*
<m»
may
praving that
,»f the ja-ra n il oUite ol sai l deceased
(fr.it red, That the said petitioner gives n du e
to all persona interested by causing a cpy of
this order to be published three wee*,** successively in The Repub’ican Journal, a newspaper published at llelfast, that they may apurt, to be helu at Belfast,
pear at a Probate (
within and for said County, on the 14th day
of March, A. I>. 1922, al t«n of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
<

be granted.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
Attest-

A true copy.
(

has

E. Johnson, Register.

ourt, held at
At a Probate
and for the County cf W aldo,
of February, A. D 1922.
*

Belfast, within
the 14th day

on

Joseph F. Rrvant. husband and heir-;*'-law f
said
the estate of Edith S Bryant, late of Knox
>»-nted a
County of Wald", defeased, having
the
said
1.
Joseph
in'titi>"n pravlng he,
Bryant <»f
inother
Knox in said County of Waldo, or
.j of the
be
aduiinhstrat
appointed
suitable i>eraon,
the estate of said deceased, without giving bond.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three Weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
a
published in Belfast, that they may appear st
Probate ('ourt, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 14th day of
March, A. Li. 1922, ai ten of the clock before
noon, nd show cause, if a* y they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should n it be

granted.
A

true

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
copy.

Attest:
f’H«. E. Johnson.

Register

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countt of Waldo, on the 14th day of
February, A. D. 1922.
Emily Hyams. trustee under the will 1 Arnold
Harris, late <>f Belfast, in said County I W »id«s
deceased, having presented a petition playing rhat
she may l*» authorized or i©quested to *11 and
convey certain real estate described in said {*etitioB
and held by her as trustee.
That the said petitioner give notice

Ordered,

to all persons interested by causing a copy ot
this orde. to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a news
paper | ubliahed at Belfast, that they may ap*
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 14th day of
March, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
should not
of said
the

granted.
A

petitioner

prayer

why

be

true

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge

copy. Attest:

Chas E. Johnson, Register

WALDO Sii.
In Court of
Belfast, in vacation, on the
ruary,

Probate, held at
20th day of Peb-

1822.

Prank C. Knowles, administrator on the estate of George W
Knowies, late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having
ed his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three

present-

successively, in The Republican Joursaid
newspaper published in Belfast, in
County, that all persons interested may attend
the
on
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
>
14th day of March next, and show cause,
should
any they have, why the said account
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
weeks

nal,

s

A true copy.

Attest:

Chau. E. Johnson, Register.

The «bADMINISTRATRIX NOTICK.
hereby gives notice that she nss been
estate o
toe
duly appointed administratrix of
HARR1ETTE M ERSKINE, late of Searsport
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All P*.*?j°*
dehaving demands against the estate of ss‘d
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately to my authorised agent, James H. Duncan, of Searsport, Me.
FASTNE1 ERSKINE DUTCH
Newport, Mass Jan. 10. 1922.
scriber

State Master I hompson
represented
the Mste Grange at the
Washington
farmers’ Conference sod this it what
he
told the cotton and corn
men, who at the
liral sign of s squall ru-li to the
government for aid: "The trouble, or
vou cotton
and corn men look like a three
cent piece
wiili a hole in it
compared with what
h ippena to our New England
potato
growers
sometimes when the button
drops out of the market, as in 1020
But
did you ever hear a squeal
from them?
No
I nry don’t rush to
Washington or
howl
pap or special pnv
I hey lighten their
ilege.
belt, goto it,
k»cp down their expenses, studv their
job, organize and cooperate and try to
recover the next year what
they lost.
More such independence of thought and
action is needed in American
agriculture.
We should help ourselves and not lie
down too much on Uncle Sam."

"feet WET?
Time

to

Take

AndPnawit Cold
AFTER exposure—when your feet are
wet or your body chilled—tbe "ounce
of prevention" is Hill s Cascara Bromide
They fortify
Quinine
Colds and La Grippe.

you

against

Having Hill’s handy and using it promptly enables thousands of men and women,
exposed to the elements dady, to be free
from Colds. Headaches and La Grippe

throughout

tbe entire winter

|

mist

At AU Dm f fists—3(1 Cm Is

W

H

MILL COMPANY. DETROIT
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Hi he

ELI

WHITCOMB

Kennebec Journal is issu ng

a

ser-

|g. ,f Waterville’s business men and re(ntly printed an interesting sketch of
|r. Whitcomb, who was born in Belfast:
One of the self made business men in
a t e r v i 11 e is Selden Eli
Whitcomb, one
the best known grocers, who has been
resident of Waterville for 50 years
Dming here the year the foundation of
null was being laid, Mr.
ie I.ockwood
Tntcomb has had the pleasure of seeing
alerviile grow from a small town to a
autiful city and incidently Mr. Wlntmb, himself, has grown in keeping
ih Ins surroundings by his own efforts
lie had small chance
id perseverance,
r educational
advantages outside of
hat he has learned in the large school
life. He went to school uninterruptedunlil he was 10 years of age, when
mily matters necessitated the youngsHe worked forenoons
r going to work.
I went to school afternoons and evenHe was
ts to Miss Julia Staekpole.
!ted for the high school at the unusuii
ge of 11 and attended that school one
ear.
What additional education he reeived through schooling w is learned
iirougli private tutoring at odd times
nd outside of that through his practical
vervday life in which he has grasped
,ery opportunity for advancement,
Mr. Wtiitcomb’sfirst j oh was with the
lollar store, which was located on Lockmod street undet the Bayview, now the
This was when he was
Jrtscent hotel.
gi
His first permanent position was
Ibith Peter DesRocher, wlfn carried on a
Bleat and provision market where the
|,ov. King company is now located. Mr.
SjesRocher enlarged his business and
Moved to the present location of The
having one of the most modern
MBtketsin the State. Later Mr Whitwas with the Stewart Brothers and
Sally he formed a partnership with Geo.
Camion.
They bought out the Buck
which was located
pothers' market,
here the present Whitcomb market now
ands.
In 1911, Mr. Whitcomb I ought out Mr.
Cannon’s interest and since that time the
usiness has been carried on under the
He
rm name of S. E. Whitcomb & Co.
He lias
as a
very successful busines-.
uilt himself a beautiful homi on Westavenue
and lias
rn
acquired other
leces of valuable property until lie has
tcome one of the heavy taxpayers of
le city.

ftsiuon,

(Tint)
J

Mr

I

wmteomb

nas

serveu

in

It is impossible for Americans to conceive of a situation where fathers and
mothers kill and devour their children
These things have been told of cannibal
countries, but this is the condition reported in Russia today
Twenty vessel
loads of food are now on the way from
this country, hut that is only a
drop
among the millions of poor dependents
I Here is the logical
qnd inevitable outcome of Bolshevistic ru
e, and let us not
I forget that there is today a live
propaganda here, with the hope of establishing
the same cult, for the destruction of all
property rights, reducing the home owners to a state of servitude
worse than old
time slavery.
While the cry for help
sends relief let us be watchful to
prot ct
attaint the insiJious working of this vile
propaganda. Ltt’a keeo the lid down
tight and save America much trouble.

oom

inches of the city government, being
louncilman two years and an alderman
e year.
lie was on the board of asses's for
He has
the years 1918-19 20.
en deeply
interested in the Central
line fair and was president of the fair
lociation for two years and has served
; years as a director.
He is also a ditor of the Maine Wholesale Grocery
He is a
rnpany located in Portland.
imber of the Masons, the Knights of
thias, the Sons of Veterans, the Cliamr of Commerce and the Country Club.
was president of the Retail Merchants’
sociation of this city when it was first
tani/.ed and for two years was presint of the organization.
For the past
w years he has
given his whole attenon to business.
in past years Mr. Whitcomb was greatinterested in line horses and has owned
veral. He still loves a good horse,
en though he drives an automobile.
has a line summer home at Ocean
int, where the family spend their sumrs and where Mr. Whitcomb goes lor
ek-end recreation.
■lr. Whitcomb was born in Belfast,
gust 6, 1867, the son of Ripley C. and
loe E. Whitcomb, coming to Waterle with the family when he was five
irs of age.
On January 29, 1890, he
rried Miss Fannie E. Day of this city,
ey are both interested members of the
st Baptist church.
■

j Over a quarter of a million well known
■oen and women from different parts of
the country have signed written encoiseJhents for Tanlac. Read & Hills.
Plans have been started to bring about
celebration by the State of Maine of
:he tercentenary of the establishment of

.Judge Peters, who has just resigned a
in the House of
Representatives, to

seit

take

!

was

announced

that

today

seat

on

municipal ownership
Some verv excellent people are inclined to regard public ownership of public utilities as the final remedy for all
troublous and unsatisfactory conditions,
yet the experience of cities which have
tried it are not reassuring.
The following is from the Troy Times:
“Seattle, W ash., is one of the towns
where 'municipal ownership’ was developed to an acute degree. The city attempted to 'run’ the street c.r system,
with fares limited to live cents. 1 he city
took possession of the car lines three
Here is the results to date,
years ago.
according to a statement just made public: fares have been doubled, and passengers are now paying ten cents; passenger traffic has decreased more than
twenty per cent; the roads have been
unable to earn their overhead and operating costs and are wondering what they
must do to be saved—and even the most
radical of municipal ownership advocates
begin to suspect that Seattle has ‘stubbed
her toe.’
Some theories may seem most
alluring when set forth by glib talkers
and yet have very unhappy results when
worked out in actual practice.”
Municipal ownership, like socialism, is
a
beautiful theory.
Time is wasted debating with the advocates of either. The
only answer is to point to known and
palpable failures of such theories. I’erhaps they do not always or immediately
fail, but in the end the m liter works out;
the facts become known, and the very
considerable weight of fact is against 1
botti plans.—Editorial,
Rutland (Vt.) !
Herald.
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Gross

Deduct

the

Surplus

TELEPHONE OPERATOR 88
YEARS OLD.
Operating a telephone switchboard, attending to the wants of a sick husband
and also doing her housework, would tax

the utmost the strength of almost any
woman, but to Mrs. Amanda Fairbanks
Gulliver, 88 years old, of Fairfield Center,
Maine, the chief operator, operator, in
fact the entire operating force of that
office of the Somerset Farmers’ Cooperative Telephone Company, it is all
in a day’s work.
Mis. Gulliver has the distinction of
being probally the oldest telephone operator in the world.
Born in Waterford,
Maine, in 1884, years and years before a
telephone or telephone service was ever
dreamed of, she carries her “88 years
young” gracefully and attends to her
telephone business faithfully every day.
In Bill, ten years ago, when Mrs. Gulliver was 78, the management of the Somerset Farmers’ Co operative Telephone
Company needed an entire operating
force at Fairfield Center.
Mrs. Gulliver
was chosen and never has the management regretted
its choice.
From six
o'clock in the morning until eight o’clock
at night,
except Sunday, the central
office is open and many telephone calls
are handled by Mrs. Gulliver.
Sunday is
a
day of rest rightfully earned. More
than forty subscribers are connected to
the switchboard, and the cilice also receives and sends calls to fifty-four other
exchanges in nearby places.—From Teleto

phone Topics
THfc HOME TOWN

a

I American Legion Weekly!
loreign commerce in America in the year
Make of me what you will—I shall re1931, and it is probable that the lirst flect you as clearly as a mirror throws
Heps will be to ask the Legislature at its back a candle beam.
next session to provide for a committee
If I am pleasing to the eye of the
• nd an appropriation for this purpose
It stranger withiu my gate ; if I am such a
is believed that it is fitting this should be sight as, having seen
me, he will rememdone by Maine because the lirst com- ber me all his days as a thing of
beauty,
merce between the old and new world the credit is yours.
originated in 1631 when John Winter esAmbition and opportunity call some of
regular sailings between Rich- my sons and daughters to high tasks and
mond island, off Cape Elizabeth, on the mighty
privileges, to my greater honor
coast of Maine, and Plymouth, Eng.
and to my good repute in far places, but
it is not chiefly these who are my
A SAFE TES f
strength. My strength is in those who
remain, who are content with what 1 can
For those who are in need of a remedy offer them, and with what they can offer
for kidney troubles and backache, it is a
me.
It was greatest of all Romans who
good plan to try Doan’s Kidney Pills. said: “Belter be first in a little Iberian
They art strongly recommended by Bel- village than be second in Rome.’’
I am more than wood and brick and
fast people. Ask your neighbor?
Mrs. Charles I. Smith, 5 Cross St., Bel- stone', more even than flesh and blood—I
fast, says: “Some years ago I was in am the composite soul of all who call me
pretty bad shape with kidney trouble. 1 Home.
was laid up for about six months and at
1 am your town.
the end of that time I had to go about on
crutches, rheumatic fever being the cause
of my trouble in the first place. The
Catarrh is a local disease greatly influPains through my back and kidneys nearenced
constitutional
conditions.
by
ly killed roe and I couldn’t get any ease
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE is a
from the awful misery, no matter what
Tonic, taken internally, and acts through
the blood upon
the
mucous
surfaces !
Position I was in. I had such dizzy spells
of
the
HALL’S
CATARRH
system.
the bed seemed to be turning round and
MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring i
round and my head ached dreadfully.
1
normal conditions.
could hardly stand the
All Druggists.
Circulars free.
misery.
My
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
kidneys didn’t act as they should, either.
'Vhile at the hospital, I only got temporary relief and finally came home and
No Need to Swallow
began using Doan’s Kidney Pills, as they
were recommended to me.
I was surIt is logical that pouring Irugs into the
priseo how quickly they helped me, and stomach will not cure catarrh in the
four boxes cured me.”
head.
Hyomei, medicated air, reaches
bOc. at all dealers.
Foster-Milburn the seat of the disease. Guaranteed by
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
A. A. Howes & Co.

Itablished

CATARRH

Drugs.

tourist, compiled and distributed.

A

of
industrial
survey
oppirtunities
throughout the State of Maine, made
in co-operation with the State Chamber of Commerce
and
with
local
Chambers of Commerce.
Comprehensive lists of available farm lands, secured together with infonnntion relative to markets, freight rates, etc.

Classification of commercial enterprises compiled ami distributed.
d.
Development of certain standards of service to tourists. The central information bureau acting as the
imsfium- in adjusting complaints of
iininir treatment, or unjust charges.

Membership display signs

or

certifi-

issued.
'eutrai information bureau established in Portland for general distribution of e' ery kind of information
cates

4.

<

relative to Maine.
Sub-offices or sta.
tions of Information at main points of
entry throughout the State or wherever advisable.
Special descriptive
literature, i. e.. hotels, garages, ruil-

It

will

maintain a
continuous
advertising and publicity campaign,
featuring the recreational, industrial
and agricultural
opportunities, and
commercial activities.
This advertising and publicity to be general in
character, and not confined to any
special interest or locality in tlie
State.
Advertising copy and mediums carefully selected to reach
prospects, interested in either commerce,
industry, agriculture or recreation.
The directors of the organization
will lie increased rapidly, taking in
all professions and all lines of business
The firesent lioard is as fol-

lows
(!.

:

F. Alley of [tar Harbor, Arthur
Chapin of Bangor, Harry A. Chapuian of Bangor,
William T. Cobb of

Rockland, Albert K. Day of Bangor,
Charles H. Fogg of Houlton, Guy P.
Gannett of Augusta, Clifford S. Hamilton of Portland, Dr. John F. Hill of
Waterville. George S lloldis of Portland, I). W. lloegg, Jr., of Portland,
Carlton M. Holt oi‘ Skowhegan, Andrew P. l.ane of Millinocket. A. T.
of
I.aughlln
Portland,
Frank
D.
Marshall of Portland Henry F. Merrill of Portland.A.
.Miller of Auburn, Dr. Walter X. Miner of Calais,
Hiram W. Ricker of South Poland,
Henry P. Rint>e of Portland, I’erley
F. Ripely of South
Paris, T. L,
Roberts of Bar Harbor, Joseph W.
Simpson of Xew York, Arthur O.
Staples of I.ewiston. William D. Talbot of Rockland, O. W. Tapley of

867,074

296,093 81
126,993 91
16 17508

Agents’

Interest

Cross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

corporation, will beneiit by

20 per cent,
reduction in rent soon to go into effect.
\gents of the other large corporations
>tated that there had been no material
increase in their rents
in the past few
Increases in Hill property rents
fears.
were due to extensive alterations it was
explained. The Cabot Mfg. Co. of Brunswick has put into effect a reduction of 25
^er cent on all its tenements occupied by
ts mill workers.
The Cabot emplo>s
ibout 800 people.
a

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Surplus over all liabilities..

44 066 00
740.917 29

unpaid

FOR FLETCHER'S

losses.

$

j

Admitted assets,
Liabilities December
Net unpaid losses.

$ 1,060,419 83

\1

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS CO„ toe.
Watertown, Mass.

and the
WURKSHU
It

ish’t necessary to
wear stiff leathers under
the Kattle King. Wear
Wurlrshus for comfort
and economy.

444,940 72

27,612 65
IOO.OqOOO
465,654 23
$1,060,419 83

Strong treads of rubber,

;

durable duck uppers,
double insoles with air
cushion heels. Miles and
months of comfort and
wear at small cost in the
HOOD Wurkshu —/or
mil year ’round.

Mutua

Company,
00
00
00

56

<

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,810,429 74

i\

Guides

31, 1921.
$ §22,212 83

Assets December 31, 1921.
Real estate. $
40.000
Mortgage loans.
631,700
Stocks and bonds. 1,248,210
Cush in ffic*'in 1 bank.
149,270
Agents’ balances.263,961
Bills receivable.
20,446

So much for long wearing qualities—which
means economy. The Kattle King is easily
cleaned and retains no odors. It sheds water—
feet just as dry at night as when starting out
in the morning. Uppers do not freeze or crack.
The Kattle King is comfortable to wear. There
are other points, but these are the big reason*
why we honestly believe the Kattle King to
the best outdoor overshoe.

Buying

122-124 VV. Main St.,Van Wert, Ohio

74

134,727 39
890.720 06

Net

$1,141.82147
81,401 G4

The Centra1 Manufacturers

Liabilities December 31, 1921.

06

33

3w8
Gross

assets.$2,253,577 94
Deduct items not aomitted.
24,227 00

Phonenix Assurance Company Limited
LONDON, ENGLAND
December 31, 1921
None
Real E-rtvte
$
None
Mortgage Loans.
None
Collateral Loane.
Slocks and Bonds
4.976,696.(0
315 885 64
(’ash in Office ar.d Bank.
Agents' Balances.
1.445,245 21 j
Bills Receivable
3,382.60
Assets

Interest and Rents.
All otner Assets.

!

70,237

70

Admitted assets.$2,229,350 94
Liabilities Decernber£3l, 1921.
Net unpaid losses.$ 187,875
Unearned premiums.
965,845
All other liabilities
72,792
Surplus.over all liabilities... 1,002 838

06
38:
21
29 i

—

Total liabilities and surplus.... $2,229,350 94

_3w9

1

Fine for Lumbago

29,171 74

Gross Assets...$6,840 618 89
Deduct items not admitted.
62,8 4.14

Unicorn

Musterole drives pain away and
brings in its place delicious, soothing
comfort. Just rub it in gently.

Admitted Assets.$6,777,754.7
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 507,308.10
Unearned Premiums. 3.617,661.09
All other Liabilities.
120,010 25
Deposit Capital. 400,000 00
over
all
Liabilities. 2,132,775 31
Surplus

It is a clean, white ointment, made
with oil of mustard.
Get Musterole
today at your drug store. 35c and 65c
in jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.00.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

are alike and that any one of them
The leading dairymen are peranother.
fectly willing to pay the price for L'NICORN DAIRY
RATION and they know they can’t get something for

will do

QUINCY, MASS.

as

HALL & WILKINS

Fi'.chburg Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

December 31, 1921
Estate.
None
Mortgage Loans. $26,167 74
Collateral Loans
27,000 00
Stocks and Bonds
1,015.728 72
Cash in Office and Hank.
26,141 63
Agents' Balances
19,829 32
Bills Receivable
None
Interest and Rents
12 692 11
All other Assets
64,028 28

FITCHBURG,

Real

Admitted Assets. $1,191.31105
Liabilities December 31, 1921

well

More Milk Every Day—for More Days

A88ets

Gross AsseU. $1,191,587 80
not admitted
276 75

as

nothing.

Quincy Mutual lire Insurance Co.

Deduct items

MASS.

December 31, 1921.
$ 53,000
Mortgage loans. N/fne
Collateral loans..
None
Stock** an<J bonds
450,995
Cash in ffice and bank
41,028
Agents’balances.
57,194
Interest and rents.
5,316
All other assets.
2,759
Assets

Real estate..

00

64
87
29
33
46

Gkut 1922-176 lf®aqjO

1

Gross assets.$610,294 59
Deduct items not admitted.
5,070 C4

CaiaEoii^yieadii

Admitted assets.$605,224 55 :
9‘347 84
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
369,360 08 {
6,672 09 Net unpaid losses. $ 43,168 38 I
349.608 68
None I Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
17,200 99 !
806,031 04
all
over
liabilities.
196,256 50 j
Surplus
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1,191,311 25
Total liabilities and surplus
$605,224 55 !
JAMES PATTEE & SON, BELFAST

Net Unpaid Loss ^s. $
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
urplus over all Liabilities.

|

STORMY WEATHER

NOTICE

more

everything in Seeds,
Agricultural and Dairy Supplies.

It lists

:3*7

3w7

Notice is hereby given that 1 shall sell at
public auction on Monday, March 20, 1922, at
ten o’clock int the forenoon, at ihe office of
Buzzell & Thornton in Belfast Maine, under license from tht Probate Court, the
following
described real estate owned by Sarah E. Stevens, late of Everett, in the State of Washington, deceased, at the time of her decease, subject to the widower’s rights therein, to wit:—
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast on the
westerly side of Swan Lake Avenue, so called,
and bounded aud described as follows, to wit:Beginning on said Swan Lake Avenue at the
northeasterly corner of land of Elmer Rankin;
thence westerly on the northerly line of said
Rankin’s land to Goose River; thence northerly
on said Goose River io the southerly line of
land of Walter B Kelley; thence easterly line
of land conveyed to said EljziDeth A Kelley
by said Walter B. Kelley by his deed dated
September 29, A. D. 1910; thence northerly on
line of said Waller B, Kelley to line of land of
Russell B. Stephenson; thence easterly on line
of said Stephenson’s land to said Swan Lake
Avenue; thence southerly on said Swan Lake
Avenue to the place of beginning; excepting
and reserving from this conveyance the right
to build and maintain a penstock for- power
over a strip of land, as wide as may be necessary for said purpose, bordering on said Goose
River and extending from line of land of said
Walter B. Keliey to line of land of said Elmer
Rankin; also excepting and reserving all rights
of way owned or acquired by the public or j
others over a strip of land extending from said
j
Swan Lake Avenue to saidGoose River, koown
as the "Mill
Lane.” Meaning to convey by |
this deed the first parcel of land th it is described in a warranty deed from Mary E. Kelley
and others to Hugh Talent and others dated
October 17th, A. 1). 1910 and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Heeds in Book 304,
Page 50, to which reference may he had for a

Makes many

'}

chills, fevers

colds,

and
Don’t
cold, bn*
of

[pMINTOL
neumonia.
neglect

have a

a

jar

in the house and it
will prevent serious
c-uus ana pneumonia.
Don't dose and
upset the stomach with internal remedies, but simply apply MINTOL at
night and your cold will be gone in the
morning. It’s inexpensive.

:

KENDALL 6c WHITNEY

M

*5:;*

..

itt

•

—

fy-itr: ;r
ma.i
by li-o M*-liIrLu .Louise Co. Akulov;
...

•)

a
«

•Cult, iLUSJ.

We Are Good Buyers

firtiiili
'i

GIVE US A CHANCE
o bid on your furniture or anything’you
| lave to sell.
Prop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

ALGOLA PILLS

License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Dr.M.G. Stephenson

Tel. 61-3

T\

MNSONIC TEMPLE. 3 ROOM 3

1922 Auto

Long

Haired Shaggy Cats
Kittens.

Dr. Hester Brown

j

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

:

sex.
Highest prices
JOHN S. RANLETT,

State age, color ami

paid.
1 mg

Rockville,

Maine.

sworn

to.

High Street.

iel.

320

Special Notice ;
We wish to inform the public that wt
doing business all the time and if you

E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,

Justice of the Peace.

Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine

tf45

If joe have friends,
they should have
year

photograph.

Tiw ftiin ih irill Taunton
anddicriali jorttha Mat ml

M. A t OOK'S SltDIO

CHICHESTER S PILLS
|&“jasissjs5'S?

MAURICE W. LURD
Notary Public.

30

-1

License and

APPLICATIONS, must be

free

restore*

Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me,
tf-17.

Registration
or

HtlenthoTatwri
breathing

Promptly

wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.

Telephone 292-4

WANTED

Head Colds

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with
4

are

DEMIST

Licensed Embalmer

Portland, Maine

Quickly restored to it
nr.turuj, or’ffiae 1 color in a
f**»v dayswuh JSdi’dredina
Hair itrnu dy. It ia not
•'
K* -t.* ws dandn.xf
5> •'}
a id
\ik.- t., :,uiruifeAn,

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood.
1- ir Constipation.
Relieve
Cas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache,
'try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal C
sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1105, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Undertaker

#1. 1858

|

Regulate

W. L. COOK

Send your name and address
for a copy.
It’s FREE.

GRAY hair,

particular description.

JAMES O. ELLIOTT.
Administrator of the estate of Sarah E. Stevens
8wi

Ration

Dairy

Don’t think all feeds

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$6,777,754 75
OKK1N J. DICKEY Real Estate and Insurance
Pythian Block, Belfast, Me.
3w7

Chiictren Cry
CABTORia

$1,810,429

Gross assets,
Induct item* not admitted,

Insurance

wunnn.
MTVUt/*

97,010 00

5*.84* 42
49.8*9 fti
13,320 2.’)
4!$ oo

Total liabilities and surplus,
3w9*

f 1,820,596 96
10,167 22

Admitted assets

Xield.

Employees of the Hill Manufacturing
'o., living in apartments owned by that

baldticr?.
and rents.

for the

31, 1921.
$

{422,264 00

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Guaranty capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

16

(Jend

Mass.

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agent*’ balances'
Interest and rents,
All other assets

Mutual Insurance to.

Mocks and bonds.

Kllsworth, George F. West of Portland and Herbert S. Wing of lv:ng-

MILL RENTS REDUCED

Salem,

Assets December

13
86
67
96

Cash in office and bank

rords, commercial enterprises, etc.,
supplied by members, exhibited and
distributed at information bureaus.
o.

s

kKiNG.

a

HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,

62

December 31, 1921.
Real estate... .$ 100.000 00
399,260 00
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
25,000 00

agri-

recreational attractions of the State,
lists of hotels,
and
such
garages
other information
valuable to the

liabilities,. 1,386,719

all

over

The Kattle King sole is extra heavy, of tough
tire tread stock, and gives exceptionally long
wear under the hardest usage. The durable allrubber uppers are backed by a layer of rubberized cloth. another layer of rubber coated cloth,
and finally a heavy brown fleece lining which
extends clear to the sole. This means warmth
as well as wear. There are ample reinforcements wherever a strain comes, and all is joined
together to stay by the Hood Pressure Process.

FOR FLETCHER’S

MANSFIELD. OHIO.

cultural

tention to Maine's commercial activities.
I.it era tu re descriptive
of
the

RATTLE

Sandypoint

of

a strong statement to ma'.re. Let’s see
if it will hold water.

C ASTORIA

Assets

recreational

resources,

That is

Children Cry

assets.$2,040,364 00
items not admitted
162,326 38

Lumbermen

duplication
unnecessary
awny with
and expense of publicity work.
The present revised program of the
Bureau is as follows:
interest
1.
It co-ordinates
every

and industrial opportunities,
ami present commercial developments,
with the object to interest the tourist
public in Maine as a recreational cen.
ter to develop its industrial and agricultural possibilities, and to call at.

Dec^nber 31, 1921.

---

Association. trans|>ortation companies,
and local Chambers of Commerce.
The present activities of the Bureau are in eharge of an executive
committee from the Itoard of directors due to the resignation of Halbert

advantages, natural

Mrs. J.

week-end visitor with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. t). Harriman.

Total liabilities and surplus. .$1,878,028 62
3w8

Automobile
Association, the
State Chamber of Commerce and Agricultural I-eogue, the Maine Hotel

Its

Mrs. Evander Harriman were

Master Buford Grant
was

BOSTON. MASS.

Admitted assets.$1,878.028
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses. )
39.230
Unearned premiums.
437 033
All other liabilities.
16 044

Maine

Maine,

Outdoor Overshoe,

visited Mr. E. R. Batchelder in Frankfort
few days ago.

Real estate. $
22.159 19
Stocks and bonds. 1,723,346 76
(’ash in office and bank.
167.299 64
34.494 39
Agents’ balances.
Intere t at d rents.
26,339 07
Ail other assets
62,716 96

retentional and vacation advantages,
but the publicity would also set forth
its
resources,
the State’s natural
agricultural and industrial opportunities and present commercial developments.
The Bureau is now backed by the

advertise

Ihet.A

Batchelder

a

Ihe Lumber Mutual fire Insurance to

•cope of the State of Maine Publicity
Bureau had been greatly enlarged,
and would now include not only the

to

Harriman and J. F.

Percy Harding is still gaining and sits
a
little while every day.
His many
friends hope to soon see him out.

the bench, h is a way of
I saying what he means. Recently he is
reported to have said that “Cowardice
characterized the principal fault with
I
congressmen
and that representatives
are operating more with a
view to their
l*. Gardner, who has been acting as
I reelection than lor the best interests of i its executive secretary.
i the country or their constituents."
This
The new headquarters of the Buwdl he the case until members are made
a permanent locution lias
reau. until
alive to the fact that their constituents
are
right at their heels demanding the been secured, are at h’70 Middle
service pledged before election.
stieet, Portland.
under
Tbe
budget requirement,
Tanlac’s best advertising comes from
the enlarged program, is now $75,000
people who have actually used it. Read a year for a three-year period. This
& Hills.
enlarged program will obviously do
a

W. D

up

Asset*

It

rd Miss Ada Harriman several days last
week.

pieces of

Mr. and

OF

Men.

muui s gwuuuw--

small

week-end visitors with Mr. and
A. Pierce in Sandypomt.

\TLY ENLARGED

Scope and Activities of State of Maine
Publicity Bureau Much Increased.
Prominent
Several
Organizations
Now Back of itManaged by Committee of State’s Leading Business

irw

Vicks the size of a pea.
Melt a little in a spoon
and inhale the vapors.

HP

j

season.

Hill s is sure—tbe quickest acting,
dependable remedy for colds.

JgH

forgovernment

omwd. quinine

Tablets.

c-vcry

slowly

FfS&Ssrfsw

I yaankaorau&cACsftrt.Ahnriu^Z

SOUBVDRUKHSISP*^ink

Main Street, Belfast.

ttr QlfevseCklint

WAN I

Wi

YOUR

valuation in 1921
large decrease in the
further loss
the previous year, and a
in 1922.
in valuation appears inevitable
to paste
hat
in
everybody’s
There ia room

STOCKTON SPRINGS

BUSINESS

over

* regular
The Current Event* Club held
L.
last week with Mrs Herbert

FORREAL SATISFACTION

to cutting
the classic observstion relative
according to available cloth.

meeting

Hopkins.

••Btnefit”

I

ceiving

Mandard

daughter.

A Cl*SS BY

IN

~-

I

DIRECT
10

A'X0

lb.

health
Hebron, seeking improved

FOR_St\_

from the

STREET.

MAINE

BELFAST,

SEARSPORT
to her
Mr». Leroy Littlefield is confined
home in Main street by illness.

M

family

a

A

heirloom.

Calvin Stinson.

s.

for a
Miss Violet Meyers left recer tly
and
N.
H.,
Laconia,
in
visit with friends

VMM tRI’URT

Boston.
been veryMrs George Towle, who has
is
improvMain
street,
in
home
ill at her

ing slowly.
Saturday
Steamer Ripogenus arrived
for the
coal
with
Va.,
from Norfolk,
Great Northern Paper Co.
coal
Steamer Auable with 4,000 tons of
from
for the Great Northern,, arrived
Norfolk last Wednesday.
arrived
Mrs. Bert Angell of Rockland
called here by the illness of her

Tuesday,

Mr. and
were

Mrs. Edward Weed of Dover

recent vistora in town.

Mias Louise A. Smith, who teaches in
Brewer, spent the weekend in town.
Miss Verna Clark of Sherman visited
her sister, Mrs. C. L. Barrows, recently.

Judge Ellery Bowden was a business
visitor in Augusta several days last week
H.

McDonough attended the
Maine Medical Association in Bangor last
^
week.
Dr.

T.

away

shore.

has

been

reappointed

women’s reformatory

a

at

trustee

of

the

Skowbegan.

and
body, acted as pall-bearers
to the Mt. Prospect cemetery.
Rev. Mr Clark of the Frankfort CongreE A
gational church officiated, and Mrs
Farris sang most feelingly, Come I nto
Me.
The floral tribute was notable, the
Odd Fellows and the Kebekahs having
sent large pieces, as also did Bethany
ter, Mrs. Arthur Colson.
from Chapter O.E.S., Mr. Nickerson's da ugh
Friday
John E. Hall returned
ter, Mrs. Hawes, being the present
visiting relaBangor where he had been
Mr. Nickerson was
trip Worthy Matron.
vacation
l.rst
his
tives for the week,
born in Searsport nearly fifty four years

Saturday
wae held
The Bluebirds
home of Inez Colcord.
for the month,
were awarded feathers
a
Flier.
and Alice Trut/dy was made
an hour, after
Games were enjoyed for
to the dinwhich the guests were invited
on

eral

snow

are
Miss Kuth Smith
a
on having achieved
congratulating
last
qaarthe
lor
the honor lis.

friends of

The

uer

place

A gift that is

much appreciated

was

Mr. and

Mrs. Elmer Sherman of Belfast.

Mr. Sherman

was

born

lived in Belfast since he
is

a

in

town

was

but has

twelve.

He

nephew of Mos Hattie S. Sherman.

The game

award, d.

Punch

was

priate prizes were
and later ice
served during the game,
and fancy
sauce
cream with raspberry
The guests incrackers were served.
A. Story Trundy,
cluded Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Fletcher,

The crowning social event of the winter was the farewell ball given on Wednesday evening, Feb. 22, by the officers
and crew of the S. S. Belfast to the citiof Winterport at Union Hall. The
grand march was led by Capt. Rawley of

it

is to the point to report that a highlywoman of this village last week

Joseph D.

pber was a native of this town who had
been engaged in business in New York

formerly a
eity for many years, and
was not
visitor in his old home town,
frequent
enough for all present Knowles’orchestra
where numerous relatives still reside. His

furnished music. Lawrence McCormack
and successful affair.
was a very pretty
and a was floor manager. The affair was preattendance,
in
were
About forty
ceeded by a banquet tendered to the offithe hostess, were
large number, including
crew and ladies by the ladies of the
cers,
fashioned costume.
in picturesque old
costume, village at the I. O. O. F. banquet hail.
in
Colcord,
Inez
Little Mias
Ellen Frame, Capt. Rawley was toastmaster.
tended the door, and Miss
stairs’ landing.
the
at
was
ns Priscilla,
MJKMFORr
the drawing
Guests, as they entered
to George and
introduced
were
room,
The members of the Ladies' Improveand
Martha Washington, Betsy Rosa,
ment Society of Saturday Cove, Northroom
the
In
dining
General Lafayette.
port, gave a public supper and a sale of
dainty sandwiches, small cakes, cookies, fancy articles Wednesday
evening, Feb.
StinCalvin
Mrs.
served.
and tea were
22nd, at the residence of Mrs. Fannie
Merrithew poured,
son and Mrs. Harry
Bowden, president of the society. Notand Rilia
and the Misses Gladys, Rose
withstanding the inclemency of the
costume.
in
were
Whitcomb served. All
weather quite a gathering assembled to
down
A unique stunt, called “chopping
partake of an excellent feast spread beMiss
of
in
was
charge
the cherry tree”
fore them, when ample justice was done
was
The tree-trunk
Martha Duncan.
by all. At the close of the repast a sale
covered with bands of various colored of fancy
articles, made by the society,
blindfolded,
Each guest in turn,
paper.
were rapidly disposed of, then all joined
a
chopped with a hatchet, and received
in social intercourse, puns and jokes
to
tiny roll in the color corresponding
were received with great hilarity and hapa fortune
that Chopped and containing
py reelings, which caused the joyful
The Father of HU Country, was
verse.
evening to pass quickly. At a late hour
Martha
represented by James H. Duncan;
went away well pleased with
everyone
BetW ashington by Miss Minerva Gray;
their evening’s entertainment, expressLafayette,
Alice
Porter;
ay Rosa, Miss
ing the hope that the members of the soAmong the old- ciety would continue long in their good
Rev. Harold E. LeMay.
laahioned costumes, worthy of special work already accomplished. If anyone
Mrs. Charles E. is at all skeptical of their work let them
mention, was that of
take a stroll some pleasant time through
creation of Urge
beautiful
a
Adams,
the cemetery, when but a abort time ago
with
made
and
gold,
in
no one could look at it with pride or
green
plaided silk,
What a change has been
waist, with sleeves pleasure.
very full skirt, tight
since the ladies of the society
wrought
at
the
and
flowing
shoulder,
tight at the
have teken a hand in the matter. New
and collar of
roads have been made through the place,
elbow, with underaleevea
doiman like cape in headstones have been looked after and
old lace. She wore a
embroid- the grass has been kept down to a lawn
black ailk with bands of colored
lisle1 finish. We all take pride in their work
ailk-embroidered
and
mitts,
silk
and may they etill move on in their good
ery,
costume was completed work is the sincere wi-h of every citiThe
stockings.
and
chain, zen of the Cove. The ladies of the sobrooch, oM locket
hy a
She carried a ciety wish to extend their thanks to
ewd n hair finger-ring.
those who were present at the entertainand to the
ment and would inform them that the sorare old lace handkerchief,
was comciety is welt pleased with the (30 receivgallant detail, the costume
to about 70 years old. ed by the treasurer, Mrs. Clara Hopkins.
pirtn. The gown

was

Early in life he marage was about 71.
ried Miss Eveline Colcord of this town
Many
who died in .New York in 1878.
years later he married Miss Florence Coe
He leaves
who survives with three sons.
Mrs. J. W. Msnson, and a
a sister,
nephew, William McGilvery, both resialso

dents «f Pittsfield. The funeral was held
at the family home in Glen Ridge on Sun-

day, Feb. 19th.
At a

Funeral services of Mrs Martha Harts-

Republican

caucus

held at the

fair return

Obviously,

horn, who died in Bangor of pneumonia,
were held at the church Monday afterInterment

noon.

was

customer that

in the family lot in

his

on

helps

bring

to

own

J.

W.

has

Nickerson

received

from Colorado of the death of her
brother Albion’s wife, Mrs. I illian Wise

Colcord,

who died after

a

few days' ill-

Mr. Colcord, who is
almost blind and much broken down, has

Mrs

T.

Nickerson

D.

was

tives.

Mr.
T.

and

A. T.

Mrs.

and

Comet Grange held an interesting meeting last Saturday afternoon. The following trustees were elected: H. P. W hite,
James Webster and Elmer H. Moore;
finance committee, R. C. Thayer, F. P
Sister

Nickerson.

Minnie Thayer was elected Lecturer to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of
The next
Sister Hattie F. M. Phillips.
meeting will be held Saturday afternoon,
The grange will serve a dinMarch 4th.
town meeting day, Monday, March
13th, 25 cents per plate. They will be
very grateful to any one who would care
to contribute a cake or pie.
ner

Littlefield.
In Belfast, Feb. 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Littlefield, a son.
MARRIED.

<

such other business
before said meeting

transact
come

as

gW6WTC-\;
ira“f-

GRANITE
We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

properly

may

Bangor, Maine, February 25. 1922
JOHN R MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red,.Westerly, R. I., Fink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red, Wis1
consin Mahogary, Warsaw, Wis., Red,

HARTFORD. CONN.
31, 1921.
Real Estate.$
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans.
Assets December

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets

*

0 CO
OO
0 00
y,248.971 OC1
1,509.9(9 93
2,612.206 01
25,348 71
104,678 57
436,543 46

1

8,500

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

“

Hartshorn.
Mrs. Martha E.

aged 66

21,

In Bangor, Feb. 24,
Hartshorn of Swanville,

years.

BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Apples,

MARKET

$1 00

bush

6
9
35a40
24
35
35
32
35
32

Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,
Butter,
Cheese,
Chicken,

Duck,
Fowi,
Geese,

PAID

PRODUCER

Hay,
Lamb,
I Mutton,
Potatoes,

125

Gross Assets. $13,946, 57 68
Deduct items not admitted.
353,777 78

00

Belfast, Maine,

90

Dickey, Real Estate and Insurance*
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine. 3t9

To the Inhabitants [of the
of Belfast
In the

BAMGOK LIME
WIN1EK

A. S. HEAL,

1,000,000 00
2,309,560 98

Orrin J.

20
20
1 OOtol 00
Round Hon,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
W'ood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

Balmoral Red

AND SEE THEM.

862 313 45

Surplus.$13,692,279

Total Liabilities and

*t Magda Red,

IE CALL

Admitted Assets.$13,692,279 90
Liabilites December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses..
$ 4,574.976 66
Unearned Premiums. 4,865 438 81
All other Liabilities..
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

IMPORTED

Beers Red,

DIED.
CLARK..
In Stockton Springe, Feb.
Mrs. Helen S. Clark, aged 71 vears.

-RED

paw**"

—

.-

DWELLEY-MOODY. In Searsport, Feb.
18, by Rev. N. F. Atwood, Chandler M.
Dwelley of Frankfort and Emily Dora
Moody of Searsport.

j

only
paid

Notice of Kirst Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United Staten f< r
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
j
In the matter of Read W.
,n Bankruptcy. '
Ixtwe I, Bankrupt.
To the Creditors of Read \N Lowell, of Searsport, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, bankrupt:
You are hereby notified thaf on the lhth day
l
of February, 1922, the said Read ^
«as duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
at the
held
wi'l
be
f
his
creditors
fimt meeting
dice of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bank building, in Belfast, in said District, on the 31»t
day of March, 1922. at 10.15 o'clock in the
forenoon at uhich time and place the said
creditors may attend, prove their claims, apa» d
point a trustee, exan me the bankrupt,

Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co

BORN

j

has

Nickerson, j
Mrs. Albert

tend the funeral.

Kermit S

not

Augusta, Maine

Much sym-

Porter went to Stockton Sunday to at-

Webb and

preferred stock,
a security that

the bereaved rela-

Nickerson

D.

customer-

moderate-sized

Central Maine Power Company

Stockton last Wednesday by the dea'h of
her hrolher, Mr. Leroy Nickerson, who
to

more

POWER CP

to

called

other

CENTRAL. MAINE

large circle of

a

any

Its customers, by purchasing
share in the protits but they get
dividends for more than 18 years.

of pneumonia.

the deepest sympathy of
friends.

Company has

than

a

company in America.

news

ness

only when he is both an investor and
is truly his own partner.

partners proportionately

{laughter.
Mrs.

it is
a man

Central Maine Power

Green Lawn Cemetery. Sincere sympathy
is extended to the bereaved son and

Eggs,

office of A. M. Ames on the evening of
Feb. 20lh, A. M. Ames, Mrs. P. L. Bates

he

endle ss demand for the product in which
he has become financially interested.

j

grip.

chickadees,

Word was received

electricity*

own

an
Miss Bernice Damm has been ill with

A piece
of suet tied to a convenient tree is joyously accepted these days by the irrepreswhose spring song is
ible

paper caps, helmets and turb
guests, they had 240 but that

the

SWANVILLfc.

normal occupation.

Wednesday aiThe Colonial tea given
»t the home of Mrs
ternoon, Feb. 22nd,
Sweetser in Mosman street,

to

year ago in November.

Mrs.

in this village last
week of the death of Henry S. L npber
Mr. Lanat Atlantic City on Feb. 17th.

ns

in his futile struggle against the
inevitable, following his accident of a

of her age, fifty-nine.

the Belfast and Mrs. Rawley.. The floor
was filled to capacity.
There were nearly

nis

a customer-owner
a

him

achieved the title of great-grandmother
for the iifth time, and makes no secret

its

uses

owns

m:ney, and
about
increase in importsees his investment
As long as
ance, a* the industry grows.
work
done, the inveslife is to be lived and
tor in Power Co npany securities is sure of

step-mother Mr. Nickerson received the
unavailing sympathy of all who knew

pathy is extended

resume

As

who

man

power,

of Frankfort, and two sisters, Mrs.
A. T. Nickerson and Mrs. T. D. Nickerson, both of Swanville, besides his aged

died at Hebron Sanitorium.

The Improvement League of the grammar school earned a substantial sum for

always

securities of an
electric light ana power company and who
directly or indirect’y uses that light or
The

son

1

respected

Blodgett, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs
Miss Florence ColCharles C. Havener,
Curtis, Donald RusGeorge
Capt.
cord,
sell.

300 dancers and spectators present. The
hosts provided curious, unique and dainty

Investment in this industry will
earn a safe and reasonable return.

mostly his ste -mother, Mrs. Amanda
He
Leufest
vickerson, who survives
to serve as
H. H. Hawes was drawn
! leaves a widow, two daughters, Mrs.
at the drawiug
Harold Hawes and Mrs. Asa Stiles, two
juror at the April term,
of the
which took place in the office
sons, Ellery and Leroy, Jr., three grand!
selectmen on Saturday morning.
children, a brother, Frederick M. Nicker-

about due.

R-

for electric service.

late

the bangor High school.

zens

W

At least that much new capital will be
required each year for the next five years
to keep pace with the growing demands

on

ter at

George S. Ellis of Portland was at the
its phonograph fund at a recent candy
of sand- high school rooms Monday where he pre
ing room, where a dainty supper
and through the teacher, Mrs. lieu I ah
sale,
macasenled Lemuel Kingsbury Lord with a
wiches, hot chocolate, brownies,
The gold watch for winning second prize in Hawes, wishes to express appreciation
was served.
roons and candied fruit,
ol the
the the state wide Insurance Essay Contest of the generosity of the friends
with
decorations were in keeping
pupils.
cards conducted by the Maine Underwriters
valentine season, and the place
Hosts of friends regret to hear that the
tiny Blue Birds. Association of Portland.
were red hearts bearing
condition of James H. Hawes, carrier on
Duncau, guardi.
H.
J.
Rev.
A.
of
the
M.
£■
Mrs.
C.
were
pastor
Prudy,
Guests
after
Anne Doris Rogers, assist- church invited the graded schools to tne route No. 3, remains unsatisfactory
«n, and Miss
Evidently
M. E. vestry, Wednesday evening, there an illness of some six weeks.
ant Guardian.
without vitality equal to his ambition he
entertained at a to bold an exhibition. Music, songs and
Miss Violet Meyers
has
failed to stand the strain of an exhome in West recitations appropriate to Washington’s
Valentine party at her
active year, and is finding it
ceptionally
were presented'
Mr.
exThe
birthday
Purdy
evening.
Main street, Wednesday
difficult
to
recuperate.
to the sea- hibited a patriotic and instructive mov- !
decorations were appropriate
Miss Jessie Li. Baker presidA small Acadian owi was captured
were given white en- ing pictuie.
the
guests
and
son,
di- ed at the piano. Mr. Purdy also furnish- alive in the Ames Co. gram house on Fricontaining
and
hearts
red
velops with
tables and part- ed refreshments of assorted cookies and day, and after unblmkingly accepting a
rections as to how to find
to
was hearts, an! appro- orangeade.
good deal of attention was permitted
ners.

investment of Seven Hundred and
Forty Mi lion Dollars a year is a good thing
to be interested in !
tional

Charles K. and
ago, a son
Elonia (Larrabee) Nickerson. His mother
dying when he was a small boy, he knew
of the

Gro-ving industry requiring the addi*

A

a

marched

for many years.

shoe and ski races.

the $100 check received last week from

ed in

Harris Lowell of Dexter
to be with her beThursday
last
arrived
Nickerson.
reaved sister, Mrs. Leroy S.
left SatMerrithew
b.
S.
Mr. and Mrs.
to pass ilie
urday morning for Camden
daughweek end with the family of their
Annie

Mrs.

the
Miss Marion Eaton entertained
sister, Mrs. George Towle.
Refreshwss the re- Sept Amies Friday evening.
Boston
of
Allen
G.
John
Ste- ments were served.
which
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
The Eastern Star sewing circle,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Shaw are visiting
vens in West Main street
laurels for some
has been resting on its
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N. Carver of their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Fred weeks, will start activities again on frilast Shaw ib Newton Ctr, Mass.
with Mrs. Alfred
New York City were the guests
day afternoon, meeting
Mrs. Louise Cuddy left on S. S Belfast W.
week of Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Colcord.
Fayle.
has arriv- Thursday for her borne in Boston after
Steamer Jean, Capt Taylor,
J. Littlefield arrived Saturday
Edmund
tons of spending aeversf weeks with Ml. and Mrs
where he
ed from Norfolk, Va., with 4,f00
morning from West Seboois,
Co.
John McGee.
and left
coal for the Great Northern Paper
a dam,
on
been
employed
has
visit with
The Winterport shirt factory resumed
Chandler Martin Dwelley of Frankfort
Monday morning after a brief
of
operations Monday after several weeks his family.
and Mias Emily Dora Moody, daughter
Sesrs- inactivity owing to non arrival of necesof
Moody
Sidney
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Tuesday
Herbert Mixer returned last
par- sary machinery.
port. were married at the Methodist
where he
Mass.,
Chelmsford,
West
from
Rev. N.
sonage Saturday evening at 7.30,
Patrons of the movies will have the opfor
has been employed as a draughtsman
F. Atwood performing the ceremony.
portunity of seeing Charles Ray in The
nd is with the family of
months,
several
al- Old Swimming Hole next Saturday evenlor an
A good many tickets have been sold
his daughter, Mrs. L. A. barrett,
eve ball,
ing at Crocketts theatre.
ready, for the Saint Patrick’s
indefinite
stay.
which will be given in Union hall, ThursMr. and Mrs. F. C. Young returned
masquerade dancing
The postponed
the same
day evening, March 16th, under
Wednesday from a several weeks’ stay
Wednesday evening.
off
was
pulled
ball
party
confetti
management as that of the
with their daughter and husband, Prof,
in
The prevalence of Mclteen’s orchestra
with
great
Feb.
9th,
which w a given
and Mrs Herbert Ringwall of Boston.
hall during the fat years cultiDenslow
will
hall
the
On this occasion,
success
Mr. end Mrs. L. C. Atwood and Mr. vated a fastidiousness which refuses to
Irish col
be elaborately decorated in the
and Mrs. W. R Atwood of Bangor moas
accept any substitute.
such
dances
ors, and the old fashioned
tored down Sunday and called at the
and
on
fancy
Boston
the
of
Lake,
Harrv Bryant returned trom Auburn
Lady
homes of Lewis Atwood and Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday morning, where he has employ
quadrilles, will be featured. Refresh- Joshua Treat, Jr.
leave
ments will be served during intermission,
ment for several weeks, and will
The carnival of winter sports held by
furand Hank’s five piece orchestra will
this week accompanied by Mrs.
early
look- the high school on the athletic field Wedc ty
nish music. The dancing public is
Bryant to make their home in that
with keen an- nesday p. m. Feb. 22, was enjoyed by
event
the
to
forward
ing
for au indefinite time.
spectators of and participants in the sevticipation.
Suggested by an item i? a Maine daily,

The February ceremonial meeting ot
Group
the Blue Birds of the Kanetota
afternoon at the

Customer Ownership makes a man. in
his 3wn partner, is well told in a recent advertisement by the National Electric Light
Association, part of which follows:

HOWtruth,

flowing with sorrowing relatives, neightown
bors and friends, many from out of
of
Stockton
members
The
being present
Mr
Lodge of Odd Fellows, of which order
Nickerson was a valued member, attend

Phillip L. bates of Sandypo.nt

Mrs.

good-sized
sum was realized for the Ladies’ Guild
M.s Sweetser was assisted by Mrs. Elbert Monroe, Mrs. Harry Merrithew and

and

sea

came down the
W. A Gridin of Bangor
with his
last of the week for a visit
mother and sister in Paik.

IMPORTING COMPANY,

MAIN

the arrival at Macks of the S S. Ripohis son Ellery and son
genus, upon which
emin-law Harold Hawes are regularly
1 be
department.
ployed in the engineer’s
overcommodius dwelling was filled to

td

for
Mrs. Asa Stiles will leave shortly

STnW COCOKN lOpkfl

MAKKS PtrLICKH-'S PFSSERT

on

with his family.

partner

to Yourself?

in tms village
held at the family home
awaitSunday afternoon. The service

Friday
Charles O. McMann came down
the week-end
to
spend
Millinocket
from

ITSCIF

I

Special this Week
Ass’t Milk Chocolates

congratulations

not be a

Why

garments
Nickerson,
The funeral of l-eroy S
at the
who died on Tuesday morning
was
Greenwood Mountain sanitarium,

Walter Wynne are reon the birth of a

and Mrs.

Mr

City PUPIL

WANTED AT THE

County of Waldo,Sidle of Maine Waldo County Hospit^

You are hereby notified that t e BOAKI) OF
REGISTRATION will he in session to revise
and correct the VOTIwG LISTS of the City of
Belfast on the six Becular days prior to the
thirteenth dav of March, 1922.
Said Board

SCHEDULE

NURSES

NOTICE
The sdjourned meeting of the i'-*^'
holders of the Belfast Building t oW*1*
will be held at the Memorial
Thursday, March 2, 1922, at 7 p. ®>‘*
the purpose of election of officers •nd'”
trai saclion of
anv other business
may legally come before said meet**
You are urged to be present at this®**"
lease will be &*
as the matter of

RETAIL MARKET
RETAIL PRICE
|
During the close of navigation st Bangor, | of Regis.ration will be in session from nine in
2 20
Beef,
corned, 30a32 Lime,
the foreuoon to one iu the afternoon, and from
wi
W
were
chosen
l
leave
BELFAST
Hichborn
R.
delegates
interport
andH.
Butter salt,
18a32 Oats,
64 Steamship
three in the afternoon to five in the afternoon*
on Mondays and Thursdays at 10 a. m.. Bucks
85 Oat Meal,
5
to the forthcoming state and district con- Corn,
and
from seven to nine i the afternoon, to rem
for t'amde
port at J2 noon, Belfast 2 p.
Cracked corn.
85 Onions,
12 Rockland and Boston.
ceive evidence touching the qualifications of
ventions at Bangor and Mrs. P. B, Spalding,
Corn meal,
85
Oil, kerosene, 19a20
voters therein and to revise and correct the votReturn—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fri
Mrs. E. Staples and E. A. Partridge alter35 Pollock,
8
Cheese,
ing lists, and on the last two secular days
days at 5 p. m. Leave Rockland Wednesdays to
nates. A town committee was elected with Cotton seed,
2 75 Pork,
19 and Saturdays, 4 30
verify and coyert said list* and to com- ing
m„ Camden 5.15
m.,
W J. DORMAN, Clert__
plete and close up its records of said ses- cussed.
30 Rye meal,
6.5 Belfaat 6.45
W. M. Berry, chairman, Mrs. P. L. Bates Cranberries,
m, for Bucksport, and WinterOn the Iasi two said secular days, at
sions,
1 65 port.
Shorts,
vice chairman, Mrs. P. B. Spalding, sec- Clover seed,
nine
o'clock
in
the
afternoon, verified copies
f loor,
The
Freight to and from Bangor handled, via
10 00a 13 50 Sugar,
7
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTH K
of said voting lists shall be delivered to the
retary, and the list includes E. A Part- H. G.
acriber hereby frivea notice that I
Salt, T. I., hus. 1 25 Bucksport.
seed,
Clerk of said City of Belfast and a
^
taken
L.
M.
receipt
A.
L.
H.
Barrett,
At Boston cor nection is made via the Met
LaFurley,
ridge,
18 Sweet potatoes,
administrator, with the
8
Lard,
therefor, but no names shall be added to or duly appointed
opolitan Line express freight steamers for stricken
annexed of the estate of
H. Hawes, I. P. Harris, A. M. holmes,
from
said lists after nine o’clock in
New York and points South and West.
SAMUEL R BENNETT, late of Searemo®
the afternoon of the last of said
Isaac Littlefield, Mrs. L S. Emery, Mrs.
days devoted in the
County of Waldo, deceased,
Portland-New Y'ork Freight Service
to registration as above.
6w2
borda aa the law directa. All persons h»
Fred L. Blanchard, Mrs. Henry M. GrifBoard of Registration of Voters of the City
Upon completion of ti e new State pier at
detf
demands
against the eatate of *aid
Portland now under construction,direct freight of Belfast
fin, Mrs. C. N. Staples, Mrs. E. A. Farris,
are desired to present the aai.ie for settle
service to and from New York will be resum
By CARLETON DOAK, Chairman,
Miss Clara Ridley. The caucus went on
and all indebted thereto are requeatefl
ed. Sailings will be announced later,
I make payment immediately.
record as endorsing the candidacy of AlGEO. E. DUN TON,
BRO**
a

a.

a.

e

Raise 95% of Your
Hatch

bert

M. Ames for senator from

Waldo

county.

insure

The selectmen

s annual report ia in the
of the printers, and the annual
town meeting falls on the 13th of March,
the warrant for which will be posted ttie
latter part of the week.
Besidea the
routine, there are sundry articles to appear in the warrant which demand the
prayerful consideration of every citizen
keenly interested in the economical operation of municipal affairs. The meeting should call out a large attendance,
for matters are to be decided which are
of sufficient importance aa to call for a
clear majority opinion.
There was a

Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Cut down your losses
of baby chicks and
maximum

FOR SALE

development.

hands

nlatchford*
(formerly known

Starts

It

as

is a
as a

Blntehford's Milk

Ike Patrick Troy House and
Lot, situated
Lincolnville avenue. Bids will be received for the same up to Monday
noon,
Ma hh 6.
Right is reserved to reject any
and all bids.
2w8
JAMES H. HOWES
on

CHICK MASH
Mash)

milk-substitute to be used
dry mash from the first

feeding.
is a highly nutritious growing
Grows It
feed, insuring maximum development, vigor and health.
It insures early maturity, resultMatures ing
in early egg production and
profit.
Order a Bag Today
Buy It from your Local Dealer
Accept no Substitutes

WOOLENS
Material for ladies’ wear direct
from Factory. Write for samples
and state kind wanted.
K. A. PACKAKO,
3mo.

Box B, Camden, Mai ve.

MAYNARD M.

For Sale

Good

looking,

Appleton. Me., Feb. 14, 1922.

fat three year old trot-

ting bred colt for sale. Father has a mark
2.09 1 4; mother was by Vassar.
Sound
and smooth and will sell at a great trade
will trade for a good cow.
Inquire of
H. C. BUZZELL, Belfast, Me.
6

or

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
for the sympathy and kindness ot
friends and neighbors in our recent sor
and for the many beautiful flowers
to the funeral.

James sholes,
Ralph Sholes,

PAPER UK
LEE

HOWARD,

41 HIGH STREET.

3w8*

Mrs. R. w. SWITZER*
MISS SHOLES,
Mrs. Sanderson,
Miss

Clemons'._

Miss Elizabeth Cilley. trained nur*
who has been caring for her sister,
Roy Roberts, has gone
Monroe.

to

d
her home

